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Michael Lenke, inventor of the womanizer and head of epi24

GmbH, answers our questions about the success of his product,

about the launch of the womanizer PRO40, a low-price version of

the top-seller, and about his plans for eroFame.

It’s merely 20 kilometres from the EAN head offices to the

 headquarters of Europe’s biggest condom producer. CPR

GmbH produces more than 200 million condoms every year

that are sold in 50 countries all over the globe.

Not everybody loves flesh-coloured dildos. However, in a way it was

exactly those kinds of products that inspired Rianne Swierstra to

launch her own brand. In our Monthly Mayhem she also tells us

why she didn’t follow her original plan of becoming a veterinarian.

With their new products, Rosy and Peggy, Tickler bring new

life to two classic design forms – the vibrating egg and the

wand vibrator. Eric Kalén tells us why you don’t have to

 reinvent the wheel with every new product.

Kim Airs knows both, the brick-and-mortar trade and the e-com-

merce segment like the back of her hand. After all, she’s been

selling sex toys for 23 years. In our interview, she talks about her

experiences in the trade and the status quo of the US market. 
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Page 88
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C O N T E N T

Daniel Miller presents Slube, a new, unusual lubricant. What

makes it unusual is not that it’s available in various colours and

fragrances, but that one pack is enough to fill a whole

 bathtub with Slube.
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There is a lot of talk about ˈmen and sex toysˈ in the industry,

especially because of many old preconceptions that still

 remain. Changing this situation is up to interesting new products.

Products such as Colin Bailey’s Monkey Spanker, for example.
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Bath, England- Lovehoney has extended i ts  agreement with

author E L James to give the UK- based sex toy manufacturer

exclusive worldwide r ights to produce Fi f ty Shades of Grey

branded pleasure products through 2018. The company f i rst

secured the wor ldwide r ights  to the Fi f ty  Shades of  Grey

brand in 2012. The Off icial  P leasure Col lect ions have s ince

sold over 2 mil l ion units worldwide and picked up numerous

awards, including a 2015 LIMA Licensing Award.

Lovehoney whips up three
more years of Fifty Shades

Lovehoney co-founder Neal Slate-

ford said: “The Fifty Shades of Grey 

trilogy completely transformed the

market for pleasure products. It

bridged the gap between adult

and the mainstream and introduced

a whole new audience to the joy of

sex toys. We’re delighted to have

 extended our relationship with E L

James and her team. We have

 exciting plans for developing the

brand.” E L James commented: "I'm

thrilled to be extending the Fifty

 Shades partnership with Lovehoney.

It's a wonderful British company run

by amazing, creative people who re-

ally care for their customers and for

fans of the Fifty Shades story. Our work

together has been a huge success,

and long may 

that continue.” Lo-

vehoney and all

adult retailers are

looking forward to

the next two movie

adaptations of the

books, Fifty Shades

Darker and Fifty

Shades Freed, in

February 2017 and

2018 respectively. Lovehoney

 presented two new Fifty Shades col-

lections in July at the ANME

Founders Show in Los Angeles. Fifty

Shades Darker -  The Official Pleasure

Collection and the limited edition No

Bounds Collection will ship to retailers

in October. Lovehoney’s International

Sales Manager Jim Primrose added:

“Fifty Shades continues to be the most

recognisable and desirable name in

the  pleasure product market. The

 release of Fifty Shades Darker will

 further boost demand for official Fifty

Shades products. Our product  -

development team has worked clo-

sely with E L James to create products

that will surprise and delight customers

and industry watchers alike.”

Renews exclusive worldwide licence

N E W S

letter

from the editor

w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m  •  0 8 / 2 0 1 6

Last month, roughly 18,000 scien-
tists, activists, and politicians gathe-
red in Durban, South Africa, for the
World AIDS Conference. Currently,
34 to 41 million people on the pla-
net are infected with this virus, and
each year, there are 2 million new
infections. The dedicated theme
of the 2016 Conference was “Ac-
cess Equity Rights Now”, therefore,
one of the main topics was facili-
tating access to prevention and
therapy for high-risk groups. In West
and Central Africa, only about one
out of four HIV infected has access
to treatment. These countries are
affected the most by the disease,
and most people there could ne-
ver afford effective therapy.
In Europe, the situation is vastly dif-
ferent, of course, but even here,
the pandemic is far from under
control. According to WHO statis-
tics, the number of new infections
has reached an all-time high. Of
the 142,000 new infections in 2014,
most occurred in Eastern Europe.
Another big problem is that some
of the infected don’t even realise
they have contracted HIV. 
As everybody knows, condoms are
an effective means of protection
against HIV. The range of products
in this field has expanded continu-
ously throughout the past years, so
everybody is guaranteed to find
the size and texture they prefer. Mo-
reover, adult stores offer a safe
sales environment for people who
would feel awkward or uncomfor-
table buying condoms at the su-
permarket (a survey conducted by
the German private health insuran-
ces showed that this is the case
with 18% of the interviewees). Sure,
condoms may not be the most ex-
citing product you can offer as an
adult retailer, but they definitely rank
among the most important ones.

That's it for this month!
Randolph Heil

Dear Ladies 
and Gentlemen

Author E L James with Lovehoney co-founders

Richard Longhurst and Neal Slateford
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Gold Coast,  Austral ia -  Sensuous Smooth personal lubr icants have just undergone a huge

transformation. Austral ian company Sensuous have given their  Smooth personal lubr icant

range a substantial  revamp with a brand new look and two new addit ions. 

Sensuous makes a Smooth transition

The company has dropped the outer box

and gone for a sleek, and more chique

cosmetic look. “Smooth was one of the first

products we ever launched,” said Keith Jones

joint founder of the company, “we have

come a very long way since then and we

thought it was about time we looked at giving

the bottles a bit of a facelift. Well we tweaked a bit here

and tweaked a bit there and decided the best thing to

do was start again, and while we were at it we also

 decided to add two more products to the

range. What we have now is a clean

 modern look that is eye catching and

practical. We are very happy with the design

and I’m sure our customers will be too.”

There are four products in the range, Smooth

Natural, Smooth as Ice and Smooth & War-

ming.  These three products are glycerin free and made

with natural ingredients.  The company also has Smooth

Silicone which is a high quality long lasting silicone lube.

Wijchen, The Netherlands - Leg Avenue’s ‘Erotic Chic’

sub label called KINK, wants to take women to a

playful fantasy. KINK has been around for one and a half

year, and according to Leg Avenue, the sales proof its po-

pularity. “Everyone seems to love the playful range KINK of-

fers. Not only women fell in love with KINK, but it also caught

the eyes of many stylists of several fashion magazine,” the

company explained. The collection exists of thirty styles,

ranging from seducing cupless bodystockings to sexy

 wetlook bonday teddies and body harnesses to faux leather

floggers and nipple pasties. Leg Avenue now wants to

 promote their wetlook nipple pasties with silver chain: “Every

erotic (lingerie) store should offer some nipple pasties.”

Brand new look & two additions

N E W S

Leg Avenue promotes
KINK’s nipple pasties

New look Smooth is available now and

is shipping immediately

Nipple pasties are a perfect product for lingerie

& adult retailers 
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Wadgassen, Germany - The lingerie series

ANGELS NEVER SIN is from now on availa-

ble in XXL and XXXL. “Seductive, erotic, playful,

naughty and always thoroughly female – the

collection ANGELS NEVER SIN knows what the

 ladies want,” the company describes their lingerie

 collection. That is the reason why ST Rubber is now

 expanding its range by two sizes: XXL and XXXL are

 intended bring a certain „XTra“ between the sheets.

Wijchen, The Netherlands - Kama

Sutra’s Weekender Kits encou-

rage romance heat on the go. These

gift-ready kits are filled with petit versions of Kama Sutra’s

most popular products. It includes kissable body treats

and love essentials like the Oil of Love and the Honey Dust

with sexy feather tickler. The small discrete box fits in a po-

cket or purse and wants to surprise lovers when it’s slighted

over the table after a romantic dinner.

ST Rubber’s ANGELS NEVER
SIN now in XXL and XXXL

Always be ready for love
with Kama Sutra

Ontario,USA - ANME attendees this year were one of the f i rs t  to

see new looks for new CalExotics col lections l ike Dr. Joel,  Couple’s

 Enhancers, Anal, Water Systems and Rings. CalExotics also featured

its newest col lect ions—Mini Marvels,  Spel lbound, Foreplay Frenzy

and Remotes. Fur thermore, CalExot ics added to Inspire, Embrace,

and  other best-sel l ing col lect ions to round out their  fal l  release.

CalExotics focuses on user experience
and brand story at ANME

The goal of CalExotic’s booth this year was to connect its

customers and the end consumer to the overall brand

story, which was seen at ANME and through the company’s

ongoing branding efforts. The company tried to make

everything from the new product packaging to the booth

décor and signage fun and approachable. Susan Colvin,

Founder, and CEO of CalExotics says, “At ANME we focused

on three key areas; branding, streamlining the user

 experience and retail support. Each focus was executed

seamlessly throughout the booth, and we believe this was

one of our most successful shows to date.” Another focus

for the company was streamlining the user experience.

Colvin says, “we receive tremendous feedback from the

end consumer, and do our best to incorporate that

 feedback into future projects.” Helping cultivate the user

experience, CalExotics created products with simple to

use operations. The aim was consistent control for ease of

use and increased sales. The company says that an

 example of this can be seen with the new Inspire Vibrating

Tulip Wand. This product features two buttons; one turns

the unit on or off and the second operates the functions.

Jackie White, Executive Vice President of CalExotics, says,

“Operating our new products is intuitive, which will ultimately

lead to  increased consumer satisfaction.” CalExotics also

extended its emphasis on retail support this season. The

company offers retailers a myriad of options for

 merchandising and support, including point of purchase

displays for top  collections. CalExotics also created a print

on demand service where retailers can go online to order

CalExotics collateral. White says “Retailers are the key to

our success. We are happy to provide them with the ne-

cessary tools to make the sale.” To round out the show

CalExotics also gave ANME attendees a first look at their

new website. The new site, which will officially launch later

this year, will be a  resource for industry professionals and a

way to better  connect consumers to viable retail outlets.

New collections revealed

N E W S

Susan Colvin and

Bonny Feingold
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Lovehoney steals the ANME Founders Show 
Fifty Shades Darker, Mötley Crüe and Motörhead

Hodgson-Egan said: “Thanks to everyone who came

to the Lovehoney booth and channeled their inner

rock gods and goddesses with us. We had a fantastic

show and were so thrilled to be able to share the Official

Mötley Crüe Collection and new Motörhead products

with customers old and new.” The Official Mötley Crüe

 Collection comprises a set of eight powerful mini and

midi-sized vibrators, emblazoned with the band’s iconic

typography and distinctive artwork, as featured on clas-

sic albums  ‘Girls Girls Girls’, ‘Shout At The Devil’, ‘Too Fast

For Love’ and more. There was even more from the

 earth-shattering Motörhead series, with two bomber-

style glass dildos and an extremely powerful wand vi-

brator topped with a ‘War Pig’ stimulator. Showgoers

were also able to get their hands on the brand new

Fifty Shades Dar-

ker Official Plea-

sure Collection,

made up of 13

high-quality plea-

sure products

and three cou-

ples’ bondage

and toy kits, and

the Fifty Shades Darker No Bounds Collection, comprising

10 limited edition, leather bondage pieces. Hodgson-

Egan said: “Excitement for the new Fifty Shades Darker

movie is starting to gain momentum and it will be only

a matter of months before we’re teased by steamy trai-

lers and music tracks.“

Bath, England - The Lovehoney International Sales team have returned to Bath fol lowing

an extremely successful  exhibit ion and big award win at the ANME Founders Show in Los

Angeles. The US adult  t rade show marked the launch of the sex toy manufacturer ’s  eagerly

anticipated Off icial  Mötley Crüe Col lect ion and two new Fi f ty Shades Darker col lect ions,

as wel l  as three new products f rom the award-winning Motörhead Col lect ion. I t  was also

the f i rst  assignment of Kate Hodgson-Egan as Lovehoney’s new International Sales Manager

for the US and UK. 
Jim Primrose, Sabrina Earnshaw,

Kate Egan Hodgson and Ilona Laboviciute 
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Almere, The Netherlands-

Scala Playhouse will turn

their Showroom in Almere to

a ‘Welcome to the Future’

themed fair on the 4th and 5th of September. The

 company has announced, that not only the whole sales

team will be at the show to help customers find the

right product. Just like in the previous years, Scala will

again offer a Cash & Carry section. “One of the high-

lights of each Scala Fair, the Cash & Carry has become

a firm  favorite amongst visitors as the place to score

some  incredible deals on wide array of products, ran-

ging from toys to DVDs and drugstore,” the company

said. The doors to the Cash & Carry will open on both

days from 9am to 6pm. 

Wadgassen, Germany -

ST Rubber’s brand

 Malesation now offers three

new Cock-Grips with Plug. The

versions differ slightly in size and shape of the plug. The

cuff and the plug are made of highly  polished hardened

aluminum. The NBR rubber (Nitrile) round cord has a dia-

meter of 5 mm. According to the manufacturer, the Cock-

Grips are very resistant to oils,  petrol and heat. Each Cock-

grip package also contains a printed product information

with application and warning notes. To use the Cock-Grips,

the upper grip ring is put onto the erect penis and tighte-

ned. Then the second loop is placed around the testicles

and also tightened (the user shouldn’t feel any pain). If

everything fits, the aluminum plug is inserted into the anus.

Next Scala Fair on 4th
and 5th of September

Three new Cock-Grips
by MALESATION 

Nor th Hol lywood, USA - Doc Johnson announced a successful  run featur ing the release of

more than 200 new pleasure products at this year’s ANME trade show in Burbank, CA. In

addit ion to new i tems for exist ing col lect ions, the manufacturer ’s  new releases included

the debut of three new product l ines: the American POP! col lect ion in high-end, local ly

made mater ials inspired by pop ar t  aesthetics and att i tudes.

New collections
by Doc Johnson

The D, a selection of best-selling phallic shapes and

sizes in dual-density ULTRASKYN.Kink by Doc Johnson,

an exciting collaboration with fetish entertainment

 producer Kink.com.  “All three of the new lines were

met with an enthusiastic response from customers

 attending the show,” said Doc Johnson’s Vice President

of Sales and Marketing Scott Watkins. “The Kink Collection

in particular fills a new category of revenue for the

 company and serves an expanding niche market of

consumers who demand high-quality fetish products,

at a fair price from a name they trust.” “All of this season’s

new products and collections were conceived with the

concept of affordable luxury in mind, and we are

 deeply appreciative of the positive response we recei-

ved,” said Doc Johnson COO/Chief Creative Officer

Chad Braverman. “From American-made materials like

Platinum Premium Silicone and ULTRASKYN™ to the

 artistry behind packaging and displaying lines like Kink

and American POP!, our goal was to offer inspired

 design and superior quality at accessible price points.”

Products were showcased on slat walls and backed by

custom branded wall skins, with select items artfully ar-

ranged in lightboxes to highlight each collection’s mer-

chandising potential to retail buyers. The brand’s unique

booth layout offered attendees a retail store experience

with a walk-in floor plan and various product stations.

200 new product released at ANME

Doc Johnson announced the release of more than 200 new

pleasure products at this year’s ANME trade show
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Rimba presents new
logo and new products

Leten, Dudu Ducky and 'Elegance'

Roger van der

Blom and Joep

de Laet did visit the

factory of Leten and

where very impressed

about the profesiona-

lity of the Leten

 company. Ten new

 rechargeable vibra-

tors are available now.

All packed in a sturdy

packing box with

pictures, manual and key features on the outside. Two

of the products are operated remotely via an APP. All

products are made from medical silicone in a pink  

color. The control keys are formed in a four-leaf

clover.  Rimba is the first and only importer of Leten in

Europe. Also now is the “Elegance”, a rechargeable

Wand vibrator with a soft silicone head. The Elegance is

available in three colors: black, pink and mint green.

It has eight speeds and 20 vibration modes. This sensual

body wand sex toy comes in a neat packing box with a

USB charging cable. The third new brand consists of

Dudu Ducky, a rechargeable floating bath duck made

of medical grade silicone that comes in a luxury gift

box. This duck has two engines, ten vibration programs

and of course this duck is waterproof. Rimba also an-

nounced that the company will be present again at the

largest European trade fair for erotic trade, erofame in

Hanover. During the fair Rimba will present the new bon-

dage and SM catalogue as well as many new sextoys.

Etten-Leur,  The Netherlands -  Rimba has in-

t roduced a new company and brand logo

with a more modern design. The company

also announced the addit ion of three new

brands of luxury toys to the assor tment: a

contract was s igned r ight af ter  the t rade-

show in Shanghai last Apri l .  

Rimba is the first and only distributor of

the brand Leten in Europe 
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Hylo and Enya back in
stock at Scala Playhouse

Bielefeld, Germany - Af ter eighteen months of development and global patent research,

Satisfyer wi l l  release a new toy in autumn. 

Satisfyer announces
new partner toy

“With the Satisfyer Pro 2, we have already shown

that we can develop innovative technology

at the best price and with very high margins for spe-

cialist retailers and we will be offering a direct com-

petitor product to the We-Vibe as the next step in au-

tumn. Instead of taking the failed path of sued

imitators and counterfeiters, we have invested a se-

ven-digit figure in research and development and

have developed a new technology with design. For

this, we have established another brand, which we

will be promoting from autumn”, says Sebastian Jo-

nas,  responsible for the product development de-

partment of the partner toy range. “The protection of

our rights is important to us and relates to all countries.

Our lawyers are only still in negotiation with the patent

authorities in Canada and Australia. In contrast, the

situation has been fully clarified in the USA, Europe,

China, South America, Japan and Russia and all the

necessary patents have been granted or submitted.”

The launch is starting in all markets apart from Australia

and Canada. Satisfyer distributors will be given priority

delivery at the start.

Product launch to be expected in autumn 
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The Satisfyer Pro 2 is a huge

success but what's next?

Almere, The Netherlands - Hylo and Enya vibes from

the Caresse by TOYJOY collection are now in stock at

Scala Playhouse. “These beautiful vibes are a pure

 indulgence for your pleasure loving consumers,” the

 company said. The Hylo and Enya – both introduced

earlier this year – are two G-spot vibes that offer double

the pleasure. They target the G-spot with a powerful thrus-

ting motion, while simultaneously caressing the clitoris with

their clit stimulators. These elegant choices from the

 Caresse by TOYJOY collection feature twin-motors, five

 vibration speeds and chrome-look detailing. They are

 waterproof, USB-rechargeable (charging cord included)

and made of premium quality silicone.
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Doc Johnson marks
40th Year in Business 
Anniversary celebration in Hollywood

The brand hosted an anniversary

celebration at Madame Tus-

saud’s in Hollywood to thank loyal

customers and industry partners.

Addressing the crowd before the

doors of the historic venue ope-

ned, Doc Johnson Founder, Presi-

dent and CEO Ron Braverman said “I am

proud to be in the business and standing shoulder-to-

shoulder with you. You can’t do it without your vendors,

you can’t do it without your clients, you can’t do it without

your friends.” Party guests enjoyed signature cocktails, re-

freshments by the In ‘N’ Out truck, two dance floors, photo

booths, wax hand souvenirs, and touring all three stories of

the famed Hollywood wax museum. 

Nor th Hol lywood, USA - Legendary pleasure

product manufacturer Doc Johnson celebra-

tes a milestone this year, as 2016 marks Doc

Johnson’s 40th anniversary in business.  

Two new special editions of the womanizer W500 Pro

are now available, Gold with an 18 carat gold cover

and Black Chrome. The special editions

are like all the previous models: “quiet,

easy-to-use and effective”. The product

has eight intensity levels for contactless

stimulation of the clitoris. The intensity

levels can be controlled at the push of

a button. After numerous customer

 requests an XL stimulation cap for larger

 clitorises has been included. The company

says that using a bit of water-based lubricant will

help the womanizer, with its specific clitoris stimulation,

to “move” more easily meaning that women will

 experience more amazing and more intense orgasms.

New womanizer W500 Pro 
Special Editions

Chad Braverman,

COO of Doc Johnson
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Giusti ed Eva Cincar S.a.S, Peter Domenie Mode, PharmQuest, 
Pipedream Products, pjur group Luxembourg S.A., 
PM Body Leather, Pretty Love Toys, Puma Swede, R H Smith and
Sons T/A Fever, RHYTHM, RIANNE S, Rimba B.V., Rocks-Off Ltd., 
Rouge Garments, RW-Großhandel, Saxenfelt Production ApS, 
Scala Playhouse, Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber GmbH, 
Secret Play (Femarvi SL), Sensuous, Sexy Battery, Shiri Zinn, 
Shots America LLC, Shots Media B.V, Shunga Erotic Art, 
Sign Magazine, Sportsheets International, Standard Innovation / 
We-Vibe, Svakom, Swan Vibes, Swiss Navy, System Jo, TENGA
Co., Ltd., Titus, TOKYO DESIGN CO., LIMITED, TONGA BV, 
Topco Sales, TOYFA-H LLC, Uberlube, UM Products Limited, WA-
REHOUSE-8, Wicked Sensual Care, Wingpow International Ltd, 
Xgen Products, XR, YESforLOV, Zorba International

Excerpt of the 
list of participants

Already now 
more than

135*

confirmed
 participants

*as at Juli 2016
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Wimbourne, England - The

Tenga Flip Hole 0 offers a fresh,

modern take on the popular Tenga

Flip and the brand is proud that 10

years of research have culminated

in this male pleasure product. The

Flip 0 is now available at ABS Hol-

dings. Tenga has rebuilt the flip with

better technology and more pre-

mium materials that were previously only

available in Japan. The Tenga Flip 0 has

an integrated pivot and a flip-open hinge

for seamless insertion and easier use. The

Tenga Flip 0 is exceptionally easily to

clean and the modern design prevents

lubricant leakage on insertion and featu-

res the most intricate internal texturing

 detail that the brand has to offer.

The Tenga Flip Hole 0 

London, England - A new Fi f ty Shades Darker l ingerie col lect ion has

been created by the world’s most exclusive erot ic brand. Coco de

Mer has worked in conjunction with author E L James to create the

new range which aims to capture the ‘ inner goddess’  of the books’

heroine Anatasia Steele. 

Fifty Shades Darker lingerie by
Coco de Mer 

It is being launched to

 coincide with the release

of the new Fifty Shades

 Darker film, starring Jamie

Dornan and Dakota

 Johnson, which comes out

globally around Valentine’s Day next year. The first film

was one of the highest grossing adult releases of  

all-time. The new lingerie – which goes on sale in

 September - is inspired by student Ana’s growth in sexual

confidence as she gradually takes the dominant role in

her relationship with billionaire Christian Grey. Coco de

Mer managing director Lucy Litwack said: “Fifty Shades

Darker documents Anastasia’s growth in self-worth which

has a knock-on effect on her relationship with Christian.

She is now more in control - it’s as if the roles have been

reversed. Ana starts to uncover her underlying sexual

desires - becoming more liberated in and out of the

bedroom. Taking inspiration from the Seattle skyline and

the pivotal masquerade ball, the collection focuses on

empowering women while remaining feminine and

 sophisticated.” E L James said: “I took inspiration from

Coco de Mer when I was writing the books and visited

the boutique in Covent Garden as part of my research.

Fifty Shades Darker lingerie really captures Ana’s sexual

awakening. It is luxurious, deeply provocative and

 elegantly erotic.” The collection includes: Red Room -

Bordeaux satin with lace and silver componentry,

 inspired by the books’ bondage room; Escala - all over

lace and contrasting satin to outline and frame the

body - inspired by Christian’s modern penthouse, Escala;

Masquerade - black satin with custom embroidery in

shades of grey - inspired by the basque in the book;

Goddess - bold jade green scallop edged lace is

 paired with black satin - capturing Ana’s inner goddess;

Steele - black satin and fine black mesh give a bold

 reveal/conceal concept; Anastasia - cerise satin with

matching lace trim and opaque panelling - symbolising

Ana’s daytime sophistication Fifty Shades Darker has

been priced to appeal to a wide fan base.

Capturing the ‘inner goddess’ of Anastasia Steele

N E W S

Coco de Mer has created a new Fifty Shades

Darker lingerie collection 
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Flensburg, Germany - ORION Wholesale has

expanded its assortment: selected

 L‘Amourose toys are now available 

from the erotic specialist. The luxurious

 designer toys from L’Amourose combine

 ergonomic shapes and technical

 innovation with stylish  eroticism. All the

beautiful love toys are made to the

highest standard, made out of high-quality materials and

have magnificent designs. The L’Amourose vibrators

 provide intense pleasure but are still quiet and this means

that they are perfect for pure,  discreet, lustful satisfaction.

The L’Amourose love toys can be enjoyed in a stylish way

either alone or in twos.

Wadgassen, Ger-

many - With INVI-

SIBLE the longstanding

company DUREX is

 expanding its extensive

product line up with another pleasure giver: the thinnest

among the Durex condoms are only 0,045 mm thick –

nothing could be sexier and safe at the same time. One

packet of DUREX INVISIBLE containts 12 especially thin,

transparent and lubricated condoms. To eliminate irritating

odours, a special production technique ensures the

 INVISIBLE condoms have a pleasant smell. The Sensi-Fit

Condoms are made from natural rubber latex,

 dermatologically tested, 100% electronically validated

and available at ST RUBBER for a very thin starting price.

DUREX INVISIBLE

Chatswor th, USA -  Pipedream kicked off  ANME with a giant erection of a 12-foot King

Cock, which served as the gateway to the Pipedream super-booth. Protected from a steady

st ream of  gawkers  by velvet  rope and a secur i ty  of f icer,  the giant  phal lus  became a

beacon for the award-winning, mil l ion-sel l ing, King Cock brand.

Pipedream dominates ANME

“Now that I’m the official king of cock,

we thought it made sense to finally

create the biggest cock in the world for the

biggest brand in the world at our biggest show

ever,” said Pipedream Products Chairman and

CEO Nick Orlandino. “The King Cock line is a

steamroller! We know the King Cock Vibrating

will be another must-have, monster hit for our

customers. We’re also extremely excited about

our new Fetish Fantasy Series sex machines

and Rockin’ Chair  -- based on the response

at the show, these are going to be easy mo-

neymakers for our retailer partners.” Pipedream

debuted several new products and 2 all-new collections,

Dillio and King Cock Vibrating. Dillio is an all-pink, 14-SKU,

American-made rubber line with a wide variety of lengths,

girths and shapes. King Cock Vibrating is 

16-SKU line of bendable, posable, harness-com-

patible vibrating King Cocks. King Cock also

unveiled its world exclusive suspender strap-on

harness system and inflatable/rideable versions.

Other big showstoppers for Pipedream were the

new sex machines and the Rockin’ Chair from

the mega-manufacturer’s blockbuster line,

 Fetish Fantasy Series. “I can’t remember a show

where this many customers were so instantly

drawn to one of our products like they were with

the Fetish Fantasy Rockin’ Chair,” said VP of

 Design Kristian Broms. “People saw this purple,

rideable machine and they had to come over and ride it

from themselves – women and men both. A response like

that only means one thing – this product is a hit.”

Manufacturer reports big success

N E W S

New at ORION
 Wholesale
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Almere, The Netherlands – The

Scarlet Couture collection

from the Adam & Eve range by

Evolved is the latest range of kinky

pleasure providers to have arrived at Scala Playhouse.

The collection is designed for lovers who dare to go

 beyond ‘vanilla’. This sizzling collection contains fetish  

must-haves that will thrill all senses and pleasure all hot

spots. The range has a high end look and feel; perfect for

BDSM lovers who want quality and great aesthetics. Get

kinky with the luxurious Scarlet Couture Duo Crop & Flogger,

made of premium leather and featuring luxurious

 diamond quilted stitching on the handle. Or explore your

sexual desires with the amazing Scarlet Couture Bondage

Kit, which includes a sexy eye-mask, silk-ties and a naughty

whip with a tickling feather at the other end. The entire

Scarlet Couture collection has a chic black and red color

scheme, making it a unisex choice for all your consumers,

regardless of gender or sexual preference. 

Chatsworth, USA - Diamond Products,

the global powerhouse of brands

including Pipedream,  Jimmyjane, and Sir

Richard’s, welcomes Paul Reutershan to

its expanding team as its newest sales

executive. “When Pipedream offered me

the opportunity to join the biggest and best organization

in the industry, I jumped at the chance,” said Reutershan.

“I look forward to continue  building new relationships and

pushing Diamond brands to the next level!” Reutershan

joins the international  juggernaut with 15 years of sales

 experience in the pleasure products space on the

 distributor and manufacturer side, at both the regional

and national level. “The new world order is coming, baby,”

said Diamond Products Chairman and CEO, Nick

 Orlandino. “The industry is changing, and so is Diamond

Products. Bringing in a talented and knowledgeable pro

like Reutershan is just the beginning. We’re very happy to

welcome Paul to the Diamond family.” 

Red-hot BDSM pleasure with
Evolved at Scala Playhouse

Diamond Products
 welcomes Paul Reutershan

Wimbourne, England - The Satisfyer Pro 2 del ivers touch-free cl i toral st imulat ion thanks to

its  abi l i ty to create intense waves and pulsat ions. “The Satisfyer Pro 2 is  on i ts  way to the

ABS Holdings pleasure por tfol io, and we know our customers wi l l  love this innovative new

cl i toral st imulator”,  Glenn Wilde, Senior Sales Executive at ABS, says. 

Satisfyer Pro 2 is on its way to ABS 

Using pressure wave stimulation

and vacuum technology, this

toy creates a massage effect. The

oval head fits perfectly over the

 clitoris for perfectly precise pressure

where it counts. “This toy has 11

 incredible  intensity levels, allowing

you to enjoy pleasure at your own

pace. This clitoral stimulator is easily

cleaned and we love that it can be

used under water for erotic aquatic

fun – in fact, the pressure waves feel

even more  intense when you use this

toy in the bath. The Satisfyer Pro 2

comes with a magnetic USB

 charging cable that allows you to

power it up quickly and easily. It has

a lithium ion battery and the body-

friendly silicone makes it perfect for

safe, regular use. This toy can be

used for an unforgettable solo ses-

sion, but add a partner for fantastic

foreplay that focuses on your most

sensitive sweet spot,“ he adds. 

Touch-free clitoral stimulation

N E W S

Available soon from ABS:

the Satisfyer Pro 2 
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Rotterdam, The Netherlands -

ASHA international takes off

with their super BEPPY RED con-

doms in August 2016 with two lucrative offers for the

sex-trade: The round Pack 50 condoms is at € 4.85 EUR

and the package with 72 condoms for € 6.95 EUR. The

two new packagings provide excellent attention on the

shelf, because they differ quite substantially from loose

condoms bags. Highly attractive performance. The best

price-performance ratio, directly into the consumer’s

view. Of course are the BEPPY RED condoms according

to ISO and CE 0120 certified/UKAS. August offer for com-

panies and professionals only. 

Coming in August: BEPPY
RED condoms

Stockholm, Sweden - Swedish sex accessory brand Tickler headed by designer Er ic Kalén

launches two new products,  their  f i rs t  new release s ince the revolut ionary and elegant

Erection Holder ‘Buddy’ hi t  the markets in early 2015. 

Introducing two new Toyfriends

The two new Toyfriends are Peggy Vibrating Egg and

Rosy Flexible Wand, and especially Peggy is a new

 direction for Tickler as it is their first rechargeable product,

but they stay conservative as Peggy is completely  

app-free and a remote is included. Eric Kalén, the de-

signer and founder of Tickler, has this to say about the

new  products: “We have stepped up one level this time

and made our first USB rechargeable product, Peggy

Vibrating Egg! We have always taken pride in making

high-quality products with great design and functionality

and adding a twist to make them special. Our idea is

to make products using the best materials, motors and

technology available in combination with a thought-

through design but still at a very affordable price. This

time we have reinvented a well proven best-selling pro-

duct, ‘the vibrating egg’, and just taken it to a new level.

If that´s not enough, Peggy is 100% app-free and the

egg operates up to 20 meters through everything that

gets in your way. It´s easy to control by the straight-for-

ward and user-friendly Tickler RF remote control. So no

need for a smart phone anymore… With Rosy Toyfriend

we have taken another popular product – ‘The Wand’ –

to a new level to by making a flexible ‘neck’ and using

two motors to give both inside and outside stimulation

at the same time. As a product designer I always try to

use the flexibility in the lovely Tickler silicone to make

products that work with the pressure of the user to follow

the body and create more possibilities for pleasure and

play. Rosy Flexible Wand is a perfect example of this.

And at a great price-point as well which is very important

to me, a good time should not cost that much.“

Peggy & Rosy
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New from Tickler: Peggy Vibrating Egg

and Rosy Flexible Wand
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Chatsworth, USA - Impulse Novelties, home of The

Closet Collection and Black Door lines of adult toys,

has announced the addition to their sales team, Mark

Behar, formerly of Blush Novelties. Based in New York City,

Mark brings over 20 years of experience in the lingerie

and adult novelty world and will add his sales skills to the

expanding team. “I am thrilled to be joining the team at

Impulse Novelties! Impulse has an impressive line of best

selling toys and I am excited about the new and original

ones that will be released at ANME!” Mark exclaimed. “I

look forward to a long relationship with Impulse.” “We

know Mark has an impressive track record in sales and

we are happy to have him join the team,” stated Impulse

Novelties founder and designer Ernestine Touon. “He has

already opened new accounts and increased our

 presence in both stores and with distributors.”

Impulse Novelties adds
Mark Behar 

Seat t le ,  USA -  Kheper  Games,  Inc.  i s  exc i ted to  announce that  they have launched two

new Chr i s tmas themed games:  The 12 Sex  Games of  Chr i s tmas and The 12 Adul t  Par ty

Games of  Chr i s tmas.  

Kheper Games, Inc. launches two new
 Holiday Games

These two games extend the concept

from their highly popular game: The 12

Drinking Games of Christmas.  The humor

that makes these games so enjoyable and

gift-able lies in the game titles, that mock

Christmas Carols.  Game examples in The

12 Sex Games of Christmas include:  The Three Wise Sex

Positions; The Little Hummer, “Oh Boy”; and “Rudolph the

Romantic Sex Slave”.   Games for this set are for couples

to enjoy and center around foreplay and sex positions.

Game examples in The 12 Adult Party

Games of Christmas include:  “Frosty the

Gambler”, “I Saw Mommy Playing a

 Kissing Game”, and “Rudolph the Red-

Nosed Lying Bastard”.   Games for this

set center around adult-themed party

activities; including naughty confessions, adult charades,

gambling and kissing/dare games.  “There is are strong

need for adult white elephant and humorous couple’s

gifts,” explains CEO Brian Pellham.  “We thrive in this much

overlooked category and are pleased to announce that

we have already pre-sold almost 5000 units of each.

Adults need humorous gifts to give each other, especially

when they can help them to entertain at a Christmas party

or spice things up in the bedroom”.

The 12 Sex Games of Christmas & The 12 Adult Party Games of Christmas
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The two new games extend the concept from the popular

game: The 12 Drinking Games of Christmas
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Wimbourne, Ebgland - Pornstar Nikki Benz is the latest

Fleshlight Girl at ABS Holdings and British wholesaler

love that this curvy Ukrainian Canadian even once ran for

Mayor of Toronto! When she isn’t trying her hand at politics,

she’s the reigning queen of porn – she’s the Penthouse Pet

of the Year 2011 and with just under a million Twitter

 followers, this Brazzer’s beauty is quickly becoming a social

star, too. The Nikki Benz Fleshlight features an MVP texture

to the inside – this is a brand new sleeve

texture that excites right from the point of

insertion! This Fleshlight is modeled on Nikki

Benz herself, giving users authentic access

to their favourite pornstar whenever they

want her. Nikki’s Fleshlight is made from

 realistic patented SuperSkin material that

feels just like the real thing. It’s easily cleaned

and comes in a sturdy case for a great

grip that gives users all the control. on. 

Almere, The Netherlands  –

The Swan Kiss Squeeze

Control is now available in the

colors pink and teal at Scala

Playhouse. This unique design marks a new way of con-

trolling intimate fun. The unique stimulator has an intuitive

and simple control option, based on pressure. To put it

simply: the stronger you squeeze the design, the stronger

it will please you with its rumbly vibrations. The compact sil-

houette curves with the body, providing comfortable and

sensational stimulation. The Swan Kiss Squeeze Control is

made of premium silicone; coating the entire product

with a virtually seamless finish. It is also waterproof and fully

submersible, making a session in the bath tub a very

 alluring prospect. The Swan Kiss Squeeze Control is USB-

 rechargeable and comes with a chic storage pouch as

a luxurious little extra.

Fleshlight Nikki Benz Get kissed by Swan at
Scala Playhouse

Ontario, USA - JOPEN offers new retai l  tools to enhance the experience at the retai l  level.

Industr y profess ionals were given a f i rs t-hand look at the tools dur ing the 20th annual

Adult  Novelty Manufacturers ’  Expo (ANME).

JOPEN enhances the retail 
experience at ANME

Susan Colvin, Founder, and CEO of JOPEN says, “Our

goal with JOPEN is to offer extended support for retailers.

Retailers are our connection to the end consumer and

we must provide them with enough information and tools

to enhance their efforts.” During the ANME event, attendees

were escorted around the JOPEN booth to get a hands-

on experience with every JOPEN collection. Retail support

tools were on display for specific JOPEN collections. Vanity

Vs, Callie, and OPAL all offer a point of purchase display

designed specifically to enhance the shopping experi-

ence. Luxury shelves are also available, giving retailers a

variety of merchandising options. Additional support tools

are offered, including brochures, signage, product videos,

and more. As an added bonus, JOPEN now offers a luxury

shopping bag

for retail locati-

ons. The bag

gives JOPEN an

elevated value,

much like you

see at high-

end depart-

ment stores like Bloomingdales and Saks Fifth Avenue.

 Jackie White, Vice President of JOPEN, says, “When

 purchasing a JOPEN product you are making an

 investment in yourself. To assist in enriching that investment,

we are offering a luxury shopping bag. The bag gives

 JOPEN products that boost luxury shoppers crave.”

Luxury shopping bag for retail locations on offer now

N E W S

The JOPEN booth at ANME 

Nikki Benz is the latest Fleshlight

Girl at ABS Holdings
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Sevilla, Spain - Nikki Benz has

teamed up with Fleshlight and for

the first time ever, consumers can en-

joy sex with this beauty anytime they

want. She is an Eastern European

beauty whose family immigrated to

Toronto, Canada. After working as a stripper, Nikki got

into porn where she quickly rose to the top. Fleshlight

has really outdone  themselves this time. What they’ve

created is nothing short of amazing. Modelled from

one of the hottest porn stars ever, the Nikki Benz Flesh-

light is guaranteed to give much pleasure – maybe

better than what the real actual sex would give? Made

in Superskin, the exclusive material  patented by Flesh-

light, the Lotus texture is soft, flexible and touchy.

Flensburg, Germany

- The complete

'PlayCandi' assortment

is now available at

ORION Wholesale. The

ergonomically shaped

toys from PlayCandi

come in either classic

black or gentle pastel

colours and their vel-

vety soft silicone sur-

face invites HIM and

HER to join them on an erotic adventure. The PlayCandi

toys are delivered in white packaging with beautiful sil-

ver-coloured writing and a window at the side.

Nikki Benz joined the
Fleshlight Girls Team

Sex toy assortment from
PlayCandi

Leicester, England - Godemiche and Yummy Gummy Latex are delighted to announce the

launch of their exclusive collaboration – the Gleam Dildo. The Gleam dildo is the latest

creation from UK company Godemiche – a medium density, 6 or 8 inch, handmade sil icone

dildo, and gets its name from the body safe glitter used in its creation. 

A glittery collaboration creates exclusive dildo

The project came about after Rebecca from Yummy

Gummy Latex asked the Godemiche team to create

a dildo using the glitter which she had sourced and tested

to be non-irritating to her sensitive skin.The pink dildo is

 colour matched to Yummy Gummy’s dusty pink glitter

 halter neck dress and available direct from the

 Godemiche website and is available to retailers. “I chose

to work with Adam and Monica because they have the

same ethos as my company. Taking something that was

originally boring and plain and making it colourful and

creative. Sheet latex and dildos for years have been just

plain colours but we both are pushing the boundaries of

what can be achieved in both. I saw an opportunity to

make something matching and gave them some of the

same glitter I use in my sheet latex to use in their dildos.

The Geam looks incredibly, glitters beautifully and matches

perfectly with my latex,” Rebecca said. Still in their first year

of production Godemiche

are already building a name

for themselves as innovative

and fun company and, because every product is  

hand-made, they are uniquely placed to create one off

and limited edition products.”We want to create toys that

drive customers to challenge the norm so when Rebecca

expressed an interest in a matching dildo to complement

her beautiful dress we were more than happy to help. We

want products to fill customers with the overwhelming

 desire to show them off, blurring the lines of what’s socially

right or wrong. And The Gleam does just that. It has allowed

us to take the popular pink dildo and bring it elegantly into

present day. It is already being widely talked about on

 social media and has become a popular seller on the

website,” Adam stated. Please contact Adam at

orders@g-silicone.com for wholesale orders and rates.

Godemiche and Yummy Gummy Latex joined forces 

N E W S

The Gleam Dildo gets its name

from the body safe glitter 

Nikki Benz is the

latest Fleshlight Girl 

ORION Wholesale is offering the

complete 'PlayCandi' assortment 
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Flensburg, Germany - Sweet and

sexy in attractive black lace with

contrasting purple details – these

are the four new designs from the

Close2you lingerie collection that

are also perfect for erotic foreplay.

They were designed exclusively at

ORION and stand out because of

their perfect fit, attractive designs, various functions and

high-quality packaging with a description of the product

in nine languages. The mix of transparent powernet and

stretchy lace, which is paired with discreet bows as well

as the label’s name on decorative pendants, make

these creations a unique favourite. The highlight: all

Close2you lingerie has a very inviting open crotch – this

means that the same-named sex toys can be skilfully

used in erotic foreplay.

Bielefeld, Germany -

From August on-

wards Satisfyer automa-

tically delivers the new

generation of its product 'Pro 2'. The price and appearance

will remain unchanged, except that the  casing now bears

the Satisfyer lettering and is therefore easy to tell apart

from the previous version. The waterproof and hygienic

technology is still installed inside. However when activated,

the Satisfyer is now more than 90% quieter and the pulsa-

tion also starts much more softly. "With our waterproof and

therefore 100% hygienic technology, we have not only

secured a unique position in the industry," says Jerome

Bensimon, Vice President of Sales, “but we have also ex-

panded our technological lead to address the issue of

loudness, which is just as important for the end consumer."

Also, the German brand has been able to increase its

number of global partners to 28 in just three months.

New lace  creations from
Close2you

Satisfyer 90% quieter

Wasserbi l l ig,  Luxembourg -  From July 17 to 19,  the pjur  group enjoyed another  successfu l

USA t radeshow,  ANME in  Burbank Cal i fo rn ia .  ANME i s  one of  the most  impor tant  b2b

t rade shows of  the USA .

pjur's exhibition of new pjur MAN
products a huge success at ANME

The focus at this year’s show was on two new enhan-

cement products pjur MAN STEEL Gel and pjur MAN

XTEND Cream. These products are designed to increase

blood flow. The new products use natural ingredients,

including ginkgo, ginseng, paprika and ginger extract.

Alexander Giebel, CEO and founder of pjur, attended

the show and was happy with the successful launch:

"The overwhelming positive reaction to the new MAN

products exceeded my expectations. pjur group USA

has already placed  large new productions orders,

 ensuring they will be well-equipped for great service to

all of the USA clients.” In addition to the new products,

two new pre-packaged counter displays were

 introduced. One, a white version, featuring pjur woman

products, which match the displays light, fresh design.

The other version in black satin features classic pjur best

sellers. Its timelessness elegance enhances these

 famous pjur products.  The American b2b trade show

was a huge success for pjur. The second edition of

ANME in 2016 far exceeded visitor expectations and

sales projections for pjur group USA. Richie Harris, CEO

of pjur group USA, had the following to say about the

trade show: "ANME was once again a huge success.

We were fully booked and we had very productive

meetings, made plans for in-store promotions and

many clients placed orders for the displays and new

MAN products. We are looking forward to and already

planning the next ANME, January of 2017.”

MAN STEEL Gel & pjur MAN XTEND Cream 

Close2you lingerie

Improved technology
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Chatsworth, USA - Impulse Novelties, home of The

Closet Collection and Black Door lines of adult

toys, has announced the addition to their sales team,

Mark Behar, formerly of Blush Novelties. Based in New

York City, Mark brings over 20 years of experience in

the lingerie and adult novelty world and will add his

sales skills to the expanding team. “I am thrilled to be

joining the team at Impulse Novelties! Impulse has an

impressive line of best selling toys and I am excited

about the new and original ones that will be released

at ANME!” Mark exclaimed. “I look forward to a long

relationship with Impulse.” “We know Mark has an

 impressive track record in sales and we are happy to

have him join the team,” stated Impulse Novelties

 founder and designer Ernestine Touon. “He has already

opened new accounts and increased our presence

in both stores and with distributors.”

Gold Coast, Australia - Hot

on the heels of their new

look Sweet Touch, Australian

company Sensuous launch a

new Point of Sale unit to

 complement its popular kissable massage oils range. “We

were very pleased with the transformation we gave Sweet

Touch and now we have a fantastic Point of Sale unit to

complement them.” said a company spokesperson, “We

believe we have created something beautifully simple

and incredibly eye catching.  Our new POS holds up to 28

bottles. (4 of each of our irresistible flavours).” It is only just a

couple of months since the company gave their Sweet

Touch range a complete facelift and also launched a

new flavour.  The company changed the look completely

and went for a much more chique cosmetic look sporting

a gold band and gold pump applicator. The new Sweet

Touch POS unit holds up to 28 units and is shipping now.

New addition to Impulse
Novelties’ Sales Team

Sensuous Sweet Touch POS

N E W S

Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Whizworx, LLC, makers of fifi Sex Toy for Men, has  teamed up with

Eropartner for distribution in Europe. “After having an overwhelming success over the past year

on our website (www.getfifi.com), we’re excited to be partnered with established distributors.

fifi has teamed up with Eropartner for
 distribution in Europe

This partnership will allow us to further

our reach by offering fifi into retail and

online stores on a larger scale,” said

 David Bramo, CEO of Whizworx, LLC. He

added, “Eropartner Distribution will

 support brick-and-mortar and online sto-

res with marketing programs, promotions,

and education. Everything businesses need to

 successfully sell fifi.” Whizworx, LLC was established in

July of 2015. “After researching the market, I noticed

there was no disposable option for a no-mess cleanup,”

says Bramo. fifi is their flagship product, which offers

consumers just that. Its single-use, sanitary disposable

sleeves take away the need to clean up after use.

Thanks to fifi’s discreet design, unlike

most male sex toys on the market, it

can easily be mistaken for a cushion

or other household item. “We’re the

only male masturbator on the market

that offers a recurring revenue model

through customers rebuying our

 sleeves. Many customers buy 50 to 100 sleeves on their

first order,” says Bramo. Elcke Wieffering, buyer at

 Eropartner added: “As its popularity grows, it’s clear that

fifi is pioneering the adult novelty industry by creating a

new disposable category of sex toys for men. We’re

happy to have yet another new concept in our col-

lection.” The MSRP for fifi (including 5 sleeves) is €29,95.

The only male masturbator with a recurring revenue model

Fifi is creating disposable

sex toys for men

Sensuous’ new POS unit
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Los Angeles, USA - Boutique

brand B Swish extends its

entry-level Classic line of per-

sonal massagers with the Bwild

Classic Bunny, an affordable and compact rabbit massa-

ger. Perfect for beginners or those traveling, the Bwild Classic

Bunny satisfies all with modern design, body-safe silicone

construction and rumbling vibrations at both the curved

head and pinpoint precise ears. Intuitive controls with white

backlight and convenient AAA-battery operation add to

the experience. The Bwild Classic Bunny is perfect for solo

stimulation or can easily be brought into couple’s play. The

bunny’s natural feel and waterproof engineering is enhan-

ced by its quiet and super powerful dual motors. Explore

all 5-functions in pleasure and unleash your wild side. The

Bwild Classic Bunny has a low MAP of $35.99 and as a

member of B Swish’s Classic Line of personal  massagers

arrives in sleek packaging with travel pouch.

Almere, The Netherlands -

 Luxurious  AFTERGLOW

massage candles by Jimmy-

jane are available at Scala

Playhouse. The AFTERGLOW massage candle is a

choice for some  sensual foreplay. The candle lique-

fies into luxuriant  massage oil at body temperature;

meaning the oil never gets too hot and is completely

body-safe. The nourishing formula of the AFTERGLOW

massage candles helps nurture skin with premium

ingredients such as Shea Butter, Aloe Vera and Vita-

min E. The sensual AFTERGLOW by Jimmyjane is now

ready to order at Scala Playhouse in two scent editi-

ons: COCOA/FIG or CUCUMBER/WATER. These mas-

sage candles are an addition to a summer assort-

ment, luring lovers with their sleek designer look and

lovely smell.

New vibrator by B Swish Jimmyjane’s AFTERGLOW
massage candles

Los Angeles, USA – CalExotics and COLT  team up to bring more products from their best-selling

line, COLT GEAR. COLT is an iconic brand that consumers trust to bring them high-quality toys.

CalExotics and COLT do it again

The new COLT products span a variety of categories,

giving shoppers more of an assortment. Within the

anal category, COLT adds three new designs perfect

for those who like adventure. The Deep Drill, a man-sized

probe, is made of premium  Silicone and features a life-

like design with ten power packed functions of vibration.

The COLT Deep Flexer is a Silicone probe perfectly an-

gled for prostate and testicular  stimulation. With the uni-

que, pliable design plus eight  functions of vibration this

product takes pleasure over the edge. For a more fulfil-

ling experience, COLT adds the  Expander Plugs. Easy to

insert, these plugs provide a satisfying experience every

time. They are pliable and come with an interlocking

design making insertion and removal easy and fun. To

suit the needs of every user, these plugs are available in

Medium and Large sizes. Adding even more excitement

in the bedroom is the COLT Nipple Pro Suckers. These

offer a unique vacuum pressure design  allowing the user

to add or remove suction for a completely personalized

experience. Within the masturbator category, COLT adds

Hot Hole and Double Down Masturbator. The Hot Hole

turns the heat up with two, reusable heating rods. Plus,

it’s made of life-like PureSkin for an incredibly real

 experience. The Double Down offers twice the fun with

two ways to play. This heavy-duty masturbator features

a sultry mouth and tight back door for endless possibili-

ties. To round out this release COLT offers two new rings,

the Snug Tugger, and Silicone Rechargeable Cock Ring.

For maximizing playtime, the Snug Tugger is essential.

It’s a stretchy and comfortable dual enhancer ring with

built-in scrotum support. For some added excitement,

the Silicone Rechargeable Cock Ring is a must. It's soft

and stretchy to fit all users and offers intense incremental

speeds for a mind-blowing experience.

Growing product assortment

N E W S

The Deep Drill  features a life-like design with ten

power packed functions of vibration

The Bwild Classic Bunny
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Almere, The Net-

herlands  – Two

of Scala Playhouse’s

customers have be-

come the lucky win-

ners of the special Fun Toys lottery. Congratulations

to Saint Sual and Novum. The details were simple: all

retailers who purchased 699 euros of Fun Toys pro-

ducts in the month of March  received a free G-stand

display and one ticket for the big lottery. Fun Toys

drew three lucky winners from the pile, with each win-

ner receiving a voucher for a 1000 euros worth of

Fun Toys products. If you missed out on the special

Fun Toys Lottery, you’re still in with a chance to win

big by shopping at Scala Playhouse thanks to Flesh-

light. The brand is giving Scala Playhouse customers

the chance to win big in a prize-competition. The de-

tails are simple: buy as many Fleshlight products as

possible and score yourself some amazing rewards.

The competition commenced on the 1st of July and

will run until the 6th of September.

Los Angeles, USA/ London, UK - Vivid Entertainment has

announced that a DVD distribution deal has been

 signed for the UK and Europe with London-based Harmony

Films Limited. Vivid has the largest movie archive of any

single studio and is internationally famous for its proprietary

celebrity sex tapes featuring such personalities as Kim

 Kardashian, Kendra Wilkinson, Farrah Abraham and many

others. In addition, Vivid’s comic hero parodies and feature

films have won more awards than any other adult

 production company in the history of the industry. “We are

delighted to sign with Harmony,” said Michael H. Klein,

president, broadcasting & internet for Vivid Entertainment.

“Harmony is a formidable presence in the UK and Euro-

pean markets and we feel this collaboration will result in a

broader distribution for our films in this vital area.” Harmony

Films is known for its polished, high-budget adult producti-

ons featuring top talent. The British company has been re-

cognized with multiple awards. “We are very pleased with

this new partnership which allows us to add this iconic

brand into our current European DVD release schedule,”

noted James Wright, VP sales and marketing at Harmony.

Winners of the 
Fun Toys Lottery

Vivid Entertainment signs
deal with Harmony Films

Watford, England - Winners of the ETO award for Best Fet ish Products Dist r ibutor 2015, and

now winners of the Best Special ist  Products Dist r ibutor 2016, E-St im Systems chose the last

ETO Show to preview the latest addit ion to their  range, The ElectroPebble. 

E-Stim Systems launch their latest Power Box

Company MD and Chief Designer of the

 ElectroPebble Wayne Allen said “We are

 really pleased with the ElectroPebble and the

 response we had at the ETO show was

 phenomenal, we already have a number of

pre orders for it.” The ElectroPebble features:

Dual channels with step less output

 adjustment, 9 Programs including an audio

mode utilising the built in microphone, a unique

Lifeline display all in an ergonomically designed case

that fits right in the palm of the hand and not only that

but it is covered by a Lifetime Guarantee. The Electro-

Pebble is  available in 3 packs now. The Elect-

roPebble which has an MRP of €219, along

with two value packs the ElectroPebble XPE,

which will feature one of E-Stims recently

 launched Medium Electro Eggs along with a

set of conductive rubber loops for penis play,

and the ElectroPebble XPF which will have their

Flange electrode in rather than the Electro Egg.

Both will retail at €279. For more information on

the ElectroPebble or any of the other E-Stim Systems

range contact Mick Clarke, Sales Director on +44

(0)1923 226494 or email wholesale@e-stim.co.uk.

The ElectroPebble

N E W S
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The Sportsheets team presented the new Midnight

by Sportsheets line and two new, custom Edge

 releases at ANME. “Everyone loved the new Midnight

line and customers placed Plan-O-Gram orders till the

close of the show, ” says CEO and Founder Tom

 Stewart. “ The launch was exhilarating!

 Sportsheets had a record show surpassing

our goals and we expect the trend to

 continue. Midnight s theme is sexy sophis-

tication at a price you' ll love  and it really

resonated with our customers,  explained

company president Julie Stewart. From the

lace embossed fabric to the jewelry

 inspired pieces, the products were a hit.

Everyone really liked the shimmery silver

and purple styling on the packaging too.

Our team worked so hard to deliver this and

they really crushed it! ” “ We always love

seeing our loyal customers and meeting

buyers and store owners who are looking to carry our

newest collections. We welcomed them with sophisti-

cated plan-o-gram set-ups for the new Midnight line

and the response from attendees was huge, ” added

Joanne Queenin, Sportsheets Marketing Liaison.

Sportsheets presented new line at ANME

Kettering, England - Rocks-Off have landed considerable main-

stream media coverage after appearing in 'The Sun', a high-circu-

lation, UK tabloid newspaper. The article is called 'How to have the

best sex TONIGHT: an hour-by-hour guide to get you in the mood'. 

Rocks-Off appear in UK
newspaper, 'The Sun' 

Ruby-Glow, the sit-on vibrator, is mentioned for being an

arousing way to beat the afternoon slump in the office:

"Wait until your colleagues have left the office for a coffee

break then give yourself a whole new type of buzz with a

discreet personal massager that is designed to be placed

on a woman’s office chair so she can sit on it and turn

 herself on." Andrea Duffy, International Sales Manager, said:

"The Ruby Glow continues to gain exposure in the

 mainstream media for its revolutionary design. Our custo-

mers have enjoyed a surge in sales of the product since it

came 2nd in a vibrator test by leading women's lifestyle

magazine 'Good Housekeeping', and was called "revolu-

tionary" and "great for disabled people as it's hand-free"

by popular British Sexologist, Tracey Cox, on the UK daytime

TV show 'This Morning'. We expect there to be continued in-

terest in Ruby Glow for our customers and those looking for

a sit-on vibrator that stands out amongst their product of-

fering." The Ruby Glow's inventor, erotic fiction writer, Tabitha

Rayne said: "What a super article about how to get yourself

in the mood throughout the day! The Ruby Glow can

 certainly be a part of that and I'm very excited that they’ve

picked up on it. Anticipation is a real aphrodisiac and ex-

ploring your own erogenous zones while apart is a wonderful

way to ignite passion when you get together again."

'How to have the best sex TONIGHT'

N E W S
Rocks-Off have landed mainstream media coverage

after appearing in 'The Sun'

Visitors of ANME were very enthusiastic

about Sportsheets' new line 
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Almere, The Netherlands-

Great news for fans of

the Fleshlight Girls col-

lection: the latest addition

– the naughty Nikki Benz masturbator – has now arrived

at Scala  Playhouse. The brand new Nikki Benz mastur-

bator from the Fleshlight Girls collection at Scala Play-

house gives men the chance to have their own very

‘personal’ encounter with porn’s newest ‘It’ girl. The

high quality masturbator is custom molded on Nikki’s

actual anatomy and will take users on the intimate

ride of their life! Nikki Benz has  established herself as a

world-class porn star whose looks and personality are

a lethal combination of unrivaled  sexuality. You may

know her from her frequent appearances in Brazzers

films or from when she ran for Mayor of Toronto (the

city that she hails from).

Veendam, The Nether-

lands - EDC Wholesale is

expanding its EasyToys

 Collections with new items

and will be offering a wider

range of appealing toys for

their customers. EDC’s house

brand claims to be highly successful with currently 600

SKU’s. The Anal collection added various new shaped

dildo’s to the current range. The female friendly Mini-Vibe

collection with vibrators in pocket size added vibrating

eggs to offer a more comprehensive assortment. Other

collections from the EasyToys brand are also growing and

expanding by adding new editions to each line. EDC Who-

lesale will showcase the full range at the next eroFame

tradeshow in Hanover and welcomes visitors to discover

the appealing price/margin ratio.

Nikki Benz Fleshlight 
at Scala Playhouse

Wimbourne, England - ABS Holdings is  excited to announce that they’ l l  be stocking the

enti re Fun Toys range! This innovative range was invented by an engineer special iz ing in

si l icone for the space industr y,  and his wife! 

ABS is stocking the entire Fun Toys range 

The Fun Toys range is packed with vibrators, kegel trainers,

butt plugs and even an innovative finger vibe that

 doubles up as a remote control. It’s the ideal his-and-

hers sex toy range for shared pleasure.  The Gvibe² is one

of the key products in this range and is designed for both

male and female pleasure. It features a revolutionary

 design and it’s innovative shape adapts to the male and

female body perfectly. This toy features 3 powerful motors

– 2 are located in the tips while 1 is found in the shaft. This

arrangement means that his prostate is targeted precisely

and ensures a feeling of fullness without stretching. The

brand also offers kegel exercisers, like the Gballs² app.

This unique training system features 6 individualized training

courses, guided daily exercises and an ultra sensitive

 pressure sensor that gives precise and detailed feedback.

The GPlug is a rechargeable butt plug that’s changing

the game when it comes to bottom play. This anal plug

has an anatomical design and the motor is powerful but

quiet for discreet pleasure. This butt plug has 6 vibration

modes that deliver pleasure at every level – from light

tremors to intense vibrations. This plug is available in Large

(3.9cm) as well as Small (3cm). The G-ring finger vibrator

can be used on every sensitive spot that needs extra TLC.

It’s simply placed around your finger, where it delivers

 vibrations and pulsations that can be applied to any part

of the body. This toy also acts as a remote control for

other Fun Toys products. It’s rechargeable for repeat

 pleasure. We’ll also be stocking the G-Jack – an ultra

 realistic vibrator that’s made from Bioskin – a Fun Toys

 material that feels just like human skin! 

Vibrators, kegel trainers, butt plugs & figer vibes 

N E W S

EasyToys celebrates its
 success with new editions

EasyToys is expanding
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Almere, The Netherlands - TOYJOY

Designer Edition is a collection full

of innovative pleasure providers that

will thrill lovers with their unique functions

and features. With so many amazing

designs to choose from, Scala have

listed some of the favorites for him, her and both of them

together! For him: think outside of the box and try a prostate

massager for a very pleasurable intimate adventure. The

Xeno is a premium vibrating prostate massager with thrilling

vibrations by TOYJOY Designer Edition. This USB-recharge-

able pleasure provider will amaze lovers with its sensational

8 pulsating functions and powerful multispeed vibrations.

The ergonomically designed massager will hit all his

 hotspots, both internally as externally! For her: the Rhea by

TOYJOY Designer Edition might look like

a classic vibe, but it’s hiding a very

 adventurous secret: it is touch-sensitive.

This means it starts vibrating when in

contact with the skin and stops when

contact is lost. The USB-rechargeable

design has a sleek, modern silhouette with a slight bulbous

tip and is made of premium, soft touch silicone. For both:

make your sexual adventures go even smoother with the

sleek Hybrid Lube by TOYJOY Designer Edition. It creates a

pleasurable, long-lasting glide and can be used in

 combination with any kind of toy-material. This limited-edi-

tion water-based lubricant is the ultimate cross-sale item:

as both the product, as the packaging complement the

luxurious toys from the TOYJOY Designer Edition range.

TOYJOY Designer Edition: For him & her 

Los Angeles, USA - Screaming O has completed and passed i ts  latest round of product ma-

ter ials test ing in t ime for i ts  summer launch, confi rming that i ts  color ful  True Si l icone and

bright ly hued ABS plast ic are non-toxic and body-safe. 

Screaming O’s new ABS plastic,
True Silicone pass latest materials testing

Obtaining these results prior to official launch enables

Screaming O to market and debut its latest designs

with confidence while promoting trust among customers

and consumers around the world. Using the services of

Polymer Solutions, the two new materials underwent

 Screaming O’s now signature three-step testing process

customized to determine material authenticity, non-to-

xicity, and body-safety. The company is proud to report

that its bold-colored silicone, known as True Silicone, and

brightly hued ABS plastic passed all three tests. Screaming

O’s new True Silicone will debut in a series of rich hues,

including deep navy blue and burgundy. The company’s

ABS plastic also will debut in a new color palette featuring

bright, eye-catching shades that will pop on display.

Screaming O conducts these semiannual materials tes-

ting reports as part of its commitment to customers, re-

tailers and consumers of all kinds. The company con-

tracts  Polymer Soluti-

ons, an  independent

laboratory, and a se-

parate third-party ve-

rifier to maintain re-

gular testing of each material in its catalog and is now

testing most products prior to their industry  releases.

“Our materials testing initiative has been going strong

for a year and a half now and has become a  standard

part of our development process,” Screaming O Ac-

count Executive Conde Aumann said. “We stand by

the quality of every item in our catalog, and materials

data from Polymer Solutions gives current and potential

customers an important reason to trust Screaming O

and our product line. We use materials that are proven

and verified to be body-safe and it’s a commitment

we take very seriously.”

Company pre-tests newest product materials prior to official debut

N E W S
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Hauppauge, USA - Hirsh spent the last six years

working at Evolved Novelties/Zero Tolerance

 Entertainment, where he served as a sales

 representative. The continuous growth of Male Power

and Magic Silk has demanded a substantial increase

in staff size, according to  President Jeff Baker, and

“someone with Steve’s  outstanding track record and

depth of experience will be a huge asset to both

companies.” Hirsh will be charged with expanding

their market share and  increasing worldwide sales. “I

will be bringing some exciting ideas learned from

the novelty side of the adult business to the lingerie

side,” Hirsh points out. He will generate vendor mee-

tings and  involve the companies in other trade shows

and distributor events. Additionally, he will visit

 customers in person, at both their stores and of-

fices, to promote personal relationships. “This com-

pany is very similar to Evolved, in that it highly values

merchandise quality and service. And the staff is

extremely professional and deeply passionate

about their products. We speak the same

language, and that should make my job here ea-

sier, more enjoyable, and very productive.“ Baker

is confident that Hirsh will help Male Power and

Magic Silk reach a whole new level of success.

“Steve is highly respected in the industry for his

knowledge, insight, integrity, service orientation and

bright personality.“

Magic Silk and Male Power hire new sales director

San Francisco, USA  – S i r  Richard’s introduced ELEMENT MS, the f i rs t

product in the new ELEMENT l ine of premium, pleasure devices for

men  at the ANME Show. The ELEMENT MS is  a vibrat ing masturbation

s leeve,  c reated wi th  the h ighest  qual i ty  mater ia l s ,  advanced

 features, and thoughtful ,  ergonomic considerat ion for his pleasure. 

Sir Richard’s introduces ELEMENT MS
 vibrating masturbation sleeve 

Since 2009 Sir Richard’s has become synonymous with

modern sex for men, when they shook up the staid

condom industry introducing a premium condoms free

of spermicide, parabens, glycerin, petrochemicals. Now

the company is taking that same modern approach with

their first foray into men’s sex toys. ELEMENT MS launched

at ANME and will be ready to ship the end of August. The

ELEMENT MS was designed from the ground-up, with Sir

 Richard’s in house design team. While interest in men’s

sex toys is growing the options for masturbation toys is

 limited. Sir Richard’s wanted to create an item with multiple

uses for stimulation. Every feature and shape was designed

to maximize pleasure to the shaft and the frenulum, a

highly sensitive pleasure zone on the penis equivalent to

the clitoris. The ELEMENT MS features a ribbed base, where

powerful vibration is delivered to the frenulum through the

raised pleasure node.  The ultra-thin, Flex Fit wings are

unlike any masturbation sleeve on the market. Their thin

supple design allows for custom fit for each person’s

 personal girth, and allows the user to adjust the applied

pressure of their grip, while the internal structure transmits

pressure through the wings, creating powerful all

 encompassing pleasure. The palm-sized design is short in

length designed for a full range of movement and strokes.

“We felt there was an opportunity to create a line of toys in

the underserved men’s category,” stated Robert Rheaume,

President of Jimmyjane. “There are so many options for

 vibrators in the women’s sector, we wanted to apply that

same design thesis to men’s products. The ELEMENT MS is

a device that enhances the pleasures of masturbation,

with a modern touch.“

Perfect for both couples and solo play

N E W S

New at Magic Silk &

Male Power: Steve Hirsh 

The ELEMENT MS features a ribbed base
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Hong Kong - Nomi Tang is excited to announce that

'Getaway Plus' the remarkable second generation in

Nomi Tang’s hot selling G-Spot vibrator family is now

 available at Eropartner. The Nomi Tang product family has

been honored with many international awards: For

 example 'Better then Chocolate' and 'Infiniti' both won the

much sought-after German Red Dot design award.

 Recently, 'Spotty' the popular prostate massager also won

the 'Outstanding Product for Men' at the AVN show in Las

Vegas. Now 'Getaway Plus' is another new well-designed

member of Nomi Tang’s product line which is received

extremely well in the market. Nomi Tang’s trademark fea-

ture, the 'i-touch' control interface concept pioneered the

adult toy industry. Nomi Tang’s innovations are not made

to create new market trends but to satisfy actual customer

needs. Every new detail of the toys is designed, engineered

and tested based on the feedback of the ever growing

customer and fan communities. 'Getaway Plus' not only

features the 'i-touch' control, also optimized the sensitivity

of the touch interface is optimized so that vibrations can

be controlled more easily. 'Getaway Plus' is made of

 medical grade silicon. After having conducted plenty of

 research, it showed that an inserting angle of 23.5 degree

is the most preferred and perfect angle to fit the anatomy

of women. And so the company  applied exactly this an-

gle to the design of the 'Gateway Plus'. The surface of its

head is designed to maximize the G-spot stimulation while

the hook-shaped head is designed for helping users to

find the climax area more easily while the strong deep

 vibration provides additional sensational delight. Since the

product is 100% waterproof up to 1m, the product even

allows special excitement under water.

Nomi Tang’s Getaway Plus 

Veendam, The Nether lands -  EDC Wholesale announced a

dist r ibut ion agreement with The Rabbit  Company, known for

i t ’ s  innovat ive and women- f r iendly  products .  EDC’s

 dist r ibut ion network expands rapidly,  with the new logist ics

centre the company is keen on dist r ibut ing more brands and

wider assor tments.  

EDC returns from ANME with a
new distribution agreement 

The distribution agreement was made by CEO Eric Idema

and International Sales Director Andre Visser, who traveled

to the ANME Founders Show in Los Angeles to meet with

Chaney Cox, Brand Manager for The Rabbit Company.

“We are honored to include the extraordinary Rabbit

 Company products to our assortment.” said Eric Idema.

“It’s a young company, with a highly experienced team

and a high-end brand with beautiful designs. I am positive

that our customers will be as excited about these

 tremendous products as we are.” The Rabbit Company

offers a concise collection of the best rabbit vibrators on

the market. The products have an outstanding quality,

complete reliability, beautiful designs and the power to

deliver the ultimate orgasm. The rabbits are designed by a

team with over fifty years of combined pleasure pruduct

industry experience. "We are extremely excited to be

 partnering with EDC in this venture,” said Chaney Cox. “The

Rabbit Company is growing at an amazing rate here in

the US, and taking advantage of the reach that a company

like EDC has will only help our brand grow internationally.” 

The Rabbit Company 

N E W S

Eric Idema (EDC), Chaney Cox (The Rabbit Company),

and Andre Visser (EDC)

The G-Spot vibrator 'Getaway Plus'

is now available at Eropartner
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Almere, The Netherlands - Electrify your

 intimate play with the amazing Mystim

pleasure providers, now ready to order at

Scala Playhouse. The Tickling Truman, Sizzling

Simon and Electric Eric e-stim vibes combine lustful

 vibrations with sensational stimulation; they will awaken

your senses in a truly unique way. These Tickling Truman,

Sizzling Simon and Electric Eric are sensational highlights

from the must-have Mystim assortment at Scala Play-

house, bundling thrilling vibration and electrical stimulation

in one, mind-blowing experience. These incredible vibra-

tors can be used without the need for a nerve stimulator

kit; meaning they are just waiting to be turned on and let

loose. The Tickling Truman, Sizzling Simon and Electric Eric

all have two motors: one in the tip and one in the shaft,

meaning double the pleasure! Choose between 8 diffe-

rent vibration programs and 5 intensity levels. The vibrations

are already very thrilling, but if you want even more sti-

mulation, turn on the E-Stim function. The

E-Stim Vibe’s 5 electrical stimulation

 programs and 10 different levels of intensity

add a whole new dimension to your

 intimate play. Each vibe has a conductive surface running

along the length of the shaft to make the stimulation

travel all over the toy, and all over your erogenous zones.

The vibes even have a training program that aims to

strengthen the muscles in your pelvic floor, which can

result in even more mind-blowingly good orgasms. The

wide variety of functions on these E-Stim designs are easily

controlled via the buttons in the handle, plus users can

choose whether they want E-stim and vibration together

or separately. The Tickling Truman, Sizzling Simon and Elect-

ric Eric also feature a built-in long-life lithium-ion battery

that is rechargeable via a Mystim magnet charge USB-

cable (included).  The Tickling Truman, Sizzling Simon and

Electric Eric are ready to order at Scala Playhouse. 

Electrify your intimate play with Mystim at Scala Playhouse

New York, USA - b-Vibe has unveiled their latest addit ion to the anal category. The new 

b-Vibe Trio Plug is a compact, cer tified body-safe, seamless, sil icone plug that util izes the

strength and versatility of three motors to offer eight vibration levels and nine vibration patterns

ranging from soft to fast and power ful. Release of this new toy will be in early September.

New b-Vibe plug for couples to
be released in September

“We created the Trio Plug for folks that prefer a

smaller, more flexible plug than our Rimming

Plug,” b -Vibe Managing Director Alicia Sinclair said. “The

Trio is a great product for all couples who are interested

in trying anal play, couples who want to add amazing

new sensations and versatility into their anal adventures,

or for couple’s who enjoy using a remote control product

to be pleasured secretly and discreetly in public or

 conveniently in the bedroom.”

The plug features a non-intimidating size that both men

and women can enjoy and can be used with or without

the included wireless remote control — which works

from up to 30 feet away. The b-Vibe Trio Plug comes in

the brand’s signature packaging. It boasts gender-neu-

tral packaging that’s sturdy and unassuming. The USB-

rechargeable Trio Plug also comes packaged with a

convenient travel case for easy storage and traveling.

“The Trio Plug is an ideal toy for anal play beginners or

for folks who want to add a little extra zip to their anal

adventures,” said Charlie Glickman PhD, b-Vibe’s

 spokesperson. “And with the remote control, you can

even include it during a night on the town. At last, there’s

a high-quality, body-safe, slim anal vibrator that’s perfect

as an appetizer or as a main course.”

Trio Plug 

N E W S

The new b-Vibe Trio Plug

comes with three motors 
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San Francisco, USA – Jimmyjane

wowed visitors at this year’s

ANME show with an abundance of

new, innovative products. New and

existing customers were excited to

get their hands on Jimmyjane’s

 latest offerings, including new additions to the Live Sexy,

FORM, and consumables as well as the entirely new

line of ASCEND Flex Vibrators. “People were really happy

to see Jimmyjane moving forward in all directions,”

stated Robert Rheaume, President of Jimmyjane. “With

the new addition of ASCEND we have a mid-tier product

range in the $80-$100 arena. We also added new items

to our INTRO line and an innovative new addition to our

premium FORM line. At this show we wanted to

 demonstrate Jimmyjane has something for everyone.”

Jimmyjane’s booth remained packed throughout the

three day show, where visitors

came to see the new debuting

items. Jimmyjane expanded on

their Live Sexy line adding the

 INTRO 8 rabbit vibrator, two new

Live Sexy PH balanced lubricants,

and BREATHE ME Solid Perfumes. Customers were also

drawn to the new FORM 6 Heat, which heats up to 104

degrees Fahrenheit and will be released just in time for

the holiday season. The debut of the ASCEND Flex

 Vibrators really stole the show. Visitors were especially

impressed with the power and versatility of each

 product, which differs from the typical vibrators on the

market. Each ASCEND item slightly resembles the shapes

and forms of the INTRO and FORM line, yet each item

has flexible feature that lends itself to many unique uses

with a soft, pliable texture on the surface.

Jimmyjane seduces buyers with 
new products at ANME

Bath, England - Lovehoney has hired Kate Hodgson-Egan as Inter-

national Sales Manager for US and UK. In her new role, Hodgson-

Egan wil l be in charge of the US/Americas and UK adult wholesale

side of Lovehoney and will also support the Lovehoney Trade team.  

She will work alongside Jim Primrose - fellow

 International Sales Manager for Rest of the World.

Primrose said: “I am absolutely delighted to welcome

Kate to the Lovehoney Trade team. It is further evi-

dence of our commitment and investment in our glo-

bal Trade business and customers. She brings with her

a wealth of knowledge from her 14 years of experience

within the industry.  She will be supporting the long term

development of the US territories alongside Sabrina

Earnshaw, as well as taking charge of the development

of the UK adult business. The whole team are extremely

excited by Kate's appointment, and look forward to

working closely with her." No stranger to the adult in-

dustry, Hodgson-Egan

previously held the posi-

tion of Customer Relations

Director at erotic goods wholesa-

ler ABS Holdings, where she managed the wholesale

sales department. Hodgson-Egan said: “I have worked

with the Lovehoney team for 14 years as a supplier

and customer. I have seen their growth and direction,

and wanted to be a part of it. “I look forward to working

alongside Jim and the rest of the team to help develop

our existing business as well as new global business

channels. Lovehoney is a great company and I already

feel part of the brilliant team.”

This season’s biggest transfer

N E W S

Hodgson-Egan will be in charge

of the US/Americas and UK markets

Lovehoney welcomes Kate Hodgson-
Egan as international sales manager

Jimmyjane’s newest products 
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Almere, The Netherlands - The

new Xeno prostate massager

is the latest addition in the TOYJOY

Designer Edition assortment and

now available to order at Scala

Playhouse. The Xeno has 8 pulsa-

ting functions and multispeed vi-

brations. The ergonomically designed massager wants

to hit all hotspots, both internally as externally. The design

USB-rechargeable (charging cord included) and made

of premium, soft touch silicone. The Xeno is shaped

and curved to provide both prostate as perineum sti-

mulation, meaning double the pleasure and double

the thrilling sensations. Prostate stimulation doesn’t just

feel fantastic, it can also in-

crease and improve the ability

to ejaculate, making a climax

feel even more intense. The fun

doesn’t stop there though. Fre-

quent stimulation of the pro-

state has also proven to have

health benefits, such as an increase in blood flow to

the prostate gland – which can reduce the risk of pro-

state diseases. Being health-conscious has never felt so

pleasurable! The stylish Xeno by TOYJOY Designer Edition

comes in a modern and alluring blue tint that will appeal

to all your consumers with its gender-neutral, contem-

porary coloring. 

Xeno has arrived at Scala Playhouse

Hunt ington Beach,  USA -  XR B rands  has  s t r uck an exc lus ive deal  w i th  on l ine adul t

 powerhouse Pornhub to  create a must -have branded l ine.  The f i r s t  o f  i t s  k ind,  th i s

 groundbreaking deal ignites a t rue crossover col lect ion that combines XR Brands’ smar t

business savvy with Pornhub’s unr ivaled mainstream marketing prowess. 

XR Brands signs exclusive with 
Pornhub to create branded product line

The Pornhub collection will officially debut in at the

 eroFame tradeshow in Hannover, Germany, in

October 2016. Every product included in the line will

be designed with Pornhub’s trademark style and vast

viewer demo graphic in mind, and all will be manu-

factured with the  dependable quality that XR Brands

has become known for. “Pornhub is one of the most

recognizable names in adult content and it was only

natural that the brand would expand into tangible

products,” XR Brands VP of Sales & Marketing Rebecca

Weinberg said. “It’s an honor to partner with the like-

minded team of Pornhub professionals and we look

forward to speaking with customers about the  future

launch.” The Pornhub line will be supported by

 mainstream marketing designed to capture attention

and headlines while creating fun share-worthy content

that gets fans in the mood – to shop. “Sex toys and

lubricant are an essential part of satisfying sex – whet-

her by yourself or with a partner – and we are pleased

to team with Pornhub and enhance the experience

for their more than 100 million daily users,” XR Brands

International Sales Manager Valentino Tolman said.

Known for its provoking promotional campaigns, Porn-

hub and its signature sense of humor will play a major

role in the success of this new collection. “Our colla-

boration with XR Brands is a big but rational move for

us,” Pornhub VP of Marketing Corey Price said. “At

Pornhub, we’re all about the user experience and until

now, we’ve been laser-focused on delivering that

through best-in-class content. Now with the help of

XR Brands, we will be able to further enhance that

experience by bridging the online and at-home Porn-

hub experience, and we are confident the launch

will run smooth.“

Initial debut slated for October 2016 during eroFame 
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Wadgassen, Germany - „Let out your inner ape!“ –

With this cheeky slogan THE CRAZYMONKEY CON-

DOMS call for safer sex! ST RUBBER has not only been

convinced by this ironic but easy going slogan, but also

by the high quality of the products. THE CRAZY MONKEYS

are available in their online shop. Now you will be able

to let out your inner ape in various different ways! BA-

NANA! And FRESH MINT! will make your love sessions co-

lourful and fruity-fresh with their banana and mint aroma

and the yellow or green colour. Every packet contains

12 cylindrical condoms with lubricant. FUN+FRICTION!

offers an extra portion of fun with ribbed and nubby

condoms in a contoured form. The packet contains 12

transparent con-

doms with lubri-

cant. When it

 comes to X-LARGE, it is all in the name! The packet

contains 12 cylindrical smooth condoms with an extra

large width of 56 mm: 4 red, 4 black and 4 transparent,

with lubricant. The CRAZY COLLECTION is not supposed

to be collected, but to be used up! It coms in two sizes:

50 condoms (15 green/mint aroma, 15 yellow/banana

aroma, 20 transparent/ribbed and nobby) or a 100 con-

doms ( 30 green/mint aroma, 30 yellow/banana aroma,

40 transparent/ribbed and nobby) box. Naturally, all THE

CRAZY MONKEY CONDOMS are electronically tested.

The CRAZY MONKEY CONDOMS 

London, England -  Lovehoney’s  co-owners

have returned to thei r  humble Bath head-

quar ters  af ter  a recept ion hosted by the

Queen at Buckingham Palace. Richard Long-

hurs t  and Neal  S lateford met the Queen,

Prince Phil ip and other senior royals at a ce-

lebration for Queen’s Award winners (July 14). 

Lovehoney owners enjoy an afternoon
with the Queen

Lovehoney received the Queen’s Award for Enterprise in

International Trade for outstanding growth in overseas

sales over the last three years. The award - described as

‘the highest accolade for business success’ - allows

 Lovehoney to use The Queen’s Award emblem in

 advertising, marketing and on packaging for a period of

five years as a symbol of quality and success.  Slateford

said: “It’s a huge privilege for Lovehoney to be honoured

by the Queen. The Queen is Britain’s greatest trade

 ambassador and consumers trust a brand with her

 patronage. It just shows how far we have come as a com-

pany and how sex toys are becoming more and more

 mainstream.” While at the palace, Slateford and Longhurst

spoke with a number of royals and enjoyed meeting fellow

Queen’s Award winners from across the country. Slateford

added: “We said hello to the Queen, and thanked her for

having us over. We mentioned to The Duke of Edinburgh

that we were in the sexual wellbeing business. He nodded

and smiled, swiftly made his excuses and moved on.

 Richard was just happy to meet a real Princess (Princess

Michael of Kent), as he’s met all the ones at Disneyland

already.” The pair started selling sex toys online 14 years

ago, with stock kept under Longhurst’s bed, and now run

a booming international company which holds the

 worldwide licence to manufacture the official Fifty Shades

of Grey sex products. The company employs over 200

 people at its Locksbrook Road headquarters. Profits at

 Lovehoney shot up 79% last year to £3.7 million and it

was highlighted as one of Britain’s top 100 most profitable

private companies by the Sunday Times. 

Visiting the Buckingham Palace 

N E W S

Richard Longhurst and Neal Slateford met the Queen

at a celebration for Queen’s Award winners 
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The Shots Par ty once again l ived up to its reputation as one of the legendary events of the

adult industry. It even seemed as though the exuberant atmosphere among the international

par ty guests – including many visitors from America – could drive away rainclouds and thun-

derstorms because the weather suddenly took a turn for the better on July 22 when the event

began. There was no guest who didn’t enjoy the mix of enter tainment, music, good company,

food & drinks, and friendly conversations. The musical per formances of singer Pascal Redeker

and enter tainment duo 'Het Feestteam' brought the crowd to raptures. They sang, they

danced, they jumped up and down, and they swayed to and fro. And let’s not forget that,

l ike every year, the Shots Par ty 2016 took place against the backdrop of the International

Four Day Marches Nijmegen (De Nijmeegse Vierdaagse). Shots invited their guests to a pavilion

on Sint Annastraat, the homestretch for the par ticipants of the marches, situated smack in

the centre of Nijmegen. After having marched roughly 50 kilometres on each of the four

days of the event, the par ticipants crossed the finish l ine, cheered on by an applauding

crowd. This year, more than 42.000 par ticipants completed the marches. Another tradition of

the Shots Par ty was continued this year as well: collecting money for a charitable cause. The

guests donated more than 14,000 euro which will go to 'Liedjesfabriek' (www.liedjesfabriek.nl),

an organisation that uses music to help severely i l l  children. The members of Liedjesfabriek

visit hospitals and also take a mobile recording studio to children who are treated at home.

The Shots Par ty was the culmination of the week from July 18 to 22 which began with the

Shots Sales Week. There, new lines and products were presented to the visitors, and of course,

Shots also had numerous discounts up their sleeve. On July 21, Ell inda and Oscar Heijnen in-

vited their guests to a Meet & Greet in the garden of their own house. And there, too, the

team went out of their way to make sure nobody went hungry or thirsty. As always, Shots

proved a per fect host. They had planned the Sales Week and the big Par ty meticulously to

make sure that their guests had some great, memorable days in the Netherlands.

E V E N T
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Shots celebration!
Shots Sales Week & Meet and Greet & Shots Party
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Cheers! Host Oscar Heijnen

and Eric Idema (EDC)

The life of the party:

'Het Feestteam'

Stan and Frank of  'Het Feestteam'

know how to keep the crowd entertained

Hein Schouten and Oscar

Heijnen tease the audiencce
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The Meet & Greet

on the evening before the Shots Party

Lynda Mort (XR Brands) on the

Shots Sales Week

Raymond brought Pipedream’s latest

innovations straight to Shots 

Pascal Redeker in action
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The Shots team can chalk up the party

as another exceptional success

Oscar Heijnen surprises Ruben Deitz (Shots America)

with a Captain America outfit

Full house and great atmosphere

at the Shots pavilion

No, it’s not the bridge of the USS Enterprise

– it’s the Shots Party bus

Cassie Pendleton and Jessica Drake

present the Wicked Sensual care products

Oscar Heijnen with Grutinet’s own Manolo

Martinez Coll and Roberto Conejero Selva
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The Shots pavilion right next to the

homestretch of the Four Day Marches in Nijmegen

Michel Kros (Shots), Sandra van Looij

(Jimmyjane Europe), and Eric Idema (EDC)

Cassie Pendleton (Wicked Sensual Care)

and Tom Ketil Krogstad (VIP Service)

Ruben Deitz talking to customers

in the Shots showroom

The music acts brought

the house down

More than one million people lined the

route of the Four Day Marches
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On July 17 to 19, i t  was ANME t ime again, and al l  eyes of the American adult  industr y were

on Burbank, Cal i fornia. Producers,  dist r ibutors,  and wholesalers informed the trade on new

products and developments,  on new POS tools and on trends that wi l l  dominate the adult

market in the near future. The show, which takes place twice a year,  is  also a platform for

personal exchange between trade and industry. Many of the new products the US producers

showcase at ANME wi l l  later be presented to the European trade at eroFame.

Successful summer
edition of ANME Show

Happy faces among exhibitors and visitors

E V E N T
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All smiles: Huda Lutz (EAN), Angela Mustone

(CalExotics), and Nichole Grossman (CalExotics)

Friendly kiss for Raymond

Houtenbos (Pipedream Europe)

Oscar Soto (Shots America)

Guy Roussy and Linda Mclean presented

two new Shunga products to the trade members

Alexander Giebel (pjur)

and Ralph Ehses (pjur)

David Braff and Christine

Marsden (KamaSutra)

Huda Lutz (EAN) and

Greg Alves (Evolved Novelties)

Oliver Redschlag (JOYDIVISION)

knows how to juggle

That's a lot of cock!
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Sven Jacobsen, Hans-Jürgen Bähr, and Timo Petersen

(Orion Großhandel) check out the new Doc Johnson products

Marco Tortoni travels the world

as brand ambassador for Fun Toys

Huda Lutz (EAN) with Pipedream’s

Kristian Broms and Brian Sofer

Kristian Broms (Pipedream)

talks about the King Cock line

Sportsheets present their 'Midnight'

line – Huda Lutz (EAN) lends a hand

We-Vibe brings couples

closer together – also via app

Busy activity at

the Doc Johnson stand

Product presentation

at Fun Factory

Klaus Pedersen (DanaLife) and

Samir Saraiya (ThatsPersonal.com)

blewit! – a new

masturbator for men

Stylish and easy on the

eyes: the System JO stand
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Contra

It is perfectly

 understandable

that every trade

members wants

to get the best-

possible margin

out of their pro-

ducts. It’s equally

understandable

that the custo-

mers want to

spend as little money as possible. The two sides usually

meet somewhere in the middle, and if they don’t,

well, then the consumer has to look for a comparable

product or a different retailer. This is what’s generally

called the market economy.

I’m not going to bore you with talk of invisible hands

that regulate things or the like. But ultimately, the

 situation is thus: In the marketplace, various 

needs meet various offers. Of course, not every 

wish can be fulfilled, and not every product will find

a buyer, but this system is still preferable to an

 alternative of fixed prices, regulated conditions, and

a rigid product range. Because if the producers 

had more control over the prices, there’s no 

guarantee how they’d use that power tomorrow. The

same goes for the channels of distribution. Who wants

to be completely and utterly at the mercy of  

their suppliers?

70 

Tradi t ional  chains  o f  supply  are break ing apar t ,  on l ine shops of fe r  p roducts  a  few cents

above purchase pr ice,  and the number  o f  products  i s  g rowing and growing.  So i t ’ s  no

wonder  the adul t  market  fee l s  a  b i t  l i ke  an Old West  town at  t imes,  where the qu ick

draw wins  and the sher i f f  i s  nowhere to  be found.  But  how should the indus t r y  respond

to th i s  s i tuat ion,  and what  are the consequences fo r  p roducers ,  suppl ie r s ,  and t rade

members?

Of course, there are also good reasons for producers

to keep a close eye on the prices at which their

 products are sold in stores – especially if they are

creating luxury products – and to step in immediately

when they come upon cases of price dumping.

 However, actually taking such steps isn’t easy; it

 requires a lot of work, and ultimately, taking action

against every black sheep in the trade would affect

the price. Which in turn would have negative effects

for most producers in the adult industry.

Apart from that, you want the company with the best

strategy, standards, and ideas to be able to reap the

benefits of their work. Because, when the consumer

is shopping for an adult product, the price is not the

single-most important criterion. User experience,

 service and advice as well as after-sales service,

 information about the product, etc. – all those things

come into play. Companies that try to push their

 products solely on the basis of price and neglect all

other elements tend to disappear from the market

quickly.

So, where some see an untamed wild west scenario

when they look at the adult market, others see

 possibilities. The market is in constant flux, and ideally,

there will be more consumers finding more products.

Wanting to eliminate imbalances through stronger

 regulations – notwithstanding what those regulations

look like or how and by whom they are implemented

– would be counterproductive in the long run, and

more often than not, it wouldn’t even be necessary.

F E A T U R E
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Matthias Poehl, editor in chief

exclusive
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The Wild West
Does the adult market need to be tamed?
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Pro

So much has been said about the

erosion of the traditional supply

chain (producer-wholesaler-retai-

ler) in the adult market and about

its effects on the trade and 

industry. Whether this is a positive

or a negative development us up

to your personal opinion, but if you

look at today’s market you might

indeed get the impression that

these are the Old West days of the

adult market. What do I mean 

by that? Well, it’s quite simple: 

The lines between production,

 purchase, and retail are blurred to

a degree where everybody is

 poaching in everybody else’s

 backyard. Everybody produces,

everybody purchases from

anyone and sells to anyone –

 without thinking about the others.

The competitive situation this

 results in is fierce, and the pressure

in the market keeps growing and

growing. To make matters more

difficult, there is an enormous

amount of products that want to

be sold. And it’s no secret that

many resort to lowering the prices

in order to get those sales – which

usually reduces the margin. And

the margin is obviously what

 everybody depends on. All of this

leads to unreasonably low prices

and robs products of their real

 value. And when different 

business models and individual

calculations collide in this tense

 situation where everybody fights

over the consumers’ affection,

well, then the proverbial horse has

already bolted. But as with so

many things in life, there are

 exceptions. We talk to lots of

 retailers – brick and mortar or

 online segment – and it is beco-

ming abundantly clear that there

is also another way. There’s nary a

retailer who doesn’t sing the

 praises of brands that offer a

 guaranteed margin and step

 protectively in front of the retail

trade. Nary a retailer who isn’t

happy that certain producers don’t

sell their brands to the black sheep

of the trade, but keep a jealous

watch on who sells what, and at

what price. And if they find that

 someone is not playing by the

 rules – i.e. that someone engages

in price dumping – they take ac-

tion to stop that. As a result, these

trade members may no longer get

products from said producers. You

might argue that someone 

somewhere will still be willing to

supply themwith the products in

question, but the producers and

brands also keep an eye on the

activities of their partners in

 distribution and wholesaling – also

in the interest of protecting distri-

butors and wholesalers and their

margins. And if you think, so what,

a retailer can do with a few brands

less on his shelves, you forget

things like demand, brand reco-

gnition, the ever important product

variety, etc. Long story short, these

producers don’t just throw more

and more products at the market

in hope of turning a profit; instead,

they see to it that the value chain

remains intact. So the goal has to

be for all players in the market to

pull in the same direction. Nume-

rous positive examples show that

(more) control over the market

 doesn’t have to be wishful thinking.

But to achieve this goal, you need

the right environment. The wild

west has to be tamed.

F E A T U R E

Randolph Heil, editor 
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We conducted a little survey among the exhibitors of the upcoming eroFame, and summing

up the answers, we can say that there will be tons of new products on display, and there are

also going to be lots of discounts, sweepstakes, etc. waiting for the visitors. So, it’s safe to say

that a trip to Hanover will be wor th your while. If you are looking for detailed information on

what individual exhibitors have to offer, here are their answers to our questions, outlining their

plans for eroFame. The second par t of the survey will be published in EAN 09. 

“eroFame is THE world show.”
What the trade can look forward to in October
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The Questions

?
1) Which expectations do you have for eroFame 2016   ?

2)  W2. hich new products are you planning to present to the trade 
 come October?

3)  Do you have some special plans for your fair stand in particular 
 (product presentations, fashion shows, etc.) or for the event in general

        (discounts, sweepstakes, etc.)?

4)  What were the decisive reasons for you to act as an exhibitor at the 
 eroFame 2016?
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Ellie Lyubenova
Fun Toys

1) We are thrilled to meet with our 

distributors and partners from all over the world. We

are also excited to get to know new potential clients

joining the industry.  This year of 2016 is very special

for us, as we are launching a special new product.

2) At eroFame 2016, we are planning to present a

new member of the FunToys family -  a toy inspired

by our loyal customers. We will present our latest Gvibe

mini – a delicate lover to go! 

3) Yes, we have planned our participation in detail,

from booth set up to scheduled meetings with our

Brand Ambassador and everything else to ensure

smooth going of the event.

4) We are a manufacturer and we are trying to

 engage actively and to be present at many shows,

and yet, we do not participate in exhibitions very

 often. However, we have always felt special about

eroFame and for that reason, we are participating

every year, including this one. We have been pleased

with your organisation of the showso far! Thank you

for hosting the show and making it a success!

Andrea Duffy
Rocks-Off

1) Rocks-Off really look forward to attending

and showcasing at eroFame as it’s where we as a

manufacturer get the full opportunity to present our

new products directly to our existing distributors but

also make contacts for new business opportunities.

Of course our sales team are constantly in touch with

our customer base but eroFame is a fantastic venue

for our sales team to sit and have one to one

 meetings with our clients under one roof and discuss

not just the new products but also their needs and

requirements.

2) We recently released 16 new products at ANME so

trade will be able to see these new products in

Europe. eroFame wouldn’t be eroFame for us if we

didn’t have more new products for the show, so on

top of the 16 we are adding another 4 but all will be

revealed at our booth.

3) Our focus will be specifically geared towards us

presenting our new additions to the range and of
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course each customer will be given our best attention.

If customers place an order with us we will of course

be doing a show discount.

4) Rocks-Off have a considerable European foot print

working with leading distributors and wholesalers, so

it is important we are there to support them and to

make sure they have the very latest products from

the brand.

Steve Robinson
Global Products Europe

1) It’s vital to choose the right trade show for our

 company and eroFame has consistently proved to

be just this. Global Products uses the eroFame show

to generate buzz for new products, for competitive

research and we even use this trade show to expand

our professional network.

2) At Global Products, we continue to develop and

product new supplements for sexual wellness. We

have moved our manufacturing to a UK based

factory, with an A grade status BRC accreditation,

this means better competitive pricing, short lead time

and the important legal paperwork is part and parcel

of your range and brands – our new product lines

are all to be registered with MHRA and will have 

the all-important online verification link to the

 medicines seller registry. All our new products in the

male  enhancement and female libido booster

 supplements range are now 100% UK health claim

approved, this has opened up a wide door for selling

into the high street retailers.

3) We exhibited at the Natural & Organic Trade fair in

London Excel 2016, we picked up a lot of ideas for

our new stand at eroFame – this year we plan a totally

new look to our booth with even more sampling and

giveaways than last year. 

4) Firstly, the team at Global Products loves to exhibit

at eroFame to see all our existing clients and catch

up with all our friends in the business. From visibility to

credibility, exhibiting at eroFame has so many benefits

for our business. Global Products has established a

presence at this trade show for many years, giving us

a powerful platform for meeting new customers,

 reaching out to our existing clients and showing our

brands. Branding is a huge aspect of our business

F E A T U R E

exclusive
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all the people who made Bijoux Indiscrets what it is

today.

4) It is the best European trade show for our business.

We cannot miss it!

Patricia Lopez
Fleshlight

1) eroFame represents for Fleshlight the perfect

 framework to exhibit our products. Nowadays you can

choose between many male masturbators from

many firms, however Fleshlight continues being the

number 1 male sex toy in the world. eroFame offers

us the opportunity to demonstrate everybody why we

still lead the male masturbator market. Besides

this, some of our most stronger alliances emerged

from past editions of eroFame , so this means 

that we always attend this show with the highest

 expectations.

2) We will be glad to show our new releases at the

upcoming eroFame, as it is the perfect place to let

our clients know about our recent novelties and show

them live. Several new Fleshlight Girls have joined us

in 2016. Riley Reid, Anikka Albrite, Eva Lovia, the four

Dorcel girls, Nikki Benz... So there are many novelties

in the Fleshlight Girls Range this year. Besides this,

we're also working on some new prototypes (shorter

than the standard Fleshlight masturbators) to be

 launched at eroFame. Last year we launched the

Quickshot and it was a great success!! This year we

really want to repeat it!

F E A T U R E

success, especially in industries that depend on trust

and reputation. Exhibiting at eroFame is a wonderful

way to tell the adult industry that our company is

 serious, reliable, and large enough to afford its own

presence at leading events.

Elsa Viegas
Bijoux Indiscrets

1) We want to meet our distributors, 

retailers, and the press at our booth. Show them the

new collection and toast at the end of the day to

another year of great business together.

2) We are presenting a new collection of fashion

 accessories, MAZE, inspired by classic BDSM. The new

MAZE collection merges fashion trends with functional

details. MAZE is a collection of exclusive pieces that

celebrate the forbidden by revealing it. The new MAZE

collection is different from past collections but at the

same time is so… Bijoux. It mixes the fashion trends

with erotica references and all the pieces can live a

double life as an erotic accessory or as a fashion

accessory, depending on how you combine it (with

lingerie, clothes, or bare skin). The MAZE collection

mixes two worlds (private and public) in a very

 sophisticated way and that was a challenge for us

as a brand. Having a fashion accessory that is also

functional is very exciting, isn’t it?

3) We are celebrating our 10th anniversary this year

and we will have a party on the first day of eroFame,

the 5th of October. We can’t wait to celebrate with
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Throughout 2015, we re-invested all of our profits into

manufacturing and hardware development to

 position ourselves better for expansion. It proved to

be the right move because in 2016, we've seen a

tremendous amount of organic growth selling direct

to consumer... and now we're ready to accelerate

the growth by working directly with larger retailers and

select distributors. 

Alain Elmaleh
Bodispa

1) To get more people to try our great products, now

that they'll see that we are here to stay since it is our 4th

year doing this trade fair!

2) Many brand-new, exciting, and very technologically

advanced sex toys.

3) We'll have some great show specials that will be very,

very hard for customers to pass on!

4) We've been committed to this show for a while now.

So it is just part of our marketing plan on an ongoing 

basis.

Klaus Pedersen
DanaMedic / DanaLife

3) We are presenting our Maleedge and

Jes-Extender penis growth brands, a full portfolio for all

adult toy sellers! Products which are the only ones in the

market that deliver permanent growth! And the only ones

which come with a double-money guaranty. Our POS

shop-tester kits will be available to see and to try out for

shop-retailers; they have been used successfully for both,

in-store client sales support and store staff sales training.

Also, we will present the growing female brand “Zestra”,

the only medically documented erotic arousal oil available

in the marketplace, with a strong US VIP backing.

4) The global adult toy market uses eroFame as the one

main global venues for trading – we have profited from

this for many years now! And will not miss out on the

 opportunity to profit from this again in 2016.

Jean-Pierre Hamelin
Shunga

1) Three expectations: More visitors, less

copycats & good business as usual.

2) Shunga’s team have been working the last few months

F E A T U R E

3) We still working on that but we have a special pro-

duct presentation in mind... We would like to surprise

everybody... so details should not be revealed.

All products details will be in our special catalogue. 

4) Everyone who works in this sector knows how

 important eroFame is. It is the fair which everyone

must attends, because all main firms are there, and

it is the perfect opportunity to meet our clients,

 suppliers, competitors, etc. 

Eva Cincar
Persian Palm

1) We want to meet our customers,

friends, and new retailers to show them our new brand

of ceramic sex toys and to expand our network.

2) We plan to present our entire range of ceramic

sex toys as they are all new.

3) Surely, we'll make a detailed presentation of our pro-

ducts, explaining the steps of production, decoration,

and the safety of our products. For orders placed during

eroFame, we'll grant a special discount.

4) We decided to exhibit at eroFame this year

 because it is one of the most important B2B fairs in

Europe, and we think that for small new companies

like ours, it is the way to be seen. We think that it is a

good place to meet customers and friends. 

Eddy Olivares
Lovense

1) This is our first year at eroFame, so it's hard to expect

anything in particular. We're hoping to educate major

distributors and big retailers about our products and

close some deals! 

2) So far in 2016, we launched two wearable products

that have been extremely successful (together, they

 raised nearly $250k in pre-orders on IndieGogo). We're

excited to unveil two more wearable products, to finish

out this "Wearables Line". We'll also be unveiling a new

product line (4 products in total) and a male masturba-

tor specifically designed to sync with VR Porn. 

3) Nothing too special - still working on the display

that will (hopefully) highlight all of our products in an

interesting way.

4) It feels like the right time for us. In previous years,

our product line and production capacity was limited.
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on a lot of new projects, with the goal of presenting them

at ANME and eroFame.  Let us present to you these five

winners: Firstly, Dragon Sensitive cream is a softer version

of the original Dragon cream. It’s made for couples who

seek a milder “fire and ice” sensation to fully enjoy

 lovemaking. This version is less intense but just as much

fun. It will come in a beautiful white bottle and its own

high-quality printed coloured box. Included is the new

“how to use” pamphlet. The Lotus Noir will be launched at

the same time. This sensitising gel for couples was sold

only in the Garden of Edo collection kit and a lot of retailers

were getting demands for just the Lotus Noir gel.  So we

are selling it separately now. 

Lotus Noir is an external gel designed to intensify both

 female and male orgasms.  It acts as a stimulant and

 enhances sensations to experience intense pleasures

 together.  It has its own beautiful box with a beautiful

Shunga drawing on it. In fact, it’s the drawing of the

 Organica collection because of its 100% certified organic

ingredients. That’s one of the differences between Lotus

Noir and Dragon cream. They are both for couples but

Lotus Noir has 100% certified organic ingredients. Dragon

offers a hot and cold effect, but with Lotus Noir you will feel

coolness only.

The Carnal Pleasure is considered the ultimate pleasure

collection. It contains one Exotic Fruits Erotic Massage Oil,

one Exotic Fruits Kissable Massage Cream, a Sparkling

Strawberry Wine Divine Oral Pleasure Gloss, one TOKO Aqua

Personal Lubricant, one new Dragon Sensitive Cream, and

a white pearl necklace to enjoy a unique massage.  What

better way to introduce SHUNGA to new customers than

by offering a bit of everything! This collection includes all

the intimate products needed to bring sexual excitement

to a new level and experience the full pleasures of carnal

love. This ensemble is the perfect romantic wedding gift

or lover’s first starter kit.
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F E A T U R E

For the perfect romantic getaway, Shunga changed the

old Geisha’s secrets collection to create two brand new

collections. The two new Geisha’s secrets will be ready for

sale this fall. Just in time for eroFame. The first Geisha’s

 Secret contains a 0.33 fl. oz. / 10 ml Sparkling Strawberry

Wine Erotic massage oil, a 0.33 fl. oz. / 10 ml Sparkling

Strawberry Wine Warming aphrodisiac oil, a Sparkling

 Strawberry Wine Mini-massage candle ROMANCE - 1 oz. /

30 ml, a 0,33 fl. oz. / 10 ml TOKO AQUA personal lubricant,

and a 0.23 fl. oz. / 7 ml DRAGON intensifying cream for

couples. The other Geisha’s Secret collection has 100%

certified organic ingredients with the Exotic green tea

 flavour.  It contains Exotic green tea 0.33 fl. oz. / 10 ml

Erotic massage oil, a 0.33 fl. oz. / 10 ml Exotic green tea

Warming aphrodisiac oil, an Exotic green tea Mini-

 massage candle ROMANCE - 1 oz. / 30 ml, a 0,33 fl. oz. /

10 ml TOKO ORGANICA personal lubricant, and a 0.23 fl.

oz. / 7 ml LOTUS NOIR Sensitizing gel for lovers.

The Geisha’s Secrets collection is packaged in a beautiful

gift box that opens up to showcase all the products with a

transparent plastic cover. It’s great for store sales because

customers see the collection on the self without having to

open the package. It’s so beautiful, you’ll want to keep it

after the products are used up.

3) We are quite ready because we’ve worked on new

products and new marketing tools for the ANME Show

in July. Since it’s more for the American and South

 America market, we can test how things go with our

customers in L.A. and then make adjustments for

 eroFame. We are prepared and we can’t wait for

 Hanover. Our booth will stay the same because it’s quite

new! Also, if you come visit us, you’ll get a great gift  

like always.

4) For Shunga, eroFame is THE show in our industry. If you

want to do business on an international basis, you have to

be there as an exhibitor. 
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Hauke Christiansen
Orion Großhandel

1) What we expect from eroFame is a strong trade

 presence and good talks with our customers, suppliers,

and interested parties. Of course, every retailer has to do

their part to ensure maximum visitor turnout.

2) Being a full-range supplier, ORION will showcase new

product lines and numerous extensions to existing brands,

as usual.

3) The visitors of the ORION booth can look forward to

appealing product presentations in the relaxed

 atmosphere they’ve come to expect from us.

Also, we will have some very special “guests” as 

co-exhibitors.

4) eroFame is THE leading b2b show for adult market, 

bar none!

Wende den Braver
Moodzz BV

1) For us, eroFame is one big meet-and-greet event. So

it’s an excellent opportunity to meet our existing and po-

tential new customers over drinks and hear how they are

doing. In many countries we only sell to distributors, there-

fore we enjoy the chance to also meet the customers

behind our distributors and  wholesalers, and hear their opi-

nions on our products and how well they think they’ll do in

the market. And, of course, eroFame is the show where

you want to release new products.

2) After the rousing success of Truth or Dare Erotic Party

Edition, the well-known game for groups of friends,

MOODZZ has now created an intimate version for couples.

The Truth or Dare Erotic Couple(s) Edition! Like its prede-

cessor, this erotic game for two consists of 69 very intimate

questions and 69 provocative  dares. This bold and intensely

exciting game will bring you and your partner much closer

together, both  between the sheets and beyond. You can

play Truth or Dare Erotic Couple(s) Edition as a couple, or

with multiple pairs of partners. This bold and hot-blooded

game guarantees a candid, exciting, and fun-filled time.

And we have high expectations for our second new re-

lease, Heart full of Lust & love; 100 naughty nights for him

and her! Each week, both partners can pick a task to sur-

prise each other and get to know each other better. The

tasks are tender, intimate, and sometimes fiery. They lead

to the pure passion that everyone desires. Dutch, German,

French, Spanish, Italian, and English language.

3) We’re also going to have some surprises to  celebrate

the 10th anniversary of our game Discover your Lover /

Wahre liebe / Mission Intime / Ultiem verlangen / Mission In-

tima! A great success!

4) eroFame is the only trade show we participate at every

year. That indicates how important the event is for us. It’s

the ideal place to meet new and existing customers, and

the ideal place to get inspiration for future developments.

Aschelina v.d. Graf
Peter Domenie Mode

1) Meeting new potential clients.

2) New designs from our own fashion label.

3) No. We would like to invite

our clients to stop by though.

4) It’s important for our image and it is the only wholesale

fair for us in this part of Europe. Very important to be present

in Germany, while most of the potential will be in the

 Northern part of Europe. Recommendation for the fair:

There should be more interest in, and attention to the

 fashion angle. The organisers should consider having a

special fashion corner. This would allow the brands to stand

out more and for potential customers, it would be easier

to find new brands in the category they are looking for.

And satisfied fashion brands and customers will attract a

better audience with more quality to this fair.

Dino Corrado
Cobeco Pharma

1) A great fair with a nice amount of visitors.

2) For this year, we have a couple of new products that

we plan to present during eroFame:

- Cobeco Male Talcum Powder

- Cobeco Male Powder Massage Lube (new formula)

- Cobeco Body Lube 2-1 Lube

- 3B Cosmetics Lift & Love Breast Enhancer tabs

- 3B Cosmetics Lift & Love Breast Enhancer cream

- 3B Cosmetics Cobeco Shape & Show Body Lifter gel

- Ice Touch (new formula)

3) As always, our team will give excellent product

 explanations, hand out samples, and provide visitors

with a lovely cup of coffee. Beside this, we have some

other nice things planned:

- Especially for all our UK Customers, we will hand out
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discount vouchers to compensate for losses they will

encounter due to the Brexit;

- We will be introducing our nice shop displays toget-

her with special refill deals;

- While we believe in Making Sex Great, we will be

 introducing a special powder that creates a very nice

massage lubricant. By offering our clients the option

to create their own massage lubricant, we allow them

to enhance their sex lives wherever they are. The

 created lubricant is ideal for a sensual full-body

 massage with a lovely orgasm as a happy ending.

4) For us, the decision was already clear. We always

attend eroFame to meet up with all our current 

clients as well as all potential new ones that visit this 

great fair. 

Rianne Swierstra
RIANNE S

1) I am sure it will be a fantastic show, as al-

ways.

2) We will present 3 brand new vibes!

3) Surprise, surprise.

4) It’s the best European tradeshow for us. Period.

Sabine Kirchner
Scala Playhouse

1) We expect eroFame 2016 to be

another big success, both for the organisers as for us at

Scala Playhouse. As one of the founders of this trade show,

eroFame always has a special place in our hearts, making

it one of the highlights of our trade show schedule. It is a

great occasion to meet up with existing partners and

 customers, plus meet new prospects and establish new

working relationships. We are very much looking forward

to attending eroFame in October and hope to welcome

all visitors to our amazing Scala Playhouse stand.

2) We will be presenting our two new TOYJOY brand

 extensions that will be officially launched during the

 ‘Welcome to the Future’ Scala Fair on the 4th and 5th of

September, plus various new products in our existing lines.

We want to keep the details a surprise, but can tell you the

names of our new TOYJOY ranges: ‘LADOU’ and ‘LIL’

 BERRIES’. These innovative new collections will amaze

 consumers with their unique skills and thrills, plus beautiful

aesthetics and attractive pricing. Another exciting
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 development is the extension of our Get Real by TOYJOY

range. This collection of realistics has proven very popular

since its launch earlier this year and we’ve decided to

add even more pleasure providers to the assortment. Get

Real by TOYJOY will be transformed into a brand with three

distinct product groups to satisfy different target audiences

within the market segment for realistics. We are confident

that lovers of ‘natural’ pleasure will adore the new options

and are very excited to showcase this collection – which

truly is the real deal – to the eroFame audience.

3) Of course we do! However, we are keeping the details

a secret for now. At Scala Playhouse, we always like to

 surprise and amaze our customers, so eroFame visitors will

just have to visit our beautiful stand to find out about the

fantastic offers we have in store for them.

4) As stated earlier: We at Scala Playhouse are one of the

founding members of eroFame, so it is one of the events

we absolutely do not miss. It gives us a great opportunity

to introduce the international audience to everything we

have to offer; representing Scala Playhouse as truly a one-

stop-shop for all your erotic needs. Whether eroFame

visitors are interested in toys, drugstore products, lingerie,

or erotic apparel - we have it all, and eroFame is the

 ultimate stage to showcase it!

Michael Sonner
HOT

1) We hope that the trade show will

attract more international visitors than it did last year. And

of course, we also want the adult retailers to flock to Ha-

nover in droves once again.

2) As always, we have new products that will have their

premiere at eroFame. However, we won’t set all of our

new launches for that date anymore; instead we are going

to spread our new releases so we have something new

for other markets and trade shows earlier in  

the year.

3) This year, the focus will be on product presentation and

sales support through POS campaigns. We are  looking for-

ward to welcoming all retailers who want to present our

products even more effectively in their store or shop to

generate more sales.

4) Many of our existing customers want direct information

about our new products, at one place in one show. The-

refore, eroFame is very important for us.

F E A T U R E
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It doesn't matter if your shop has three floors or only

100 square feet: pjur has the right display for any

space. Erotic shops with plenty of room and a dedica-

ted "pjur area" will find the new floor display particularly

appealing: Many more products fit into this new version.

Just because you have a lot of space, it doesn't mean

you want to waste it. In addition, the display is now

 available fully-assembled in one piece, saving the

 retailer both time and effort. The floor display also weighs

less than the previous version and has a slightly improved

visual design.

If you prefer more flexibility, the new counter displays are

the best choice: These can be placed on counters,

 shelves or even hung on slat walls. Their top-notch design

gives them an especially captivating appearance: The

white version attracts customers with its high-quality look,

bright, fresh design and fine silky structure. It is particularly

appeals to women who value health and wellbeing.

 Products such as pjur Woman, pjur Woman Nude, and

pjur med Repair glide are perfect for this model. The

 second, black variant captivates with its timeless and

distinguished overall design and is perfectly suited to pjur

bestsellers such as Original, Back Door or Aqua. Both

 versions offer space for all pjur product sizes.

"Our range of displays has always been very well-received.

Our new displays, adjusted to particular target groups,

 allow us to assist retailers in correctly positioning the various

pjur products in their shops," explains Michael Bart, Head

of Global Marketing & Online Marketing at pjur.

84 

For many years,  pjur  group has been renowned for  i ts  innovat ive l ine of  displays.  The 

company has now brought two new counter displays to the market.  The f loor display has

been optimised and the redesigned slat wal l  displays wi l l  be introduced soon. This ar t icle

explains which displays are suitable for which retai lers and what makes them al l  so unique.  

Attract even more attention 
with the new pjur displays

For conventional slat walls, special slat wall displays

have been designed, which are smaller than the

 counter displays and can only be used in combination

with slat walls. "We are currently redesigning our slat wall

displays to help retailers save more space. We are also

paying attention to placing our key visual, the yellow

dot, in a prominent position, so that the customer

 immediately knows where to look in the shop," says

 Michael Bart.

pjur cardboard displays are the right choice for anyone

with a smaller retail space or for those who wish to in-

crease revenue at the sales counter or cash register

area. These can be put together in just a few simple

steps and placed at the sales counter, the register or

on a shelf. The cardboard displays are available in

 yellow, black or white – for each of the corresponding

target groups and pjur products.

There are a few things that all the displays have in

 common: They are eye-catching for the end customers,

they offer high-quality, and they help boost the sales of

pjur products.    

The right display for every store

I N T E R V I E W
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exclusive

The new displays at a glance
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CPR GmbH was started in 1987. Today, it is

Europe’s biggest condom producer and its pro-

ducts are sold across the globe. Would you mind giving

us a short summary of the history of CPR?

Michael Kesselring: The fascination with the condom

industry is basically part of my DNA. Even before the se-

cond World War, my great-uncle was a partner at a

condom factory in Erfurt in the Eastern part of Germany.

My father also worked in this industry for more than 20

years. And so, at some point in the mid-80s, while I was

still studying to become a mechanical engineer, I

 decided to start a trading company for the distribution

88

With more than 200 mill ion condoms produced every year – which are

then sold in over 50 markets all over the world -, CPR GmbH can

rightly claim the title as Europe’s biggest condom producer. The

company has roughly 140 employees, and its course is set by

managing par tner Michael Kesselring. EAN had the oppor tu-

nity to speak with Kesselring and with Marco

Gehlken, the head of marketing and dis-

t r ibut ion at CPR GmbH. Topics that

came up during our inter view in-

clude the company’s global acti-

v i t ies, the changes in the con-

dom market, the value of 'Made

in Germany' as a seal of quality,

and the advantages of having

the entire production take place

in-house.

“Safety is our business, 
as is innovation.“

of condoms, rubber glo-

ves, and baby soothers. In

1987, this trading company

turned into CPR Produktions- und

Vertriebs GmbH, with the added focus

of building production machines for condoms. A lot

has happened since then, and today, we are doing

business in 50 markets. We produce more than 200 

million condoms per year, and as of 2014, we’re officially

Europe’s biggest condom producer. Being a mechani-

cal engineer through and through, there’s one thing I

am particularly proud of. All of our machines are desig-

ned in-house. Only recently, we achieved another 

milestone: Launching our brands in Germany. We are

using the current structural changes in the German con-

dom market to create a platform for our brands.

CPR GmbH is Europe’s biggest producer of condoms

exclusive
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Marco Gehlken, head of

marketing and distribution at CPR

Michael Kesselring,

founder and managing partner of CPR
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Marco Gehlken: Our range is wide

and varied. The SICO brand alone

offers 22 different condom variati-

ons. Our latest additions are the

brands MEIN KONDOM and The

Crazy Monkey Condoms. Moreo-

ver, we hold the licence for Fun

Factory condoms and we also

produce various white label con-

doms for trade members.

At CPR GmbH, research and de-

velopment as well as production

and shipping are all handled in-

house. Which advantages does

this approach offer?

Michael Kesselring: Development,

engineering, production, packa-

ging, shipment (including online

fulfilment) – with CPR, that’s all un-

der one roof. It makes us faster,

more flexible, and it allows us to

control the quality of our products

and our service 100%. Moreover,

this strategy adds value to our

company, it makes us indepen-

dent – in short, we call all the shots.

M I C H A E L  K E S S E L R I N G

M A R C O  G E H L K E N

So the history of your family is closely

connected to condom production.

Does that create a feeling of obliga-

tion?

Michael Kesselring: Safety is our busi-

ness, as is innovation – maybe it’s

something that simply runs in the fa-

mily. We are taking our job very serio-

usly, at any rate.

You have your headquarters in Sar-

stedt, near Hanover, but you also

have other facilities. Where are those?

Michael Kesselring: Our other bran-

ches include factories in Erfurt, Ger-

many, and in Honduras. In both of

these facilities, we check, seal, and

package the condoms that are pro-

duced in Sarstedt. From our factory

in Honduras, we also handle distribu-

tion of our products in the Central and

South American markets.

Can you pro-

vide us with

some figures

about your

product ion

capacity? For instance, how many

condoms does CPR GmbH

 produce annually?

Michael Kesselring: By now, we are

producing more than 200 million con-

doms every year, which makes us the

biggest condom producer in Europe.

Why has CPR focused on international

business so far?

Michael Kesselring: Although being

a brand “made in Germany”, we fo-

cussed on international business from

the very beginning. However, as the

current situation in the German market

presented us with a great opportunity,

we have now also launched our

brands in Germany.

How many brands do you have at

the moment, and how many different

products are there?

.........................

We produce more than 200 million

 condoms per year, and as of 2014, 

we’re officially Europe’s biggest condom

 producer.“ Michael Kesselring

........................................... 

“
Two new CPR brands: MEIN KONDOM

and The Crazy Monkey Condoms
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How important is “Made in Germany“ as

a seal of quality in the global condom

market?

Michael Kesselring: This seal of quality

actually plays a very important role in our

international business. When people hear

“Made in Germany”, they think of top 

quality. And with comprehensive quality

controls, we make sure that we live up to those standards.

What is your opinion on the current situation in the condom

market? Would you say that 'little innovation, but stable

nonetheless' hits the nail on the head?

Marco Gehlken: I’d sum it up as more diverse than ever

– and we are doing our part to adding even more va-

riety. But at the same time, there’s predatory competition

in this market, you need clear concepts and you have

to be able to respond quickly to changes in the market. 

Fortunately, we know how to do that!

90 

How has the market changed

throughout the past years, and how

have the channels of distribution

changed?

Marco Gehlken: The online market

continues to gain importance – but

we’re prepared for that. You also

need a clear concept, and I am

not just talking about the producers but also about their

trade partners. For instance, we help our partners develop

new and special concepts to better set themselves apart

from the traditional market (i.e. drugstores, supermarkets,

discounters).

What role does the traditional adult retail trade (brick and

mortar as well as online) play for CPR Gmbh?

Michael Kesselring: A very important role. In supermar-

kets/drugstores, we only sell private brands. We want to

ensure price stability for our brands, and you can only do

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

Some discounters are

selling quality brands

at bottom prices – a very

short-sighted approach.“

Marco Gehlken

................................ 

“
Michael and Maximilian Kesselring

testing the quality of their condoms
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that if you work with specialised re-

tailers and selected online shops.

The adult retail trade often com-

plains that, as far as condoms and

lubricants are concerned, there is

more and more competition from

drugstores and pharmacies – where

these products are even sold at

much lower prices in many instan-

ces. Is there a solution to this pro-

blem?

Marco Gehlken: Yes, there are

enough brands and concepts that

you can only get in specialised sto-

res or online – with these products,

you can still generate decent mar-

gins. It is true what you say, though:

Some discounters are selling quality

brands at bottom prices – a very

short-sighted approach.

Have your customers changed over

the course of the years? Who typi-

cally buys your products?

Marco Gehlken: The lion share of

our sales is to 20 to 40-year olds, but

of course, there are also younger

buyers and much older buyers. We

have the right product and the right

brand for all of them. However, it’s

not so much a question of age but

rather a question of mind set.

Where do these consumers buy your condoms? Are sales

also shifting toward the online segment?

Marco Gehlken: Absolutely. E-commerce shops simply

offer more variety. There is still lots of potential in the brick

and mortar trade, however, it is necessary to cater to the

digital world as well. The situation is the same as in any

other market, really.

How does CPR GmbH respond to these developments?

Marco Gehlken: We have been developing concepts

for mobile devices to give the buyers of our brands an in-

92 

centive to visit brick and mor-

tar stores. We are already in

talks with potential partners,

and we aim to introduce it to

the market shortly.

Which factors influence the

consumers’ choice when they

are buying condoms? Why do

they pick a certain brand? Is

it the price? The quality? Sus-

tainability?

Marco Gehlken: All of those

things play a role. The key

driver, however, is still safety

(protection from infection,

contraception). Other things

that matter are obviously: fit,

variety/innovation, and

brand/lifestyle – the price is se-

condary, I think. Sure, some

consumers are looking for the

lowest price, but many look for

quality condoms that fit, or

innovative condoms that

match their sexual attitude.

We have something for all

tastes.

Traditionally, condoms are

first and foremost about 'safer

sex', a protection against

STDs and AIDS. Is that still the

first thing on people’s minds when the buy condoms?

Michael Kesselring: Yes, it still is. Fortunately, people are

still learning about these things, which is very important.

What is your strategy to prepare CPR GmbH for upcoming

challenges?

Michael Kesselring: We have poured lots of resources

into the online, distribution, and marketing departments.

We have great people with experience and innovative

minds in our company – and we are ready and able to

invest in growth and to establish and strengthen successful

partnerships.

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

Development, engineering,

 production, packaging,  shipment

(including online fulfilment) –

with CPR, that’s all under one

roof.“ Michael Kesselring

................................ 

“

The SICO brand offers

22 different types of condoms
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Eric, it has been a while since you last launched new

products. Do you believe that less is more?

Eric Kalén: Always! Except when it comes to ice-cream

and beer.

Why did you decide to reinvent/optimise two tried and

true top-sellers (or classics)? 

Eric: It is two classic product categories that the  end-

consumers are familiar with and that retailers know are

going to sell. We just designed them a bit slicker and

used our great silicone and improved functionality to

make them even more user-friendly.

Critics might say that you have run out of ideas for new

products. How do you respond to that?

Eric: I have sometimes been criticised for making overly

conceptual designs with Tickler. Now I focused on

 making shapes that are easier to understand but with

some small twists that add something new to

 functionality and user experience so I hope that people

will find the toys exciting and new. I don´t think you

have to reinvent the wheel every time you develop new

products in order to make a difference!

What are the challenges when adding new facets to

classics of the adult market?

Eric: Good question. One of our distributors asked 'Does

the world need another Rabbit?' when we released

Ruby. But a lot of the classics can be improved a lot

when it comes to materials, functionality and design

94 

Peggy and Rosy are the names of the two new Tickler products.  They offer a clear design

that has already proven successful  in the past,  and they emphasise functional i ty,  a plea-

surable user experience, and a handful of other features, al l  of which we discussed with

Er ic Kalén, the Managing Director of T ickler Europe. During our inter view, Er ic also announ-

ced several new products that wi l l  have their  big debut at eroFame.

“I don´t think you have to reinvent the        
products in order to make a difference!” 

and I like to do that. The challenge is to explain the

 difference to retailers and end-consumers.

What criteria need to be met before an idea gets the

green light or a product gets launched?

Eric: There has to be a demand for the product from

both the market and the end consumer. And I have to

like it!

Peggy is a vibrating egg, which is something new for

Tickler, and it also boasts some interesting features.

Would you mind telling us more about this product?

Tickler presents two reinvented classics

exclusive

I N T E R V I E W
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Eric Kalén, Managing

Director at Tickler Europe  
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       wheel every time you develop new  
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Eric: We looked a long time for the

motor that gives that deep, strong

rumbling vibration most people are

looking for. So despite the size-limit

Peggy has a very strong yet super

quiet motor. The USB port is well

 hidden from water and you just

have to twist open the cap to

 access the USB port to recharge

the egg. Peggy is very easy to

clean and keep hygienic, there

is no useless 'self-healing'

 silicone solutions or weird

 openings that can hide

germs or other unfriendly

bacteria, and there are no

sharp edges that can feel

uncomfortable. The remote-control

and product is very intuitive and

user-friendly and it all looks feels and

works great. That is Peggy!

The official press release emphasi-

ses the fact that Peggy is 100% 

 app-free. Why is it so important to

point that out?

Eric: The market has been flooded

with APP controlled products

 recently. Using APPs could be

 relevant for some products but not

all, and a touch-screen is not the

best interface in all situations. I

think there is a need for products

that are not connected to

smartphones, not every person

wants to bring their phone to bed

(we use them enough anyway I

think...) and there are of course

 privacy issues to consider.

Are you sceptical of

the widespread

combination of mo-

dern technologies and

sex toys?

Eric: Not at all as long as

it is relevant for the

 product and the end user. 

Rosy is a wand vibrator.

What can Rosy do that other

products of that type can’t?

Eric: Rosy is the first flexible

wand with two motors (as far as

we know). It gives the option of

clitoral or vaginal stimulation or

both clitoral and vaginal at the

same time. The bend in the silicone

is brilliant and a new take on a

 classic product that adds some-

thing really good for the user.

Could you give us some information

on the materials, motors, etc. that

are used for these new products?

Eric: We have tested hun-

dreds of motors to find

the best ones on the

market. So the

new  products

have super power-

ful and quiet motors with that

really deep and nice buzz most

people are looking for. We  always

used the best quality silicone

 possible and only work with certified

suppliers for these parts, both when

it comes to quality and environmen-

tal concerns.

Where can the retailers get your two

new toys? And do you also offer

sales-promoting materials?

Eric: The products are available

from Eropartner and Basic Instinct in

Europe.

What can you tell us about the

 pricing of Rosy and Peggy?

Eric: Rosy retails at €59 and Peggy

at €89. Less is more! We try very

hard to keep prices decent and still

be able to offer good margins to

our retailers. Tough but possible as

you can see.

Am I right to assume that Peggy and

Rosy will be front and centre at your

stand at the upcoming eroFame

show?

Eric: We will expand our product

portfolio and launch a whole new

line of USB rechargeable toys at

 eroFame this year. It

will be classic

shapes that the

market recognises but

with a nice twist to them. Peggy

is the first out of the USB rechar-

geable products to be  launched.

I am super-excited about this year’s

show and look forward to 'showing

off'!

Last but not least, how do you feel

about the current situation in the sex

toy market? What shape is the

 industry in this summer?

Eric: I don't know, I am on holiday!

E R I C  K A L É N
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Congratulations on prolonging your collaboration

with E L James. So can the market look forward

to three more years of thrilling Fifty Shades of Grey 

sex toys?

96

“We have experienced       
milestone of the Fifty Shades   

Richard Longhurst: Everyone can look forward to more

than three years of Fifty Shade of Grey - it is the  best-

known brand in pleasure products and has a permanent

place in the market. The next phase starts with the new

Richard Longhurst is looking forward to three more years of 50 Shades of Grey products 

I N T E R V I E W
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The Fi f ty Shades of Grey hype shows no s ign of s lowing down. On the contrary,  demand wi l l

probably go up as the second and thi rd f i lm in the tr i logy are l ined up for next year and

2018. Therefore, t rade members should be pleased to learn that Lovehoney have extended

their  col laborat ion with E L James, the best-sel l ing author who wrote Fi f ty Shades of Grey,

which means that the company is  going to launch more off icial  Fi f ty Shades products 

over the course of the next three years.  EAN spoke with Richard Longhurst ,  co-owner of

 Lovehoney, about the continuation of their  work with E L James, and about his plans for

the Fi f ty Shades brand.

Looking forward to three more years of working

with E L James: Lovehoney’s Richard Longhurst and Neal Slateford 
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   spikes in sales at every 
   of Grey journey.” 
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Fifty Shades Darker ranges, which

launched at ANME. We’re delighted

to have extended our relationship

with E L James and her team. We

have exciting plans for developing

the brand.

The extension of your collaboration

with E L James means you continue

to hold the global rights to produce

and market official Fifty Shades

 products. How important is that for

Lovehoney?

Richard: It goes without saying  

that Fifty Shades of Grey is hugely

important for us. We, along with all

of our trade customers, have been

rushed off our feet trying to meet

the demand for this fantastic brand.

The films and books have been a

huge hit and have introduced sex

toys and bondage to a new

 audience, which has benefitted the

entire adult industry immensely.

A lot has been said about the

 impact this trilogy had, still has, and

continues to have on our industry.

How would you describe the

 influence of this brand on the sex

toy market?

Richard: It’s been a fantastic boost

to us and many other companies

in the industry. Fifty Shades of Grey

has put the erotic market on the

map. As manufacturers of all official

Fifty Shades of Grey pleasure

 products, it’s our job to help the

whole industry make the most of this

incredible phenomenon. We help

retailers harness the full potential of

Fifty Shades with in-store training,

 displays and posters, as well as

 fantastic product photography and

videos for online. Many retailers

 experienced spikes in sales when

the first movie was released. It’s a

win-win situation all around.

Since 2012, Lovehoney has sold

more than two million Fifty Shades

products. Is that figure proof that

Fifty Shades appeals to a much

 wider audience than ˈregularˈ sex

toys?

Richard: We’ve seen high and

 unwavering demand for our Fifty

Shades products for the last three

years with no sign of it ending

 anytime soon. This is already a lot

longer than most adult ranges last. 

The coverage that the Fifty Shades

R I C H A R D  L O N G H U R S T

.................

Fifty Shades of Grey

has become a permanent

fixture in the adult

 industry and we’re certain

it’s here to stay.”

................................ 

“

Richard Longhurst (Lovehoney), E L James (author of

the 50 Shades of Grey novels) and Neal Slateford (Lovehoney) 
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of Grey Official Pleasure Collection has received from

the mainstream media to date is phenomenal. No

pleasure industry brand has ever received anything like

it. It’s the biggest name in the business and it’s bridged

the gap between adult and the mainstream, introdu-

cing a whole new audience to the joy of sex toys.

At ANME Show in July, Lovehoney presented two 

new Fifty Shades collections. First, there’s Fifty Shades

Darker – The Official Pleasure Collection, and then,

 there’s the limited edition No Bounds collection. How

are these two lines different from one another and what

sets them apart from other comparable products in

the market?

Richard: Fifty Shades Darker The Official Pleasure Col-

lection consists of 13 high-quality pleasure products,

ranging from luxury rechargeable vibrators to sleek glass

and steel toys, and three couples’ bondage and toy

kits. All items are named after quotes in the books and

come in satin storage bags. The No Bounds Collection

comprises 10 limited edition bondage pieces inspired

by the Fifty Shades Darker story, each handcrafted from

top-quality leather and perfect for BDSM beginners and

aficionados alike. Both collections use the highest quality

materials and come with the added je ne sais quoi

that only Fifty Shades of Grey can deliver. They allow

fans to recreate the scenes they read in the books and

see on screen - adding that Christian and Anastasia

spark to any sexual scenario.
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What are your plans for the Fifty Shades brand in the next

few years?

Richard: We have lots of exciting plans in the pipeline, most

of which are top secret, but we can say that Fifty Shades of

Grey is now a permanent part of the adult industry.

The second and third Fifty Shades movies will hit theatres

in February 2017 and February 2018, respectively. Do you

expect that with these two blockbuster-level adaptations,

demand for the official Fifty Shades products will go

through the roof?

Richard: We have experienced spikes in sales at every

milestone of the Fifty Shades of Grey journey. When the

books first captured people’s imaginations, sales shot up.

The same happened in the run up to the first movie, after

the release of ‘Grey’ and now we’re seeing interest

 creeping up again in anticipation for the next movie.

If the events of recent years are anything to go by, the

 demand for Fifty Shades of Grey pleasure products will

continue to be sensational.

It is highly unlikely that the Fifty Shades brand is simply put

to rest after the final movie in February 2018. So why have

you only renewed your collaboration with E L James for

three years?

Richard: Fifty Shades of Grey has become a permanent

fixture in the adult industry and we’re certain it’s here to

stay. Three years is the length of our new agreement and

we envisage renewing it again in three years’ time.

I N T E R V I E W
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The new Fifty Shades Darker The Official Pleasure

Collection consists of 13 high-quality pleasure products
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Your spring Scala Fair ended up

being the most  successful

event in the company’s history.

How hard will it be to repeat 

that massive success at the

 upcoming show?

Sabine Kirchner: We were  thrilled

with the big turn-out for our March

Scala Fair, where the showroom

was packed with  excited custo-

mers, suppliers, and our own

 experienced Scala Playhouse

sales team. Our aim for the

 September Scala Fair is to even

take it a step further and top the

number of visitors we had during

our last event. Each edition is

 getting bigger, better, and 

busier and we are  confident that

 ‘Welcome to the Future’ will once again break  records.

The basic elements of the Scala Fairs are always the

same. So why did the show this March draw much more

visitors than the show of March 2015? Is that just a result of

the overall situation in the market, or are there other,

subtler factors that also play a role?

Sabine: We’ve noticed a slight shift in visitor numbers from

our September fair to our March fair. In the past, our

100 

'Welcome to the Future'  is  the motto of the next Scala Playhouse Fair  -  which wi l l  take

place on September 4 and 5 – and i t  is  a f i t t ing one, considering that Scala and their

 suppl iers  wi l l  present  numerous new product that  are going to play a big ro le in  the

 immediate future of the market.  Scala’s Market ing Manager, Sabine Kirchner,  provided us

with an overview of al l  the products and treats the vis i tors can expect in the showroom in

Almere at the beginning of September. 

“We try to make every edition a celebration 
and our customers are the guests of honour!”

 September fair used to be the

busier event of the two, while in

the past two years, our March fairs

attracted bigger numbers. The

shift can be contributed to the

fact that Scala Playhouse is the

first to showcase the latest

 releases in Europe at the start of

the year, while the other big trade

shows follow later in the year, for

example ETO show in June. The

Scala Fair in March is the first

 opportunity for many customers

to see the new  releases of the

year and come face-to-face with

the latest collections. Therefore,

the bump in visitor numbers can

be explained with the saying ‘The

early bird catches the worm’; the

earlier in the year retailers can see the new stock, the

larger the advantage on their competition is. Nevertheless,

the September fair will be filled with  release for the second

half year, as a Scala Fair wouldn’t be complete without

various must-have releases on show.

And since we’re talking about the elements of your Scala

Fair – will you stick with the basic concept at the upcoming

event, or will there be changes?

Sabine Kirchner on the upcoming Scala Playhouse Fair

exclusive
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Sabine Kirchner, Marketing

Manager at Scala Playhouse
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Sabine: Yes, for the upcoming

 September fair we are using the same

successful basic concept as we’ve

had the previous few  editions. After

each Scala Fair, we always take the

time to evaluate the event, taking into

account the feedback we received

from our  visitors. Our current concept

has gathered a lot of praise, receiving

a positive response from the

 audience; so why change a  winning

formula? 

What can we expect from your

 suppliers come September? Can you

maybe give us a few little details

about any new products?

Sabine: Our suppliers and brand

 representatives will once again be

present to introduce their latest

 products and collections to the Scala

Fair audience. This is your  ultimate

chance to get advice, tips, and tricks

about the brands and their products;

allowing you to get useful and

 relevant information that will help

boost your sales right from the source.

Your events also provide an important

platform for your trade partners and

suppliers to get together and com-

municate. How’s the general feed-

back from the visitors of Scala Fairs?

Sabine: The general feedback is very

positive. We’ve received a lot of

 positive feedback on the current

 Sunday and Monday scheduling of

the Scala Fair which our retail

 customers find very convenient. One

of the highlights of the Scala Fair, and

a favourite amongst our visitors isthe

Cash & Carry. Retailers love good

deals and the Cash & Carry offers

them just that: amazing deals on

great products. We’ve also heard

from our visitors that they really enjoy

the different themes of each Scala

Fair, as it adds a new and exciting

element to their visit. This makes us

even more determined to think

 creatively and transform our

 showroom into a world of surprise and

satisfaction. By organising fantastic

 prize-competitions, ranging from a

scavenger hunt to lotteries, we

 encourage visitors to join in on the fun

and score themselves some great

 rewards in a playful way. It boosts the

atmosphere and creates a buzz;

which is what makes the Scala Fair so

enjoyable. We try to make every

 edition a celebration and our custo-

mers are the guests of honour!

Scala’s range of first-party brands

keeps on growing – what will you

have in store for the visitors in Sep-

tember on that front?

Sabine: In September, we’ll be

 presenting two new TOYJOY brand

 extensions, plus various new products

in our existing lines. We can’t reveal

all the details yet, but I can tell you

the names of our new TOYJOY lines:

‘LADOU’ and ‘LIL’ BERRIES’. We are

 confident visitors are going to love 

the new collections and the sleek

pleasure  providers in these lines. We

can also announce that Get Real by

TOYJOY – our brand of realistic toys –

is  getting bigger, with three distinct

product groups to  satisfy different

 target audiences within the market

 segment for realistics. This means the

collection will cater to even more

 ‘natural’ pleasure lovers and we are

sure the new designs will be a big hit

amongst consumers. 

Will you also offer product training

and POS materials?

Sabine: Of course! Our third-party

 suppliers will be  hosting special  

mini-workshops for product training,

which are open to all visitors to attend.

Plus, customers can also find informa-

tion about all the latest POS-options

in our monthly POS-brochure. There,

all the new POS-materials are listed,

along with photos and ordering

 information. A selection of these  

POS-items will be  presented during

the upcoming ‘Welcome to the

 Future’ Scala Fair, but we also encou-

rage all customers to download the

monthly updated POS-brochure from

the download section of our website

after customer log-in. 

The Scala team always take great

care of their visitors, offering great

hospitality and making sure every-

body is well entertained. How will you

indulge your visitors this time around?

Sabine: We’ve got some very special

things planned  regarding the

 hospitality and entertainment, but I

can’t  reveal any details yet because

we want the Scala Fair to have an

element of surprise. But as you might

guess, with a theme like ‘Welcome to

the Future’, visitors can definitely 

expect some futuristic treats…

S A B I N E  K I R C H N E R

.................

Our aim for the

 September Scala Fair

is to even take it a step

further and top the

 number of visitors we had

during our last event.”

................................ 

“
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Of course, Scala Fairs are also famous for their  special

event discounts and the Cash & Carry. Will there be lots of

special offers this year?

Sabine: Yes, there will be! For each edition of the Cash &

Carry, our team sits down and figures out how we can

give our Scala Fair visitors the most amazing deals possible.

We want to entice visitors to stock up on great products at

an incredible price; so you can definitely expect some

offers that are simply too good to refuse. 

Will there be a special theme at the upcoming show? If so,

how will that change the complexion of the event?

Sabine: Each Scala Fair has its own unique theme. For the

upcoming September edition, the theme is ‘Welcome to

the Future’.  The theme will be reflected in all aspects of the

Scala Fair, ranging from the drinks and snacks to our enter-

tainment and prize-competitions. Having a theme is really

fun as it allows us to get creative and think outside the box,

plus, it means that for our visitors, each fair is  unique. 

Have you noticed any tendencies as far as visitor turnout

at the two annual shows is concerned? Do Scala’s

 customers prefer the spring event or do they show up in

greater force in late summer/fall?

Sabine: As we’ve stated earlier in this interview: There is a

slight shift in visitors’ numbers from the September fair to

the March fair. Our March fairs in 2015 and 2016 brought

a record number of visitors to our Almere-based showroom,

but that doesn’t mean our upcoming September fair will

be any less busy. Our aim is to increase our visitor number

with each edition of the fair, regardless of the season, so

we have high hopes for a busy showroom during our

 ‘Welcome to the Future’ Scala Fair on the 4th and 5th 

of September. 
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More than once, experts have said that in-house trade

shows are dead, but your Scala Fair proves otherwise.

Why does Scala feel that such an event is still timely in

today’s market and why have many other wholesalers

stopped doing in-house shows? 

Sabine: We’re very fortunate that the Scala Fair is still 

a very successful, well-attended event in the current

market. It’s a combination of factors: First of all, we  

have a beautiful, very large showroom that lends 

itself perfectly to an in-house trade show. We have

enough space to hosts all our brands, brand

 representatives, entertainment, hospitality, Cash & 

Carry, plus many visitors. It  allows us to turn the Scala

Fair from a standard trade show into something  

very special. Our location in Almere also helps, as 

we’re right in the centre of the Netherlands and have 

a great connection to Amsterdam and Schiphol 

Airport. This means our international visitors and 

suppliers can reach our showroom quickly and easily;

making a visit to the Scala Fair both profitable and

 comfortable. Another pro for the Scala Fair is that we

have such an impressive assortment, meaning we can

be a one-stop-shop for our customers, offering them

everything they need to fill a store or web shop. This

makes a visit to the Scala Fair rewarding for retailers -

during one visit, our Sales team can help you set-up a

complete assortment. All these factors contribute to the

Scala Fair being alive and kicking, while other in-house

tradeshows have fizzled out. There is no magic formula;

at least, we don’t think so. But if there is, we think the 

key ingredients are probably listening to your customers,

thinking outside the box, adding playful elements, 

having the best offer, and welcoming visitors with a  

big smile! 

I N T E R V I E W
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Cloud Climax has 25 years of experience in the

 lingerie and online market. Would you mind telling

us more about your company?

Paul Lumb: Between both owners of the business, Cloud

Climax has a combined 25 years of experience in

 textiles and women's lingerie design. We have worked

and developed with overseas manufacturers to bring

our own range to market. Having worked at many

middle management and executive levels in business

commerce our business model has always been built

on quality products and having a customer service

 focus. We strive to provide the most luxurious products

to our customers and bring them to the mainstream. 

How would you describe the corporate philosophy?

Paul: Our Corporate philosophy is without doubt to

give our customers the highest level of customer

 service, whoever that customer may be and whatever

they are buying from us. Our customers are our main

focus and their loyalty is extremely important to us.

We only sell World Class Products and we seek out

Manufacturers and Brands that are not always

 mainstream within the UK and our wider audience.

We strive to make our more unusual products more

mainstream and acceptable in this ever changing

world we live in. We treat our business extremely

 seriously and in this professional manner we build

long-lasting and trusting relationships with our clients

We are making the Cloud Climax Brand into

 something we can truly be proud of.
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At CloudClimax.com, you wi l l  f ind products by numerous wel l -known adult  brands, but i t ’s

also the place to go i f  you’re looking for cer tain niche products – for instance the l i fe-s ize

si l icone dol ls  of Dol l  Sweet.  Cloud Cl imax is  the brand’s off icial  dist r ibut ion par tner in

Great Br i tain and several countr ies on the European mainland. EAN spoke with Paul Lumb,

the owner of Cloud Cl imax, to f ind out more about their  range of luxury dol ls .

“Sex Dolls are much more than an
adult sex toy - They are a true work of art.” 

Among other things, you are an official distribution

 partner of the Doll Sweet brand. How did this collabo-

ration come to be?

Paul: I have been a long-time admirer and hold a love

and interest for the Doll Sweet brand. It was, I believe,

the right time to enter into a commercial business rela-

tionship with them as Cloud Climax was beginning to

grow. I see over the next few years love dolls, compani-

onship Dutch wives becoming much more mainstream.

I believe Cloud Climax will be a key developer to make

this happen. As we know, VR tech and interactive toys

have taken off in a global drive that is about all things

IoT, we see it everywhere and more so lately in the adult

industry. What we sometimes don't notice is that globally,

the number one interactive VR toy or accessory is the

Paul Lumb, owner of the online shop CloudClimax.com, talks luxury silicone dolls

exclusive
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A great amount of detail has gone into the

creation of the realistic, hand-made dolls
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luxury doll. One of the global

 leaders, DS Doll’s will only grow in

strength and further notoriety over

the coming years with their R&D into

robotic technology and ongoing

product development. We at Cloud

Climax see a huge amount of inte-

rest in these products and are proud

to be the UK authorised reseller.  

These dolls are among the more

extravagant products in your brand-

centric range. How do they fit in

with the rest of your high-quality

 products?

Paul: We offer a full range of high

quality adult lifestyle products and

we believe we have something for

everyone. Quality is our focus. If

 luxury is what you want, no  

matter what the product, CloudCli-

max.com is where you come. We

cater for every person. We have

 luxury products for men, such as

Velv’Or and DS Dolls, we have

 products for women, such as Crave

and Lelo. People mix and match

what they buy from us and every

product we stock is compatible with

something else. We find that our doll

customers usually also buy lingerie

or an extra wig for

their doll and we

can advise to get

the correct sizing.

Many customers

tell us they feel

awkward going to

a high street shop

to do this. We want to take all of the

embarrassment away from adult

shopping. Many people still asso-

ciate adult orientated products with

seediness and it is important to us

to absolutely reverse this archaic

presumption. We want everyone to

feel welcome to shop online with

us. Many prefer the individual cus-

tomer service we strive to give and

we aim to give the best service to

support the brands we feature. We

at Cloud Climax

are committed to

giving the customer

quality and service.

The Doll Sweet

 products are highly

realistic silicone

dolls of the highest quality. What can

you tell us about the features of

these dolls?

Paul: At Cloud Climax we believe

that a doll is a true investment. All of

the Doll Sweet dolls are made to

 order. Sex Dolls are much more than

an adult sex toy - They are a true

work of art. We have customers who

buy dolls for use as a photographic

model, at a promotion event or

even for TV work. They are capable

of so many poses and are so lifelike!

Each Doll is handmade. The pro-

duction process involves 80 proce-

dures and takes more than a week.

Each procedure and process of

creation is completed by professio-

nal Sculptors, Stylists and Cosmeti-

cians. The doll's body details are

modelled upon real life women. All

dolls have a new type of realistic ar-

tificial skin which is incredibly real to

the touch. The silicone used is Plati-

num Silicone, which means the dolls

are softer than ever before, have

P A U L  L U M B

.................

We have seen amazing

sales this year and

the growth in the market

is truly incredible.”

................................ 

“

If taken care of, the dolls

last more than five years
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less shine, and the skin feels more realistic. In order for

the doll to make realistic movements, a bespoke skele-

ton has been manufactured for use which is more

 secure and has more longevity than cheaper dolls that

use 'ball joints'. You can opt for tight or loose joints and

you can position your lovely lady to ensure you have

maximum pleasure from each experience with her.  All

of the DS Dolls use a removable insert vagina, which

makes for easy cleaning and is easy

to insert and replace and all dolls have

a penetrable anus. With her lifelike

 vagina and anus, as well as the feeling

of real skin our dolls have, you can

 really let your imagination go wild.

 Silicone Sex Dolls will last well beyond

5 years if you take good care of them.

They have an amazing durability. If you

are looking for something that looks

like a real woman and feels like a real woman, then

 Silicone Sex is the only way to go.

And the customer can basically get a doll that is tailored

to his very wishes and ideas?

Paul: Yes, the customer chooses all of the elements to

make up their doll at the time of order. There is eye

 colour and hair style, skin tone, body hair, to have

 applied or painted nails, posable or looser joints, whether
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to have bones in the fingers to make them posable. 

There are various body styles:

- The realistic style body includes the 158cm, 158plus

and 167cm bodies, a full voluptuous style.

- The Beauty Style body include the 160cm and 160plus

(161cm) bodies.

- These bodies are designed to have the perfect body

curve and a slender body style.

- The Supermodel Style body include

the 163cm and 163plus bodies.

These bodies are fantastic, they have

long legs, a trim waist and a very slim

body style.

We also have 145cm Dolls. These are

the 167cm normal model resized

down by 85%. This is so it weighs less

and is a smaller body so easier to

 manoeuvre. The Plus dolls have larger

breasts than their counterpart at the same size and the

145 also comes in minus style, which has small breasts.

There are many faces and heads available each

 having its own features and characteristics. With so many

elements to choose from each customer ends up with

a doll who is truly unique to them. The heads are remo-

vable and so are interchangeable and we sell extra

heads to give customers a new experience without a

full new doll. At Cloud Climax we have our own range

I N T E R V I E W
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What we sometimes

don't notice is that

globally, the number one

interactive VR toy or

accessory is the 

luxury doll.” 

................................ 

“

Cloud Climax sees increasing demand

for silicone dolls in the luxury segment
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of real hair wigs to

transform your

doll too. We offer

a bespoke wig

design service

based on indivi-

dual requests

which is truly

 niche and be-

spoke within the

doll community.

Changing the

hair changes the

doll unbelievably!

We are now sel-

ling the 100cm

DS Dolls Eva and

Eve. They are

 based upon a

167cm body and

resized down to

make a more

lightweight and storable doll.

A hand-made doll with a high-tech skeleton and a

body of top-quality silicone, which also has long dura-

bility - that can’t be cheap. What does the average

Doll Sweet product cost?

Paul: Like any quality and world class product, they

command a price which reflects the quality of design

and craftsmanship.  Our prices start from £1599 for a

100cm doll to £3995 for a 167cm doll. We do have

sale prices from time to time and do offer dedicated

discounts on our website. Being the authorised reseller

for the UK and selected European markets we have

 incentivised pricing and promotions. The dolls really do

hold up to being worth their price. If you look after her

you can expect her to last. Cheaper dolls and dolls of

lesser quality materials do not have the longevity that

DS Dolls provide. 

Are these dolls in high demand or is it more of a niche

product?

Paul: We have seen amazing sales this year and the

growth in the market is truly incredible. With Cloud Climax
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not only working

with the clients

and customers

 directly, we aim

to work with the

industry bricks

and mortar sto-

res and online

companies with

a commission

based sales

lead and refer-

ral basis. We

can track this

with our affiliates

and industry

partners by

 offering brand

awareness and

 support. If we

can help the

 independent

stores and shops by offering our high quality service

and delivery to your door.

On your website, you advertise the dolls using slogans

such as “She doesn’t talk too much” and “No condoms

ever needed.” Who is the target audience for your

dolls?

Paul: This question is open to interpretation. We have

dedicated doll enthusiasts that will purchase more than

one lady, we have first time clients who purely find

 comfort through the caring and admiration of her

beauty, we have those who have had bad relationships,

we have those who don’t want to pay for escorts or

have one night stands. In an ever changing society

where people are working longer hours and spend

many months away from home, some see it a

 commitment to their relationship by purchasing a doll

as a companion without infidelity. Other see it as

 protecting their health and wellbeing and some treat

their doll as their companion. We don’t advertise solely

with these phrases; these are just some of the state-

ments that our customers have called the benefits of

doll ownership. Our target audience is somebody who

I N T E R V I E W
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The price for the dolls ranges from £1599 to
£3995 (roughly €1900 to €5000), depending on size
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is wanting to buy a luxury silicone

doll, no matter what their reason

for doing so is.

Is it correct that you are looking for

new business partners in Europe

and Asia who are interested in the

dolls? Do you want to work with re-

tailers, or can distributors and who-

lesalers also get in touch with you?

Paul: Yes, we are looking at expan-

ding our sales relationships with the

trade and customers in Europe and

worldwide, excluding dedicated

markets where DS Dolls have

 authorised resellers already, so we

are expanding our sales into selected markets excluding

France, Germany, China, Japan and the US & Canada.

With our logistics partners we can export all other

 countries and we are looking to work with other industry

partners to do this.

Are these dolls only being marketed online, or could

they also be presented in a brick and mortar store?

How important is discretion and anonymity for the

 customers when they buy such a product?

Paul: We are a purely online business at

CloudClimax.com . We are happy to offer reduced

 prices to stores who wish to purchase a doll for display

to generate sales leads, but we make it clear that our

business ethos is absolutely important to us and

 partners have to abide by this too. With regards

 discretion, some people will prefer to shop online and

enjoy the  anonymity that comes with doing that but

equally, many people like to get to see and a feel for

what they are buying and discretion is not as important.

When you buy from Cloud Climax directly, we offer

our personal care and attention to detail for each and

every sale. Whilst many customers know exactly what

they want  already, many would like help and advice

and this is precisely what we do. Delivery is arranged

at a time to suit the customer and is discreetly

 despatched from our holding company of Cloud

 Enterprises so the  delivery will always be private when

being signed for. 
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The next step in the evolution of

realistic love dolls has already

been announced. You call it

 'Robotic Doll Technology.' What

can you tell us about that?

Paul: The doll industry are already

researching and developing

 mechanical and interactive dolls.

In the future DS Dolls will not only

be luxurious sex toys; they are re-

searching the next generation love

doll technology. Robots are the

 upcoming technology that may

change the world, and DS want to

develop into making Sex Robots

and Mechanical Companions.

It is a gigantic project, they have a good start and we

believe Doll Sweet will have a promising future. Doll

Sweet are very busy studying robotic technology,

 including dolls with facial expressions, Dolls that can

smile and speak, even sing and dance. With the rise in

interest in Human Machines, DS are excited to be de-

veloping this tech-

nology. Interactive,

M o t i o n -S e n s i n g

technology is likely

to become more

and more central to

the sex industry in

the next few years.

More people are

 interested in having an Artificial Partner and we hope to

be able to bring that to the market as soon as possible.

DS Doll's mission is to always respond to people's longing

and expectation for beautiful things. Each and every

model manufactured by DS Doll Sweet fulfils that mission

now and will continue to do so in the future. DS develops

every day: Doll Sweet is constantly innovating techno-

logies and upgrading product quality. Cloud Climax

are looking forward to offering the new technological

advancements in love doll technology as the UK Reseller

for DS Dolls. If you would like to pre-register your interest

in DS Robotic Love Dolls, please contact us

(support@cloudclimax.com) and we will keep you up

to date by adding you to our  database. 
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Cheaper dolls and

dolls of lesser

quality materials do not

have the longevity that

DS Dolls provide.”

................................ 

“

Cloud Climax is looking for

business partners in new markets
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On your website, you

 describe your product as

“erotic bathtub and playpool

fun“. What exactly is Slube?

Daniel Miller: Slube comes in

powder form, and when added

to water, it turns to a smooth,

slippery lubricant. Slube is

 scented and coloured, and

can be used for massage,

wrestling and erotic play, body

to body contact, and can even be used as an

 internal lubricant.  It is condom safe and leaves the

skin feeling soft and refreshed afterwards. It's also very

easy to clean, as it just showers off with water.

Made in the UK, each box is enough to make a

 bathtub, or if using in a playpool, it will make around

4-5 applications.

Slube coats the skin with a very thin layer of extremely

slimy lubricant. It doesn't become tacky, sticky or

 uncomfortable and when sliding around with a

 partner, bodies slide smoothly and sensually across

each other. It's really one of those things you have to

try yourself!

How did you come up with the idea to create Slube?

Daniel Miller: Slube was born only weeks before we

launched it at ETO! We brought the product to the

adult market as we thought it would be perfect for

just about everyone. From those looking for a little
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Sometimes, things move quickly.  S lube was only born a few weeks before the product was

f i rst  presented to the trade at ETO Show in Bi rmingham this June. And making that date

 defini tely paid off  for the company, as many vis i tors were extremely interested in their  new

product. S lube had a unique way of presenting their  innovation, offer ing something that

could not be found at any of the other booths – a tub ful l  of lubr icant.  EAN asked Daniel

Mi l ler,  the Di rector  of  S lube,  about h is  new product and among other  th ings,  he also

 explained why people would need that much lube.

“We wanted to introduce a product that     

something to spice up the

 evening, to hardcore kinksters

who enjoy more extreme play,

Slube has so many applications

it can be used across the

spectrum.

We found that some lubricants

are wonderful to use, but a

nightmare to clean afterwards.

With Slube, it's an amazing

 lubricant and it simply washes

away with water instantly and leaves skin feeling soft.

The best of both worlds!

We wanted to introduce a product that was practical,

sexy and fun to the adult market. The concept of

Slube has created an exciting buzz and has filled the

gap in the market of a lubricant that is safe, scented,

coloured, easy to use and above all, easy to clean!

You could say it puts the fun into lube!

What is it that makes the feeling of a bathtub full of

goo so attractive to your customers?

Daniel Miller: It's really one of those things that you

have to try for yourself to see what all the fuss is about!

At ETO, we had so many people coming up to our

stand to see what it was. As soon as they dipped their

hands in to our bathtub, they wanted it!

The smooth, viscous texture that Slube has coats the

skin and leaves you wanting more and more! It's such

a unique sensation. The colours and scents increase

Daniel Miller on Slube and how it can produce litres of lube

exclusive
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Daniel Miller and Dave Powley,

the masterminds behind the gooey fun
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     was practical, sexy and fun to the adult market.”
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the appeal even further! We have

our Signature range which include

Risqué Red scented with

 Strawberry, Emerald Green scen-

ted with Juniper (a male aphrodi-

siac) and Erotic Blue, a mix of La-

vender,  Jasmine and Bergamot.

We then have our Hardcore range,

which appeals to more extreme

kinksters. These are the Custard Yel-

low, scented as custard, which is

great for gunging! We then have

our absolute favourite, Black Leat-

her. This leather scented Slube is

deep black in colour and smells

amazing! It's a huge hit with our

customers so far!

Could you tell us a bit more about

the ingredients you use to make

Slube? Is it completely safe or

should the user keep some

aspects in mind?

Daniel Miller: Slube is completely

safe to use. It's been fully tested

by independent chemists, and is

tested on all skin types including

sensitive skin. It's non-toxic and is

internal safe and condom safe,

making it perfect for using as an

internal lubricant.

Once you are finished with Slube,

you simply dilute it with more water

and pour it down the drain. It

 doesn't harm the environment,

and won't clog the drains either!

Slube is allergen free, and the

 colours used won't stain the skin or

your bathtub. As with all products

that come into contact with the

skin, we recommend to do a small

skin test before use.

Slube is offered in different scents

and colours. Which variants do you

offer? Do they all have the same pro-

perties apart from colour and scent?

Daniel Miller: Currently Slube

 comes in five varieties across two

ranges. Our signature range

 includes:

D A N I E L  M I L L E R

One pack of Slube is enough

to fill a whole bathtub with lube
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Risqué red, which is scented with the sweet seductive

smell of strawberries.

Emerald Green, a Juniper scented deep green co-

lour, which acts as an aphrodisiac for men.

Erotic Blue, which has tinges of  purple and royal blue,

and is  scented with Lavender, Jasmine and Berga-

mot.

Our Hardcore range is aimed at those into the kinkier

side of life and includes:Custard Yellow, a custard

scented slime which is great for wrestling in. Black Le-

ather is our favourite, and features the kinky smell of

fresh leather, with an extremely deep black colour!

We are hoping to add more scents further along the

line, so watch this space! We can also offer bespoke/

exclusive varieties of Slube to companies who want

their own take on this sensual product!
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Can you use Slube like a normal lube if you 

wanted to?

Daniel Miller: Slube can indeed be used just like  regular

lube. In fact, Slube is even better! It coats the skin and

won't wear out, so you can go for longer  without having

to stop and apply more lubricant! It also smells much

more pleasant than most other  lubes, and because of

the texture, it's much easier to play with larger toys too!

And the best thing is, it  washes off with water!

Slube is a rather unusual product. How should it be pre-

sented to create the biggest impact? Do you offer POS

materials for shops?

Daniel Miller: Slube is a product that you have to see

to believe! At ETO, we had our big bathtub with our

Emerald Green Slube in, and people loved  dipping

their hands in and playing around with it. We also had

our mini bathtubs with our other colours to show to our

customers.

For physical shops, we offer a POS stand which  includes

a TV screen showing the product in action. This will de-

monstrate to customers how you can use Slube and

how much fun it can be. We can also offer the mini

bathtubs which we had at ETO, and we find these are

great for showing customers the product.

Do you work with distributors in Europe? Where can in-

terested retailers turn to if they want to offer Slube in

their store?

Daniel Miller: We are currently in talks with several major

European distributors who are very keen in  adding Slube

to their collections. Currently, European and UK retailers

can purchase directly through  ourselves. For the UK, re-

tailers can also order through Planet Earth Wholesale

who are our UK wholesaler.

Are you planning on extending the Slube line in the fu-

ture?

Daniel Miller: Absolutely! We are really excited about

the Slube range, and we are definitely looking to add

new scents and colours to the range in the  future. We

can add virtually any scent and colour to the range, so

the sky is the limit! Slube is distributed by PlayHarda.UK,

although can be ordered using the contact form on

the Slube Website  slube-goo.com.

I N T E R V I E W
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This year, EroExpo is going to take place for the seventh

time. What was your motivation to start this trade show

for the Russian market almost a decade ago?

Alexander Silberman: The needs of the market and signals

from the participants were the motivation for creating the

exhibition. 10 years ago, the market of intimate products

was coming into its own, and it took on civilised traits. The
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From October 21 to 23, EroExpo wi l l  take

place in Moscow. It ’s the seventh instalment

of the trade fair, and so far, the show was

strictly b2b. But for the upcoming event, the

organisers have decided to experiment with

a mixed concept: After two days of business

to business, EroExpo wil l be open to consu-

mers on the third day. We asked project ma-

nager Alexander Silbermann about the Rus-

sian adult trade show and the new concept,

and he told us why EroExpo ist also an inte-

rest ing event for  industr y members f rom

Europe and elsewhere.

“The Russian adult market   
growing market.”

leading players in the market were clearly identified, and

there were enough offline stores. As a result, it was

 necessary to create a comfortable platform for

 communication, the exchange of experiences, and the

presentation of new products. Our EroExpo exhibition has

become this platform.

What can you tell us about the concept of EroExpo? Is it

strictly b2b?

Alexander Silberman: The six previous EroExpo exhibitions

were strictly B2B projects and were closed to casual visitors.

Since 2002, there has been a b2b exhibition in Moscow,

originally called 'Eros Moscow' – in 2008, it was renamed

'X’ show' - but was not held in 2015 so we decided to try

Alexander Silberman is the project

manager of the Russian adult show EroExpo

.................

Our target audience is primarily

wholesale and retail companies in

the Russian adult industry and from

neighbouring countries.”

................................ 

“

exclusive
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Project manager Alexander Silberman talks about EroExpo in Moscow 
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 is a very young and 
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having two days only for professionals

in the B2B format and on the final day,

we open the doors to the public as

an experiment. This year’s exhibition

will be a hybrid of B2B+B2C format.

We are looking forward to showing

all the new products of the adult

 industry to the guests, and of course,

participants will be able to buy them.

But there will be one big distinction

from classic B2C exhibitions: We are

not going to have entertainment

shows.

Is the focus of the show on presenting

and selling products and establishing

business contacts, or are there 

also things such as seminars,

 workshops, etc.?

Alexander Silberman: Communica-

tion with visitors and participants

 represents the main part of the

 exhibition. At the same time, many

companies offer trainings, master -

classes, raffles, and promotions. In the

conference hall, we have business

training sessions and seminars throug-

hout the exhibition. For example, in

2014, one of the participants organi-

sed a show for a new collection of

women's erotic underwear. We try to

respond to any interesting ideas from

our customers and partners.

If you had to put the atmosphere and

spirit of EroExpo into words, how would

you describe it?

Alexander Silberman: The atmo-

sphere of the event is 'ozonated',

which means useful and easy. It is

composed of many factors. For

example, it is one of the best places

for exhibitions because of the

 pavilions and convenient transpor -

tation access in the beautiful Sokolniki

park. Moreover, on two days of the

exhibition, all participants and

 customers get free lunch and dinner

and on Saturday, we are going to

have a banquet and entertainment

party right in the pavilion. It is a dis-

tinctive feature of our project. All

guests can make a free cup of tea

or coffee for themselves, eat free

cookies and drink free water

 throughout the event without limits.

Who is your target audience? Which

companies do you want booking a

stand at your event? Which groups

make up your visitors?

Alexander Silberman: Our target

 audience is primarily wholesale and

retail companies in the Russian adult

industry and from neighbouring

 countries. Owners and representatives

of foreign companies whose products

are sold through our dealer network

also come to visit our exhibition

 (Bathmate, Scala, Tonga, pjur,

 Pipedream, Hot, Softland, Fun Factory,

Shots, Inverma, and others). Many

 entrepreneurs come to our exhibition

with the goal of establishing new

 business. Our exhibitors and visitors are

always glad to see new foreign ma-

nufacturers with original and functional

products that fit into our market. 

Is eroExpo strictly a Russian affair, or

does it have a more international

character?

Alexander Silberman: EroExpo is

 currently an exhibition which focuses

mostly on the Russian market and the

nearest CIS countries (Kazakhstan and

Belarus). There are many manu -

facturers of cosmetics, lubricants,

 lingerie, toys, and BDSM products

which have been existing in Russia for

long time. It is also convenient and

interesting for Western companies to

buy these products because of the

favorable exchange rate of the Rus-

sian ruble against foreign currencies. 

How many visitors and how many

 exhibitors did you have at the show

last year? And how many do you

 expect this time round?

Alexander Silberman: On average,

about 700 visitors - representatives of

retail and online stores - attended the

EroExpo exhibition in the past years.

This year, we hope to increase the

number of participants and attract

more visitors.

Which promotion and advertising

tools do you use to create awareness

for your trade show?

Alexander Silberman: Throughout the

past years, we have formed a large

customer base. All customers receive

 updated information on a regular ba-

sis, not only about the exhibition, but

also about other news in the adult

 industry. We also advertise the show

A L E X A N D E R  S I L B E R M A N
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in the social networks and we use paid advertising in the

Yandex search system.

You say that the adult market in Russia is growing. Is that

really the case, given the difficult economic situation in

Russia right now?

Alexander Silberman: The situation in Russia is not easy.

However, we feel that the bottom of the crisis has already

been passed, and now we can see a slight but steady

 increase in sales. Our business has not really been affected

by the economic crisis. Moreover, there are people who

can’t afford expensive purchases and travels - that’s why

they turned their attention to more affordable

 entertainments which is precisely what our products offer.

So the Russian adult market has not really been hurt by

the crisis in the economy. On the other side, the Russian

adult market is a very young and growing market which

has been existing for just 25 years. Competition hasn’t

 reached its peak yet so there is still room for companies

that wish to enter the market. 

Who should interested companies turn to if they have

questions about the trade show or if they want to join the

ranks of your exhibitors?

Alexander Silberman: People who are interested in

 exhibiting at the show can find all necessary information

and contacts on our website, eroexpo.ru. Also, they 

can write a letter or download and fill in the application

form (in the section "For participants") and send it on 

our main e-mail, info@eroexpo.ru or to our specialist who
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works with foreign companies, Valeria

- eroexpo.moscow@gmail.com. We

will respond promptly.

How much money does one have to

invest to become an exhibitor and

be able to present one’s products at

EroExpo?

Alexander Silberman: Each partici-

pant can choose a stand on our list

(size ranges from 4 to 60 square me-

tres). Cost of participation: rent of

standard-equipped stand is 200 euro

/ m2 and + compulsory registration

fee - 100 euros. So the minimal price

for participation is just 900 euro (4м2 х 200 euro/м2 +

100 euro). All information about stands and extra equip-

ment is on our website (in the section "For participants"),

or we can send it upon  request. Moreover, we have a

special sponsorship offer. It can be obtained upon re-

quest via e-mail. We always help our participants, and

not just with organising their stand, but we also offer the

option of booking a room in a  comfortable hotel within

walking distance of the  exhibition. We will select a pro-

fessional interpreter for work on your stand. All information

about the participants will be  published in the exhibition

catalogue and on our website. I’d also like to add that,

because of the low  exchange rate of the ruble against

foreign currencies, it is very  comfortable for foreigners to

make business trips and travel to Russia in general and

to Moscow in  particular. For  example, the mobile app

puts the average cost of travel from any airport to the

city centre at 15 to 20 euro, a brief taxi ride around the

city at 5 - 7 euro, travel on public transport at 0.7 euro

per ride, and the cost of a single room in a nice hotel (in-

cluding breakfast) near the Sokolniki Exhibition Centre

starts at 50 euro per night. On weekdays, the cost for

one business-lunch is 4 to 6 euro per person in Moscow's

restaurants. Good dinner at fast food restaurant will cost

5 - 7 euro per person. A good dinner in a restaurant or in

a pub with alcohol will cost an average of 20 - 30 euro

per person. Also, you can have a really good dinner in

the city café for 8-10 euro per person. And all that when,

only a few years ago, Moscow was considered as one

of the most  expensive cities for business in the world. 

I N T E R V I E W
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Many companies from Europe attend EroExpo, as

can be seen from this picture from the 2014 show
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Michael, you said there is a revolution in the

adult market. How is it coming along? Do you

already see any major changes?

Michael Lenke: The revolution is in full swing, and it

has already produced the first results. The womanizer

is the global number one adult product when it co-

mes to price stability. The price of the womanizer is

perfectly stable in more than 40 countries, and the

retailers are happy about their profit margins. All the

big retailers we are working with commend us on our

strategy.

How do you feel about the current state of product

development in the adult market?

Michael Lenke: The market for innovative adult toys

continues to expand.

Are you disappointed that many trade members still

focus on vibration instead of giving other forms of sti-

mulation a shot? 

Michael Lenke: That’s not really how I see it. I feel

that more and more trade members embrace the

modern womanizer technology. All the big online 
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The womanizer has been one of the most tal-

ked-about sex toys of the past years,  and

its international success stor y continues at

ful l  s team, as Michael Lenke, the inventor

of the womanizer and head of epi24 GmbH,

tells us in our interview. He also told us about

a ser ies of new products that wi l l  be hit t ing

the market in the upcoming months, the f i rst

of them being the womanizer PRO40, a more

affordable version of the top-sel ler, fol lowed

by three other innovations that are going to

debut at eroFame.

“The womanizer is      
         when it comes to

e-tailers and brick and mortar retailers sell the

 womanizer.

Many sex toys nowadays are based on modern tech

– teledildonics, virtual reality, wearables, and

 interactive products are on the rise. Do you see  long-

term potential in this trend?

Michael Lenke: My personal opinion on this

 development is: These trends won’t have any real

 impact outside of small niche markets. Most

 developments in this field can be described as

 gimmickry, and they are still held back by lots of

 problems which makes them frustrating for the users.

Let’s talk about the womanizer. This product began

its meteoric rise in 2014, now we’re halfway through

2016. Could you sum up the past two years of

 womanizer from your point of view?

Michael Lenke: It is amazing how successful the

 womanizer has turned out to be! It is available in

more than 40 countries. You can get it at all major

European and American online shops, and in the

 leading brick and mortar stores, it is the best-selling

New: the womanizer PRO40

Michael Lenke, head of epi24

GmbH und inventor of the womanizer 

exclusive
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sex toy for women. In the Ameri-

can market, there is so much

 demand we have trouble keeping

up. The success of the womanizer

is truly breath-taking. 95% of all the

big distributors and retailers are

 already selling our product. The

womanizer has also been a

 tremendous success in China

these past two months, ever since

the country’s biggest retail

 company – running more than

1,200 sex shops and a big internet

portal – picked up the product. If

 projections hold, we’ll be selling

more womanizers in Asia than we

do in Europe in 2017/2018. 18

months after its launch, womanizer

sales have already generated a

nine-digit sum in turnover. Such a

thing is unheard of in the adult

market.

Which target audience is the

 womanizer made for? Today, most

producers seem to be after

 couples – is that also the group

you want to appeal to?

Michael Lenke: Our analyses show

that we have 45% female buyers,

35% couples, and 20% men (who

buy the toy as a gift for their wife or

girlfriend). The womanizer has al-

ready achieved cult status among

many couples.

Now, you launch a less expensive

version of the womanizer. Why did

you decide to take that step? Is the

price of the original womanizer too

high for many consumers?

Michael Lenke: This decision makes

perfect sense from a marketing

point of view. We want to appeal to

the mass market with this more af-

fordable version (€99). Many con-

sumers don’t want to spend more

than €99 for an adult product. So

that’s why we introduce this new mo-

del. However, we also have some-

thing new for the high-end market.

In October, we are going to present

a sensational new addition to the

womanizer range at eroFame (this

product will retail at €229). The high-

end segment for sex toys is going to

see a lot of growth in markets such

as Germany or the US.

Does this low-price version of the wo-

manizer still offer a favourable mar-

gin for the trade?

Michael Lenke: Of course, this new

model will offer an interesting profit

margin for wholesalers and retailers,

just like all womanizer products. We

also expect this product to sell large

quantities, so that’ll be even more

money in the trade members’ cof-

fers

Since we’re on the topic: Would you

say that the womanizer’s profit mar-

gin has played a big role in the suc-

cess of the product?

Michael Lenke: Yes, that’s true. The

stable margin of the womanizer has

played a role in its success. But the

most important factor was and is the

innovative womanizer technology.

That’s what truly made this product.

Last year, you used eroFame to

present your products and inventi-

    the number one adult product 
price stability.“
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The womanizer PRO40

retails at 99 EUR 

M I C H A E L  L E N K E
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ons. What do you have in store for this year’s show?

What can the trade look forward to? Will there be

more interesting products?

Michael Lenke: This year, we have a total of three

new products! Also, all womanizer products will be

100% water-tight (IPX7) as of October so the users

can also experience breath-taking pleasure under

water from then on. As for the new products, they will

be unique in their own way, and they are going to be

a shot in the arm of the industry.

Our company expects turnover to go up by more

than 100% as a result of these three new releases! As

a matter of fact, 70% of the quantities we can pro-

duce until the end of 2016 are already sold.

What are your plans for the future of the womainzer

product line? Are there things you want to optimise

about the original model?  Are there gaps in the

market you want to fill or certain audiences you want

to win over?

Michael Lenke: We will continue optimising our pro-

ducts. And of course, there are also a few gaps and

several audiences we want to conquer with our new

products.

It is not surprising that several ˈcomparableˈ or ˈsi-

milarˈ products have already popped up. How do

you feel about this development? 
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Michael Lenke: We’re not surprised, either! If you have

a successful product, there will always be people try-

ing to ride on your coat-tails and get a piece of the

pie by emulating your product. A few people who

went too far and outright copied the womanizer al-

ready got a bloody nose because we take every le-

gal step to prosecute copyright infringements. We

have several international copyrights for the womani-

zer. It has become a valuable international brand,

and we aim to protect it.

Is the womanizer now available on all continents?

Michael Lenke: Yes, you can get the womanizer pro-

ducts on all continents.

How successful is your invention outside of Europe?

For instance, is the womanizer as popular in Australia

or in South America as it is here?

Michael Lenke: The womanizer is an international

success. In several countries, including Australia, it is

the best-selling lifestyle adult toy right now. It won an

award for that earlier this year.

In Europe, you work with Orion Wholesale as your ex-

clusive distributor, while in the US, you started your

own affiliated company to get the womanizer to the

retailers. Why these two different strategies?

Michael Lenke: We picked ORION wholesale in

Europe, because they are simply the biggest and

best wholesaler here. ORION wholesale carries roughly

10,000 products, and the womanizer is the biggest

top-seller among them – plus, it’s also the product

with the biggest revenue share.

In the US, there is no distributor of this size, so we de-

cided to start an affiliated company in San Francisco.

After just one year in business, this company has al-

ready become bigger and more successful than

many comparable companies that have been

around for 10 years. Our decision was 100% spot-on.

And to cater to the Pacific markets such as China,

Australia, Thailand, Korea, Taiwan, Japan, and Indo-

nesia, we have a subsidiary in Hong Kong. Within just

18 months, we have turned womanizer into an inter-

national brand with breath-taking growth rates across

the globe.

I N T E R V I E W
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epi24 GmbH’s womanizer PRO40

caters to the mass market
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Kim, among other things, you run the 

GrandOpening.com online shop. How long have

you been in the business?

Kim Airs: I started in the adult industry when I left working

at Harvard University to open my bricks and mortar store,

Grand Opening!, in November, 1993, in a town

124 

Kim Airs has lots of experience in the brick-and-mor tar trade and the e-commerce segment

and she knows what matters most when you want to sel l  sex toys. Having worked close to

25 years in the US adult  retai l  business,  she has seen a lot,  and she has a lot to tel l .  EAN

asked her to dissect her home market for us.  

“I left my job at Harvard
to sell rubber dicks to girls!”

 adjacent to Boston, Massachusetts. I had been a

 consumer of sex toys since the late 80s and there was

no comfortable place to buy sex toys in the area at the

time. As I like to say, “I left my job at Harvard to sell

rubber dicks to girls!”

Why did you decide to open an online shop and not a

brick-and-mortar shop?

Kim: When I sold Grand Opening! in December 2005, I

wanted to continue to provide my customers with a

place to shop for toys with the same confidentiality that

I provided with my bricks and mortar store. The 

affiliation I have with CNV (also known as 

MyFreeWebsite.com) continues that same level of

 confidentiality. When a purchase is made, I don’t learn

the  customers’ names, just what they bought.

What is your company’s philosophy? 

Kim: As I mentioned, confidentiality is very important to

me and always has been. It was true at my bricks and

mortar store and continues on my website as well.

What are the pillars of GrandOpening.com? 

Kim: The immense variety of products we offer. As an

affiliate site, several distributors drop ship for it so there

are tens of thousands of items available including

 lingerie, VOD, every kind of lubricant, and hundreds of

funny sex-related gifts as well. It’s not all sex toys!

Kim Airs – US adult retailer of 23 years 

exclusive
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What do you do differently from your

competitors?

Kim: Since GrandOpening.com is

an affiliate site, all of the distributors

are highly regarded for their speed,

efficiency and confidentiality in

 processing our orders.

What are the greatest obstacles

when it comes to selling erotic

 products online? The competitive

market? The price war?

Kim: In many ways, the online

 marketplace is a race to the

 bottom, with competitors on

 Amazon and eBay. The only way I

can combat that is knowing that

NONE of our products is counterfeit

and many of them have a warranty

that is backed by the manufacturer.

This should give the buyer peace of

mind when placing an order on

GrandOpening.com as opposed to

another site on Amazon or eBay.

How has selling sex toys online

changed in recent years?

Kim: It has become MUCH more

competitive and the buyers have

become much more savvy, due to

the information that is available

 online. This also applies to the buyers

at bricks and mortar stores as well.

Who are the typical customers at

GrandOpening.com? Couples?

Women?

Kim: Well, since I do not know the

gender of the buyer because they

are pretty anonymous when they

 order, this is a tricky question! I never

know if it’s a couple or single person

placing the order and definitely

cannot guess by what they are

 buying, either.

What criteria matter most to your

customers when they go shopping?

Price? Functionality? Quality?

Kim: I would say all of the above.

There are shoppers who want the

most inexpensive bullet vibe out

there (and frequently pay more than

the cost of it for shipping!) and those

who order vibrators over the $200

range. And of course, within those

ranges, there are very big

 differences between the price,

functionality and quality by the

 manufacturer.

How would you describe the current

situation of the US adult retail trade

(online and regular)? What

 problems do US retailers have to

deal with?

Kim: With 23 years in the adult toy

industry, the current situation has me

very nervous. With the ease of

 availability of toys manufactured in

China, there have been dozens of

new companies that have cropped

up who are all trying to muscle their

way into the business (I’m sure after

they hear there is so much money

to be made in it!). Many of these

companies are spinoffs from the

DVD world since the DVD market has

been in decline for many years and

now the competition for the consu-

mer dollar has never been tougher.

What happens in a bricks and

 mortar store is that the toys brought

in by newcomers become lost with

the larger presence of the major

manufacturers products who have

been in the market for decades. The

consumer has no brand recognition

for the new products and many

 times, the same products are

 available under several manu -

facturers’ brands. 

In the United States, everything

seems larger than it is in Europe. But

when it comes to the adult retail

trade, how many brick-and-mortar

shops and how many online shops

are there?

Kim: My guess is that there are 5,000

brick and mortar stores in the US

 (including chain stores) and as for

online, I cannot estimate since

many of them are affiliate sites and

are easy to create but I wonder how

many of them get enough traffic. 

What trends influence the US retail

market right now? 

Kim: What I tend to see is what I call

the “sex toy du jour” in that there’s

always ONE thing that’s innovative

enough to catch the attention of

the buyer. Several years ago, it was

the Sqweel, now it seems to be the

womanizer, which, of course, many

companies are knocking off now.

And there’s now the trend of high

tech toys that one can stimulate a

partner from many miles away.

Those toys are becoming more and

more popular but my concern is

K I M  A I R S

Kim Airs started 

selling sex toys in 1993
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with all of the remotely used toys, who will need actual

physical contact anymore?

What are the bestsellers in New York, Miami, Los

 Angeles, and Seattle?

Kim: There’s always the Magic Wand which was

 redesigned and remarketed a few years ago. It has a

firm stronghold in the adult market and never ceases to

amaze me. I don’t think there are regional bestsellers

as opposed to general adult product bestsellers.

In Europe, the year 2016 was declared the year of the

male sex toy. Is this something that is also happening in

the US?

Kim: Not so much. I think the evolution of all of the toys

is galloping at such a rapid pace that it should be the

“moment of the sex toy”!

Interactivity, virtual reality, teledildonics – those are just

a few buzzwords floating around right now. How does

modern technology influence sex toys in the US  market?

Kim: As I mentioned, with the increased consumer

 awareness and demand for non-contact sex toys, there
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will be more and more of a demand for these types of

toys. And when that happens, the cost will become less

and less which is good but in my opinion, eventually

 takes the uniqueness out of any given type of product

and dilutes that particular type of product.

How important are brands in the retail segment of

the US industry?

Kim: Very important! As with any consumer product,

if a customer likes a brand, they tend to stick to pro-

ducts within that brand, hence the difficulty smaller

companies have with rolling theirs out to the market.

Is it true that American customers prefer brick- and-

mortar shops over online shops? And if so, why?

Kim: I believe so. There’s a term “showrooming” which

is when a customer comes into a store to touch and

feel a product and then goes home and buys it on-

line. I think the impetus for stores is to win over the on-

line  shoppers and give them an experience they can’t

have when they shop online and close the sale wit-

hout them going online to buy the product. 

There is a lot of controversy whether these two ways

of distribution cannabilise each other, or whether

they  cater to different customer groups. What do 

you think?

Kim: Online stores definitely are cannibalising the

 industry. It’s a race to the bottom with pricing, for sure,

but I still think stores can guarantee that the products

are not knock offs, which happens frequently online.

What does the future of adult retailing in the US 

look like?

Kim: As I mentioned, I’m actually kind of nervous

about it. I think in many ways that the market 

is  flooded with products and there are too 

many  selections for  consumers. But then again,

 sometimes a woman wants THAT VIBRATOR in pink 

and not purple so I guess there’s always a market for

every toy out there. We know as  retailers (both in store

and online) that we have to cater because without

them, none of us would have a  business. Besides

which, as I like to say, in this industry, THE CUSTOMER

ALWAYS COMES FIRST!         

I N T E R V I E W
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Lots of competition, leading to a price war – Kim

feels the online business is tricky terrain nowadays
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Hi, Colin. You are the inventor of the Monkey Spanker,

a toy that you describe on your website as a masturba-

tor for men, a foreplay toy, and a couples sex tool.

Can you describe it in more detail?

Colin Bailey: Hi, yes, the Monkey Spanker is a completely

different male masturbator and is its own unique

128 

Th i s  year  w i l l  see the launch of  two new

 products in the Monkey Spanker l ine: the MS

Power St roker and a second vers ion made

of metal.  EAN talked about these new toys

wi th  the inventor  o f  the Monkey Spanker,

 Col in Bai ley. Dur ing our inter view, we also

spoke about the unique mult i functional cha-

racter of  his  product l ine, and about how

the Monkey Spanker  products  he lped

 overcome old conventions regarding male-

or iented sex toys.

“The Monkey Spanker is   
male masturbator and is    

 experience, plus, you can use it together as a couple,

too. The way it works is simple. It’s a diaphragm so it’s

predominantly flat and only turns into a tube when you

put yourself in it. Our special medical-grade material is

extremely soft and extremely stretchy and makes for a

nice tight hold around your cock. The feeling is like

 having sex with your partner and she engages her kegel

muscles - it’s nice, tight, but comfortable, too. 

At first glance, the Monkey Spanker seems like a solo

toy for men, but you say it is also a couples toy. Why 

do you characterise it that way? Is the fact that a 

couple can use a toy together enough to make it a

couples toy?

Colin: Yes, the Monkey Spanker is a truly multi-functional

toy. You can use it as a male masturbator, as a blow

job vibrator to add vibrations to a blow job, and you

can rest it against your partner’s vagina and have sex

through it. You go through the Monkey Spanker and into

your partner. The Monkey Spanker adds vibrations and

extra tightness for the man and vibrations similar to a

An interview with Colin Bailey, the inventor of the Monkey Spanker

exclusive
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Colin Bailey, inventor of the

Monkey Spanker and the Alpha One Line 
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  a completely different 
  its own unique experience.” 
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 vibrating cock ring for the woman.

It’s a win-win. Because the Monkey

Spanker was so well suited to

 couples we made a new product,

The Duo. The Duo is based on the

same concept as the Monkey

Spanker but has a male masturbator

at one end and a female vibrator

at the other. The guy side still has all

the couples functions mentioned

above, with the addition that the

 other end is shaped like standard

female vibrator so you get the best

of both worlds. We also upgraded

the vibration unit in The Duo so you

can choose the level of vibrations

that is right for you.    

Do you currently see any trends on

the market for male masturbation

aids and what are the driving forces

behind these trends?

Colin: It may well be that men aren’t

so hung up on the old 'I don’t need

a sex toy, I can get loads of sex'

adage. And maybe they saw male

sex toys as a bit emasculating, but

now men, like women before them,

are seeing toys as a way of enhan-

cing their sex lives and adding more

fun to their bedroom activities

 instead of negative objects. That

was one of our missions with the

Monkey Spanker when we first

brought it out. The Monkey Spanker

is all about fun and it looks like we

may have helped to make

that change.    

Monkey Spanker is

a name that's 

easily remembe-

red. How impor-

tant is humour

when it comes to

the marketing of

erotic products?

Colin: Monkey Spanker

is as Monkey Spanker does.

As we were a brand-new com-

pany in the adult market when we

brought out the Monkey Spanker,

the name could not have been bet-

ter. Everyone knew the product and

name nearly straight away. We

 debuted it at the Erotica Show and

got a lot of interest from trade and

public. Although the Monkey

 Spanker is a great name and a

great brand and an amazingly

good product, the novelty aspect

of the name, although brilliant, 

can put off some of the more

 conservative stores that position

themselves as more upmarket. That

was another reason for bringing out

The Duo as its name is very neutral

and has nice stylish packaging and

is affordable enough to sit in

 standard high street stores but would

look equally well in the mid to higher

end stores, and why we will also 

be brin-

ging out the

MS Power Stro-

ker later this year

which is going to be a

repositioning of the Monkey Spanker

to move with the trend of stores 

getting a bit more upmarket. 

Aren't you afraid that the Monkey

Spanker will be looked at as as gim-

mick instead of a ”serious“ sex toy?

Colin: Yes, it can be seen as

 gimmicky by some but we felt it 

was a good thing at the time to

have a more light-hearted and non-

 threatening toy that men would feel

comfortable buying. The Monkey

Spanker is a highly effective toy and

can give you one of the most

powerful orgasms out of all male

toys, it’s a seriously good piece of

kit. The Duo and the new MS Power

Stroker give retailers the opportunity

to stock a more sophisticated

 version of the concept.       

C O L I N  B A I L E Y

The Duo has a masturbator on

one end and a vibrator on the other
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Are you aiming at a specific demographic with your pro-

ducts? What do you know about the people who buy a

Monkey Spanker in regard of income, age, gender etc.?

Colin: I never had any kind of demographic in mind when

I designed the toy, I just knew it was a good idea. We

have done quite a few public shows in the past and we

were surprised how universal the customer base is,

 spanning all demographics. As many women as men

buy the product, and of all ages, which is great.    

A trend in recent years has been the implementation of

hi-tech into sex toys, for example app-controlled toys.

What’s your take on this development?

Colin: It’s great. We’ve all seen the toys get better and

more high quality over the years which has probably

 helped make the mainstream market and the public at

large more interested in adult toys in general which is

good for everyone. We ourselves brought out a luxury

range of machined metal toys called Alpha One. We

have The Ring, a luxury male masturbator, and Unity, a

universal insertable toy for both men and women available

in Aluminium, Steel, and 24 carat Gold. Those are probably

in the top 10 luxury toys on sale today.  

You offer the Monkey Spanker in different versions. Which

versions are on the market and how do they differ? 

Colin: We have Cheeky Monkey which is the basic Monkey

Spanker stroker toy with no vibration and it’s the budget

toy, the Vibro which vibrates and adds that little something

extra to the experience, Double Trouble which has two of

our rubber pads in line and two vibration modules which

makes the unit pulse rather than vibrate and The Duo with

an upgraded 3 speed vibrator which is also a female 

vibrator.   

Do you have any tips and tricks for retailers who want to

sell the Monkey Spanker? How can the product be best

presented to the customer?
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Colin: A demo unit is definitely the best way. People

 really can’t believe how soft and silky our material is

until they touch it, and they always get a shock when

they see that the pad is vibrating too. The Monkey

 Spanker is quite an unassuming toy, we designed

it to be discreet but it packs a big punch when   

in action. 

Where can retailers turn to if they want to add the

 Monkey Spanker in their portfolio? Do you work directly

with retailers?

Colin: Yes, we do. We have Eropartner distributing for us

in Europe, we work with Ann Summers retail chain and

Lovehoney and a lot more. These have been very

 important clients for us, they are very progressionist and

worked with us from the beginning, it’s probably why

they are such big companies. For support material and

demo units, retailers can also contact us directly at

sales@monkeyspanker.co.uk 

Do you have plans to expand the Monkey Spanker line

in the future?

Colin: Yes, we are working on repositioning the Monkey

Spanker product to keep it fresh and up to date and

to make it more attractive with regard to the trend

 towards more high-end stores with a new version 

called the MS Vibro Power Stroker. It has an upgraded

vibration module and more sophisticated packaging.

Again, the name reflects what the product does but 

a little more subtly for the more discreet store. Of

course, the Monkey Spanker will still be here - how 

could it not be? We are also currently making a steel

version of the Monkey Spanker to be called The Alpha

One for the Alpha One range which is looking really

nice and we may even have some gold-plated version

in line with the rest of the toys in that range. All will be

available by the end of the year for Christmas and

 Valentine’s Day.

I N T E R V I E W
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The Alpha One Line includes toys

made from steel, aluminium, and gold
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One of the reasons people wear jewel ler y is  because i t  sets

them apar t f rom others,  i t  al lows them to demonstrate their

taste, their  sty le. I t  should look good, i t  should have class,

and usual ly,  i t ’s  okay i f  i t ’s  a bit  on the expensive s ide. The

products of T i tan Cockr ings f i t  r ight in with these cr i ter ia.

As the name of the Ber l in-based company suggests,  they

create exclusive cock r ings made from t i tanium. Founder

Gorden Hi lscher tel ls  us why the team picked t i tanium as the

material for their r ings, and what other qualit ies these pieces

of int imate jewel ler y have.

“Our target audience is men with a strong       
lifestyle, and class.“

Titanium is an unusual material for an intimate

 object? So why did you decide to make your 

cock rings from titanium? What is so special about 

this  metal?

Gorden Hielscher: All Titan Cockrings products are made

from the hardest titanium alloy there is (Ti6AL4V).

 Compared to pure titanium, it is twice as deformation

 resistant and offers an extraordinary level of hardness. This

means the structure and contours of our products are

 basically eternal. They are extremely robust and basically

impervious to superficial damage such as scratches or

cracks. Due to its resiliency and light weight, our titanium is

much better suited for our purposes than pure high-grade steel,

gold, or silver. Our intimate titanium jewellery is perfectly  

skin-friendly, it causes basically no allergic reactions, and it

adapts to the body temperature.

All of these qualities guarantee that our hand-made, individua-

lised jewellery will last for a long, long time without ever losing its

exceptional quality or beauty 

How would you describe your company: Are you sex toy/cock

ring designers, or are you artisans and craftspeople? What is

the corporate philosophy of Titan Cockrings?

Titan Cockrings present high-quality cock rings with room for a personal touch

I N T E R V I E W
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exclusive

Gorden Hielscher
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      sense of aesthetics who are all about style,          
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Gorden Hielscher: Titan Cockrings

stands for timeless, clearly-defined

designs, and since we cater to the

personal wishes of our demanding

customers, we are as much arti-

sans as we are service providers. 

Our philosophy is to create artful

products of the utmost quality, and

that’s exactly what we are doing

at Titan Cockrings. Our focus is not

on mass production, but on giving

each product an individual cha-

racter – the customers can have

the cockrings customised in terms

of size and colours, but also with

respect to engravings, coatings,

additional materials such as

 gemstones, etc. Anything you can

imagine, we can do. We are only

working with partners who share

our dedication to quality. Also, we

only use materials that we buy

here in Germany from carefully se-

lected partners. All of our products

are created in collaboration with

a specialised titanium jeweller.

Were there points of contact with

the adult industry before, or is Titan

Cockrings your first foray into this

industry?

Gorden Hielscher: We looked at

the available products in this

 market, and seeing as we already

had a collaboration with a specia-

lised titanium jeweller, we decided

to make products for the male

 intimate area more appealing

and more personal. So, yes, Titan

Cockrings marks our first step in this

industry.

Apart from titanium cock rings,

you also offer products made

from gold, ceramic, and red gold.

Would you mind telling us more

about your product range? And

how would you classify your cock

rings: elegant sex toys or jewellery?

Gorden Hielscher: Our cock rings

are high-quality jewellery, first and

foremost, however, they offer the

same functionality as a top-notch

sex toy. These exclusive intimate

adornments are accessories that

combine sensual moments and

aesthetic beauty, all in one,

 extraordinary design. They are

made by hand and with a great

eye for detail. Currently, we have

five different design categories for

our jewellery, including: natural

 design, ceramic design with

 tasteful inlays, and also black rings,

golden rings, or red gold rings, for

which we use premium-quality

coatings. Moreover, customers

can order cock rings with special

G O R D E N  H I E L S C H E R

.................

Titan Cockrings

stands for timeless,

clearly-defined designs,

and since we cater to the

personal wishes of our

demanding customers, we

are as much artisans as

we are service providers.“

................................ 

“

Titan Cockrings creates cock rings

from the hardest titanium alloy in the world
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www.titan-cockrings.de. And of course, we are always

available to our customers.

Are there plans to expand your range, maybe even

to add products from another segment of the adult

market, say, dildos?

Gorden Hielscher: We are still a very young company

that’s just coming out of the gate. Therefore, we are

going to focus on the design of exclusive cock rings

for the time being. But of course, we want to grow

with our products, so it’s definitely a possibility that, at

some point, we add other products such as dildos or

anal plugs to our range. We already have a few 

ideas about how to make our products even  

more innovative and diverse. Once we have new

products to show for, we’d be happy to present them

in EAN magazine.

gemstones, designed according to their personal

 requests. And that’s not all: Customers can have their

cock ring engraved – to achieve top quality, we use

CNC technology for these engravings as it guarantees

a 100% accurate copy of the template, be it letters,

symbols, hand-written texts, or a fingerprint. So as you

can see, there are lots of different ways to create a

truly unique piece of intimate jewellery.

How would you describe the target audience for

Titan Cockrings products?

Gorden Hielscher: Our target audience is men with

a strong sense of aesthetics who are all about style,

lifestyle, and class. Our luxurious intimate jewellery

appeals to more discerning customers who want

 timeless, extraordinary adornments, either for 

themselves or as a gift for their partner. 

Who can retailers turn to if they want to add Titan

Cockrings to their range?

Gorden Hielscher: Interested trade members can

get an overview of our first-class products on our

 website. We are also ready to create special

 collections in line with personal wishes. The various

ways of contacting us are all detailed on our website

.................

Our cock rings are high-quality 

jewellery, first and foremost, 

however, they offer the same 

functionality as a top-notch sex toy.“

................................ 

“

To create their rings, Titan Cockrings employs

the services of a specialised titanium jeweller
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Are we seeing the end of adult entertainment in

its traditional form?

Eddy Olivares: I think we are far from traditional forms

of adult entertainment being irre-

levant. It’s evolving, but most

people don’t like change.

Traditional forms will per-

sist for many years- they

will die a slow death. I

 liken it to newspapers-

they are still around,

but subscription rates

and sales are lower and

lower every year.

Many people are al-

ready talking about 'adult

3.0'. How far along is this

 revolution? How deeply have

teledildonics, virtual rea-

lity, interactivity, etc.

penetrated today’s

market?

Eddy: I don’t

like to think

of it as a

'revolu-

tion'.
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When Lovense presented their first internet-controlled sex toy in 2010, only the biggest industry

insiders had heard of teledildonics and long-distance sex toys. Six years later, and things are

very different. But is this development a revolution in the world of adult enter tainment? Not

really, says Eddy Olivares, Marketing Manager of sex tech pioneer Lovense. He feels that we

are only in the early stages of sex tech adoption. In our interview, we also addressed other

 topics that move the market at the moment: Is the end of traditional adult enter tainment

nigh? And how deeply have the new technologies penetrated the market?

“What is possible? Anything! 
The issue is adoption.”

The media likes to sensationalise the technology and

many journalists are writing articles as if sex robots

are close to taking over. It’s a bit ridiculous.

We’re in the early stages of sex tech adoption - the

early adopters are cam models… our teledildonic

products and cam model software allow them to

make more money, so it’s an easy sell to them. The

other group of early adopters will be men buying it

for syncing with VR Porn- we see a lot of potential in

this area. VR Porn should be considered the first 'killer

app' for Virtual Reality- there’s more interest in it than

any other application at the moment. 

Teledildonics and interactive sex toys are perfect for

lots of people (long distance couples and couples

who enjoy public play), but they are still largely un-

known. There’s got to be a catalyst to bring awareness

to the general public about the availability of sex

tech- then the 'revolution' will begin. What that catalyst

will be and how long it will take is anybody’s guess.

What is your opinion on the current range of

 teledildonics, virtual reality, interactive, and wearable

 products?

Eddy: Limited. A lot of the current range is from

 traditional sex toy manufacturers that are experimen-

ting or bootstrapping start-ups. I guess they see the

opportunity, and are trying to ride the tech wave by

sticking bluetooth into a toy. It’s not that simple.

Eddy Olivares on developments and (quasi) revolutions in the world of sex tech             

exclusive
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Eddy Olivares,

Marketing Manager at Lovense 
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 Developing sex tech is nothing like

traditional toys– and the hardware

and software development

 cannot be outsourced. Well, it can

be, but the results would be bad-

and the last thing consumers want

are tech issues in the bedroom!

We are one of the only companies

completely focused on sex tech,

and consumers can recognise

that. We get complimented all the

time about how responsive we are

to customer requests/issues and for

how much better the user

 experience and features are for

our software. 

It seems as if the market for these

products is fractured – there are

many producers and many

 products, but there is no universal

standard for software, apps, etc.

Doesn’t that hamper the adult

 revolution?

Eddy: I don’t think it hampers the

adult revolution. The companies

providing the best software and

hardware deserve to win. It’s like

saying Apple doesn’t deserve their

profits and should allow the iOS

operating system onto other

 phones. If open-sourcing (ala

 Android) is the way to go, it will

 succeed. There has already been

an attempt to open-source

 'connected' sex toys, but it failed. 

For our company, it would be too

generous to make it 'open-source'

and allow products from other

companies to work with our

 software. We see opportunities and

make a name for ourselves by

 developing unique software

 features- like our cam model

 software and our upcoming VR

player (both have patent-pending

features). Employing a full-time

 development team and proper

 after-sales tech support is  costly-

we gain no benefit by adding

compatibility with other manu-

facturers. But, we do pour our heart

and soul into our company and

our products. If the other

 companies who do sex tech are

doing the same, consumers will

win and the adult revolution will be

alive and well.

Tech and porn – sounds like some-

thing that will appeal primarily to

men. And the idea of long-dis-

tance relationship sex also seems

to be based on male fantasies to

a certain extent. Are women only

a secondary audience?

Eddy: Porn tech does appeal

 primarily to men, but so does

 regular porn. If someone analysed

the demographics of who is

 spending on porn, it’ll likely be men

by a large majority. 

But, long distance sex is an entirely

different story. Our data is showing

us that women are buying our long

distance sex toys (the Max and

Nora set) more than men. When

someone is in a long distance

 relationship, lack of sexual

 expression (and sex) is a reminder

of the intimacy gap. People in this

situation are not having intricate

fantasies about having 'long

 distance sex' they are looking for

tools to increase the intimacy. 

And what about the price of these

products? It seems pretty steep.

Isn’t that a hindrance if you want

to really have an impact in the

marketplace?

Eddy: Most sex tech products do

have steep price- we try to price

E D D Y  O L I V A R E S
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ours fairly. On the one hand, it cost SO much more to

develop compared to a traditional sex toy so a higher

price is necessary... but you are right- it does have

impact the adoption rate. Compared to a non-tech

sex toy, our products are a bit steeper, but the

 functionality you get for the extra money is worth it.

How should these products be presented to the consu-

mer? How can the trade find the right balance between

ˈhigh-tech gadgetˈ and ˈsexual wellness productˈ?
Eddy: I think products should always be marketed based

on the value it gives a consumer. The technology in it is

just a tool we use to solve someone’s problem

There are already a few sex toy producers who stress

the fact that their products have no high-tech

 features. Is that just a marketing ploy, or could it be

the beginning of a counter movement?

Eddy: There will always be room in the market for

non-tech toys. Just like other industries, the market is

segmented- consumers cannot be bunched into one

group. It could be a marketing ploy, though, I would

have to give a look at the statements made by the

producers in question.

Some critics argue that all these new technologies

used in modern sex toys offer little to no added value

for the consumer. They say it’s not enough to put

 modern tech into a product just because you can.

How do you see this situation?

138 

Eddy: The critics should talk to the countless long

 distance couples who contact us and thank them

for developing our products. Having said that, we

agree it’s not enough to put modern tech into a

 product just because you can. We carefully decide

which products are developed. We spend our time

trying to solve problems or enhance existing concepts

(like public play toys).We have gotten repeated

 requests to add 'long distance control' functionality

to a certain type of toy and we won’t do it- it doesn’t

bring enough value to the consumer, in our opinion.

How will the adult 3.0 revolution continue? What can

we expect in terms of new hardware? And what is

possible with respect to new and innovative software?

Eddy: How will it continue? Slowly! Good hardware

takes a lot of development work. A typical product

for us takes more than a year of testing and optimising

before its release!

What is possible? Anything! The issue is adoption- what

hardware and software will consumers be open to?

It’s hard to predict. We at LOVENSE don’t try to predict

the future or revolutionise behaviour. We focus on

 adding value to existing ideas by using technology

and listening to our customers! We are a leader in

sex tech because we listen carefully and react quickly

to what the market is saying… we would go broke

(like some of our now defunct competitors) if we

 poured resources into innovative products with

 unproven markets!

I N T E R V I E W
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Lovense’s research data shows that interest in

long distance sex toys is particularly strong among women
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Before we turn to Lovehoney’s latest signature

 collection, let’s talk about Motörhead - The

 Official Pleasure Collection. Did these products meet

or maybe even exceed your expectations?

140 

Following the highly successful official pleasure collection of Motörhead products, Lovehoney

taps the next rock’n’rol l  legend for a l ine of branded sex toys. This t ime, it ’s glam metal

band Mötley Crüe. Neal Slateford, the co-owner of Lovehoney, sheds more l ight on this latest

l icensing coup and the combination of sex and rock in our EAN interview.

“Sex and rock music
go hand in hand.”

Neal Slateford: Motörhead - The Official Pleasure

 Collection was the first mainstream collaboration

 between a music brand and sex toys. Sex and rock

music go hand in hand - the Motörhead collection

Lovehoney brings us the official Mötley Crüe Collection

exclusive

I N T E R V I E W
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Neal Slateford, co-owner of Lovehoney, is confident

that the official Mötley Crüe collection will be a smash hit
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perfectly captures the raw energy

and sex appeal of both. The only

thing we left out was the drugs. Our

main objective was to create

face-melting pleasure tools that

rocked. All aspects of the products

were based around the idea of

power, reflecting Motörhead’s

 demand for 'Everything Louder

than Everything Else'. We sold out

of the first and second shipment

practically overnight and have

shipped more than 40,000 units in

the 10 months since going on sale.

Our glowing customer reviews, all

averaging above four out of five

stars, are testament to the fact that

the The Motörhead Collection de-

livers on power, feel, presentation

and orgasm factor. We also

 received a top licensing award for

the collection at the 2016 LIMA

 Licensing Awards, winning Best 

Health and Beauty Licensee. 

LIMA, short for The International

 Licensing Industry Merchandisers’

Association, is the leading trade

organisation for the global licen-

sing industry.

Did the line attract attention

 outside the adult market as well?

Neal: Following the collection’s

launch in September last year,

 Motörhead - The Official Pleasure

Collection enjoyed a mainstream

media blitz which is unheard of for

the adult industry, with only one

key brand ever managing to

 surpass it - mega-brand Fifty

 Shades of Grey. Music magazines

such as Kerrang, Classic Rock,

NME and Planet Rock were hot off

the mark to report on the range.

They were joined by popular UK

newspapers The Sun and The Daily

Mail as well as countless other print

and online titles, and TV shows

around the world. Motörhead sex

toys can be purchased from 

many rock merchandise retailers,

 including emp.com.

Are there plans to add more

 products to the Motörhead line?

Neal: We introduced three new

products to the range at the ANME

Founders Show - two bomber-style

glass dildos and an extremely

powerful wand vibrator topped

with a ‘War Pig’ stimulator.

So now you’re following up 

Motörhead with Mötley Crüe! How

did this collaboration with the 

legendary American glam metal

band come about?

Neal: We actually signed this 

deal before the Motörhead 

one, but for various reasons it 

took a long time to get the pro-

ducts right. We approached the

band’s merchandising agent  

with a proposal and the band’s

management loved the idea, and

off we went.

The band decided to call it quits

at the end of 2015. Did that make

it easier to get them to provide

their name for a collection of 

vibrators?

Neal: This deal was signed way

 before they even announced the

final tour, so it had nothing to do

with it.

Glam metal and vibrators – how

does that go together?

Neal: ‘Sex, drugs and rock’n’roll’

(minus the drugs) is a classic 

combination.

Some people might argue that

everybody has at least heard of

Motörhead, also outside of

rock’n’roll fandom, whereas Möt-

ley Crüe doesn’t have the same

level of name recognition. What

is Lovehoney’s response to that?

Neal: In terms of music sales, Möt-

ley Crüe take the crown. Mötley

Crüe have sold 100 million records

worldwide (25 million in the USA)

versus 30 million by Motörhead.

The smash hit ‘Ace of Spades’ and

leadman Lemmy certainly made

Motörhead more well-known in 

the UK market - but Mötley Crüe

continue to have a huge following,

particularly in America.

Who is the target audience for the

Mötley Crüe vibrators?

Neal: The toys are targeted

 predominantly at Mötley Crüe 

fans but, as was the case with

 Motörhead, even those unfamiliar

with the band are bound to enjoy

them just as much thanks to the

high quality, intense power and

gorgeous designs.

Do you expect a success similar to

the Motörhead line?

Neal: We’re confident these toys will

top the charts with our customers.

N E A L  S L A T E F O R D

.................

Sex, drugs and

rock’n’roll’ (minus 

the drugs) is a classic 

combination.” 

................................ 

“
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How many toys are part of the collection, and what

types of products are they?

Neal: Named after the band’s best-selling songs and

albums, the official Mötley Crüe Collection comprises

a set of eight powerful mini and midi-sized vibrators,

emblazoned with the band’s iconic typography and

distinctive artwork.

When will this new product line be available from

your wholesale and distribution partners?

Neal: The Official Mötley Crüe Collection is 

available to pre-order now and will ship to retailers in

September.

Will you also provide the retail trade with sales-

promoting materials for the point of sale?

Neal: Lovehoney is investing more than ever before

142 

to ensure all retailers have the opportunity to 

showcase all of Lovehoney’s great brands and

 products. We have created a whole new POS pack

for both rock collections that will not only present 

the products brilliantly, but will also create some 

theatre in store. Get in touch to find out more 

enquiries@lovehoneytrade.com

Are there any plans of including the band or

 individual band members in the marketing of the

collection?

Neal: Well two of the band live in Los Angeles, so you

never know who you might see on Lovehoney’s stand

at the next ANME show!

What’s next for Lovehoney? Is there a line of Slayer

SM products on the horizon? Maybe an Iron Maiden

vibrator collection?

Neal: We’ll be building on all of our fantastic licensed

ranges with new releases throughout the year. We’ll

also be announcing some big brand deals, with even

more household names taking the leap over to the

adult industry. Watch this space.

I N T E R V I E W
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Lovehoney has prepared special POS

materials for the Official Mötley Crüe Collection

.................

The Official Mötley Crüe Collection

is available to pre-order now and

will ship to retailers in September.”

................................ 
“
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M O N T H L Y  M A Y H E M

"Istarted this business mainly because I wanted to

make women feel better on a sexual level."  That’s

something you said in our last EAN interview. How is

your mission going? 

Rianne: Well, not to be preten-

tious, but I still hope that on a

small level, I can make a

difference in this world. All

I know is that I have

some happy customers

and happy girlfriends

who love the RIANNE S

products. 

What was your child-

hood ambition? 

Questions & Answers 

Sometimes, i t  takes an epiphanic real izat ion to see what you real ly want to do with your

l i fe. In Rianne Swierst ra’s case, that eye-opening moment came f i f teen years ago. The

unappealing picture of a f lesh-coloured di ldo in Hust ler Magazine inspired her to create

the RIANNE S brand, a col lect ion of sex toys that are imbued with her own sense of style. In

our Monthly Mayhem, she tel ls  us more about herself  and her brand.

R ianne Swierstra  

144 w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m  •  0 8 / 2 0 1 6

Rianne: I wanted to become a veterinarian, not very

glamorous, and in the end I did not go for it because

I am not that good with blood and operations and

that kind of things.

How did you get into the sex toy industry?  

Rianne: 15 years ago, I saw an issue of Hustler

 magazine with pink dildos in there that totally did not

appeal to me. I thought I could do better and finally

gave it a go five years ago. 

If you weren’t in this industry, what would you be doing

now? 

Rianne: I would probably be a sexologist or writing

books about female sexuality. Just different ways to

work on my mission.

What was the biggest step in your career?  

Rianne: From working for a boss to entrepreneurship

for sure.

Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time? 

Rianne: Still working on my mission making women

feel better on a sexual level.

How do you envisage the future of the love toy

 industry? 

Rianne: I expect more innovation and growth in the

market, especially the part focussing on women and

couple toys.

exclusive
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What is your idea of a perfect

 working day?  

Rianne: Getting up early with an

early-bird yoga session, some

 meditation, and a good, healthy

breakfast. Being in the office around

8:30 working on some creative

 projects like product  design or photo

shoots, communicating with

 customers and  receiving some nice

orders of course. It’s always nice to

end the day with a nice PR event,

but I  prefer to be at home around

20:30 at the latest.

How do you relax after work? 

Rianne: I love doing yoga, cooking,

watching TV shows with my boy-

friend, or going out for dinner.

Who would you consider your role

model and why?  

Rianne: Wow that’s a hard one. I

love Oprah - a businesswoman

who’s also a very spiritual human

being, who made a difference in

the world and is very successful.

Imagine you have been asked to

award a medal to someone. Who’s

the lucky winner?  

Rianne: The people I love. My family,

friends, and boyfriend. They all de-

serve a medal for being good to me.

Which personal success are you

proud of?  

................

“I would love to be 

Queen Elisabeth for one day. “

...........................“
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Rianne: Besides RIANNE S, I am

proud of having peace of mind

usually. 

What do you particularly like about

yourself?  

Rianne: On one hand my deter-

mination not to give up, but on the

other hand to have faith in the

 universe and go with the flow.

Which vice could you never for-

give?  

Rianne: Till now, I forgave everybody

and everything. Not forgiving is play-

ing God, but if I forgive, I can have

peace of mind instead. Karma will

do the rest to the other person.

What song do you sing in the

 shower?

Rianne: This depends from time to

time. My boyfriend made a

 parody of my favourite country

song. Unfortunately, I cannot get it

out of my head.

Who would you never ever like to

see naked? 

Rianne: To tell you the truth, lots of

people. I think that being naked is

overestimated. Most people look

better with some clothes on.

With whom would you like to go

to the cinema and what film

would you watch?

Rianne: I would go with my love,

of course. I totally enjoy the James

Bond movies from the 60s and

70s.

You have a month’s holiday. Where

would you go? 

Rianne: I just love to travel,

anywhere really. I have seen  

over 45 countries and the more  

I travel the more I realise that

Europe is actually really beautiful,

too. Last week. we went to Deia,

Mallorca, which was marvellous. I

wouldn’t mind spending a    month

there.

Which three things would you take

with you to a deserted island?  

Rianne: My photo camera, my

boyfriend, and a toilet bag full of

goodies. 

If you could swap lives with some-

body for a day, who would it be?

Rianne: I would love to be Queen

Elisabeth for one day. 

Is there anything you would never

do again? 

Rianne: Yes, all my ex-boyfriends. 

Do you have some good ad-

vice you want to share with our 

readers? 

Rianne: Pray, work hard, and let

go of the outcome.
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